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Summary

This is the sixth story in "the Kate series" and finds Heyes and Curry returning to
Silver Lake, Colorado, amnesty in hand. The big question on their minds is "what
do we do now?". For Curry, fatherhood and responsibilities are at hand and . For
Heyes, there’s no longer a reason to avoid settling down. Around them, Silver Lake
is growing, evolving, and along with the growth comes surprises…and murder.
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Chapter 1

Chapter Notes

This story pays brief homage to both the law-abiding and the outlaws in my
family tree. My mother’s side of the family includes Bennetts and Basses. The
lyrics to the hymn "The Sweet By and By" were written by one relative, S.
Fillmore Bennett, and the outlaw, Sam Bass, was my great-great-great uncle.
Maybe that explains both the love of writing and the affection for outlaws. In
any case, this one is for my own much beloved familial ghosts.

"Angels and ministers of grace defend us!
Be thou a spirit of health or goblin damn'd,

Bring with thee airs from heaven or blasts from hell…"

- William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Act I, Scene IV

 

"Hold it still, will ya’?"

His tone slightly to the left of irritable, Kid Curry replied. "I’m tryin’, Heyes,"

With his fingers half frozen, Hannibal Heyes endeavored to position the nail horizontal to
the plank of lumber. With a resounding "thunk", the hammer bent the nail into a perfect
"V", failing to catch the fence post behind.

"Damn it, Kid," Heyes grumbled, anxious to blame anything other than his own lack of
carpentry skills for the minor mishap. "It’s wigglin’ all over the place." The cold was
making his nose run and he sniffed, then huffed a cloud of breath onto his bare, numb
fingers to warm them. The wind out of the west was picking up and it wasn’t friendly.

"Heyes, I swear I’m tryin’. It’s freezin’ out here and my hands are shivering." Curry replied
defensively. He continued to hold the plank as steadily as he could. He was wearing
gloves. A fact not lost on Heyes.

"Hands don’t shiver," Heyes barked. "And at least you’ve got gloves."

"Well the rest of me shivers," Curry countered. The icy blue of the sky was reflected in his
eyes. "And my hands are attached." None to gently, he added. "And you’ve got gloves in
your pocket. Put ‘em on!"

Growling under his breath, Heyes pried out the errant nail. It was too bad the heat in the
Kid’s words wasn’t helping to warm his ears. Muttering low, he dug another nail from his
pocket and repeated the maneuver with decidedly more success. His disposition
improved moderately.

"I can’t hold nails with my gloves on," he said, reaching back into his pocket for another
nail and driving it into the plank near the bottom edge.

When the second functioning nail was in place, Curry cautiously released his grip on the



plank, relieved when it held. He slapped his partner on the shoulder. "Heyes, you’re
becoming an honest-to-God carpenter. Now can we call it a day and head back to the
house?"

But Heyes was already fishing for another nail. "One more," he said, his confidence level
enriched by the demonstration of his skills. He set the nail midway down the plank and let
‘er rip. Two "whacks" and the nail head was nicely flush with the plank.

"Heyes?" the Kid urged, folding his arms across his chest and burrowing his hands into
his armpits of his old sheepskin coat for warmth. "Now?"

For a moment, Heyes was lost in his admiration of the newly repaired fence. Then the
bitter wind gusted again and mid-January air stung its way down his collar and into his
bones. Shrugging his shoulders up around his ears, and dropping the hammer into the
crowded toolbox at their feet, Heyes again breathed warm air on his exposed fingers.
Finally pulling his gloves out of the pocket of his new wool coat, he tugged them on.

An eight-foot long, six-inch thick branch from the box elder lay like a skeletal arm on the
ground next to them, ripped from the towering tree by the weight of snow and ice from a
storm a few days earlier. When the branch fell, it took out a section of the east meadow
fence in the process. There’d been no real need for urgent repairs. With a foot and a half
of snow on the ground, the livestock couldn’t do much meadow grazing anyway. But
Heyes and the Kid were continuing to pay their keep by helping around the Taylor’s farm
and taking odd jobs in town when they could find them. In this case, the fence repairs
kept them close to the boarding house. For Curry, that was the highest priority at the
moment.

His humor improved by adequate carpentry and gloved flesh, Heyes indulged himself with
a moment of contrariness. Regarding the branch thoughtfully, he nodded to himself. "We
should trim that up, don’t you think?" he suggested, watching the Kid’s reaction out of the
corner of his eye. "Chop it for firewood."

Curry shifted from foot to foot. "We need a cart to haul it back," he pointed out brusquely.
He fidgeted, glancing back in the direction of the house. "And we ain-… don’t have one."
The Kid’s impatience was waiving like a flag.

Heyes, with only the tiniest touch of maliciousness, lifted the battered black hat and
scratched his head. "Well, yeah, but we’re here… We could cut it up now, stack it, and
come back tomorrow with the cart. There’s a saw here in the toolbox…" He squatted
down and began to rifle noisily through the box.

Curry said nothing but the sigh he emitted was pathetic. Looking up at him, Heyes
couldn’t contain a chuckle. "Kid, if she was having the baby, somebody would’ve come to
tell you."

From where they stood, the view of the house was blocked by the imposing structure of
the barn. But another gust of wind brought acrid whiffs of wood fires and heady aromas
from the oven. Maggie Taylor was baking bread. But it wasn’t just the warmth of the
hearth and baked goods the Kid longed for.

"I don’t like leavin’ her alone right now, is all," Curry said defensively. "Cora said it could
be any time."

Heyes uttered another amused chuckle and stood up, shaking his head. "Alone?! Let’s
see…" He began ticking off on his fingers. "She’s with a surgeon, a nurse, a woman who’s
already had two younguns of her own, another woman who’s helped deliver a baby or



two…"

"Heyes…"

"AND," Heyes went on emphatically. "And, there’s Molly and Emma and they’re old
enough to come and get us if need be."

"Heyes," Curry tried again, wearily. "I know all that. I just mean…"

"You mean YOU ain’t there," Heyes finished for him.

Curry’d had enough. With a familiar set to his jaw, the Kid picked up the heavy toolbox
defiantly. "That’s exactly what I mean," he said without apology and began walking toward
the barn.

Heyes watched him for a moment before following across the snowy field. He covered his
smirk with his nicely gloved fingers. "And God knows you’re going to be very valuable
when it comes time to deliver the baby," he teased. "Being such a baby-delivering expert
and all."

"Nope," Curry admitted firmly. "But I’m a Kate expert. I should be there," he called back
over his shoulder. "And I’m going home."

For a lot of years, "home" had been something lost. The memory had been a painful one
for both of them, the word a reminder of that pain. But somehow, inside each man, like the
glow of a stubborn ember in a hearth, it had remained… that word. It was a silent wish, a
prayer left unprayed.

Then the utterance of another word had stirred the spark, stoked the flame. Amnesty.

At times, it still felt foreign, surreal. Both men still awakened in a fearful sweat when the
house creaked in the middle of the night, still felt the fear, tasted the sudden jolt of
adrenalin and reached for their guns before coming awake enough to remember.
Amnesty. They had amnesty.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 2

t had been roughly four months since the Governor of Wyoming had, after a bit of friendly
persuasion from old friend Lom Trevors and the Kid, finally seen fit to keep his aged
promise and grant the outlaws their hard-earned amnesty. Heyes had thought that day, if
it ever came, would bring a feeling of elation, of absolute, unfathomable joy, but that
hadn’t been the case.

Oh, Heyes had felt relieved, certainly. Sitting there in a courtroom waiting to be found
guilty of his crimes, he had, instead, been granted absolution. Of course, he had felt relief.
But he had also felt oddly numb. At first Heyes figured it was just him. He had, after all,
spent long weeks in a Cheyenne jail contemplating a future spent behind steel bars. He’d
nearly been resigned to the idea when Curry appeared with a miracle in his hand. But
then one night, on the ride back to Silver Lake, Heyes had awakened and found the Kid
standing at the edge of the camp site, staring out at the autumn night. The camp fire had
faded to glowing embers and Heyes stirred it to revive it some. Though not yet frosty,
there had been a crispness to the night air since leaving Wyoming. Curry, had heard the
rustle, the snapping of sparks as the flames struggled to renew. He’d returned to the fire,
squatting down next to his partner and holding his hands out to warm them. His
expression was serious.

"You alright?" Heyes asked. Unlike Heyes, the Kid was not prone to sleeplessness and
late night prowling.

Curry nodded and watched the anemic flames. "I feel kind of funny, is all."

They’d had fresh rabbit for dinner and Heyes thought it tasted fine but still… "Funny? Sick
funny or funny funny?"

The Kid struggled. "I keep thinking I should feel really happy, you know? I mean, Heyes,
we GOT our amnesty. There’s no more bounty, no more posses. I keep thinking I should
be all excited about it…but…" Confounded, he shook his head. "I don’t know what to do
now. I mean, I knew what to do when we was robbing banks. I knew what to do when we
was on the run. But now we’re free and I don’t know what to do." After a long silence, he
asked quietly. "Do you ever miss it?"

A coyote let loose with a howl somewhere far off and both men turned in that direction,
not nervous, exactly, but aware. One corner of Heyes’ mouth curved upward.

"Parts of it," he answered. "Sometimes."

They kept their voices soft. The rest of their party slept around them.

"Parts?"

"Well," Heyes explained. "There’s parts I don’t miss. Bullets flyin’ at us, mostly. Posses
running us into the ground… I’m finding it pretty easy to live without those parts."

Curry stifled a yawn and then smiled, too.

"But some of it…" Heyes’ grin turned melancholy. "Planning a job, figuring it out, feeling
the tumblers on the safe slide into place…" His fingers unconsciously worked an imagined
dial. "Yeah… sometimes I miss that."

"The money was nice," Curry pointed out.



Heyes chuckled. "For all of the five minutes we managed to hold on to it."

The Kid laughed, too. "We weren’t exactly frugal, were we?"

Slapping his partner on the shoulder, Heyes said. "Well, we didn’t have any
responsibilities." He cast an eye around the camp.

In makeshift beds in the wagon, two small children slept. Kid Curry’s newly adopted
children. Fin was about 4 years old, his sister, Cassie, about 8 months. Their exact birth
dates were unknown. What was known was that they’d been orphaned, their mother killed
as a twister swept through their small Texas town. She’d worked in a saloon and the
children’s fathers had, in all likelihood, been customers, cattle tramps in town for a night
or two before the drive moved on. It didn’t matter. Fate had delivered the tykes into the
hands of Jed Curry and his wife and an instant family had been born.

Sleeping on the ground near the wagon was the aforementioned wife, Kate, her belly
growing daily with her first baby, now the third Curry child. Further around the camp were
Quentin Monroe, his wife, Cora, and their daughter, Abby. Without his ever actually
proposing to her, Abby had somehow gained the title of Hannibal Heyes’ fiancé. After his
capture, it had been a convenient lie that kept her in a position to have contact with him. It
served a need. Then afterward, when he could have put a stop to it, Heyes had, instead,
invited her to return to Silver Lake with him. Her parents had come along. He suspected it
was to keep an eye on her…or, more precisely, on him. In any case, the party returning to
Silver Lake was a lot larger than the one that had left.

Curry knew what surrounded him. Responsibilities. His had suddenly grown dramatically.

"You ain’t regretting them, are you?" Heyes asked, nodding toward where the children
slept.

"No," Curry answered without hesitation. His cool blue eyes warmed when they fixed on
the wagon. "No." He was quiet then for a long time. When he did speak, his voice was
hushed. "I don’t want to let ‘em down, Heyes. I guess I’m scared that I’ll let ‘em down."

Heyes had seen the Kid face very good gunmen without a tremble, without breaking a
sweat. He’d watched Curry struggle to survive in the dessert and in blizzards, watched
him battle to stay ahead of a posse on horses ready to drop, had been at his side as they
risked their lives and their freedom time and again in their years riding together. He had
seen Curry survive a nearly fatal bullet wound. It wasn’t easy to make him nervous. It took
fearsome things like petite, dark-eyed women or small children.

"Heyes, we may get back to Silver Lake and find out they ain’t exactly glad to see us. I
don’t mean Will and Maggie, but the others. We’ve been lying to them for a couple years,
now. They may not take kindly to that. If we ain’t welcome there, where do we go?" Curry
asked. "We don’t have much money. We don’t have jobs. And I’ve got four mouths to
feed…five soon. If we can stay in Silver Lake, least ‘til the baby’s born, I know Will and
Maggie will help us but we can’t expect them to do that forever. And I don’t even know
what I’m good at besides shootin’. So what do we do now?"

It was a fair question and, that night, they’d come to no real conclusions. Nor had the
months since then brought them any solutions. The Kid had put it well. What they were
good at, they had quit doing. Now what?

That question, Heyes supposed, was what kept him feeling unsettled, uneasy, instead of
the feeling of joy he’d expected amnesty to bring. Kate said it was because the amnesty
didn’t change them. She said they had changed themselves the moment they decided to



go straight. The amnesty was simply the rest of the world catching up. And, while there
was a truth to that, Heyes thought it was something more. In the years after they went
straight, they kept moving. They had the perfect excuse not to settle in one spot, not learn
a respectable trade or latch on to any of those wonderful, horrible responsibilities. They
had kept their possessions minimal, their weapons oiled and their horses nearby, always
ready to run.

Heyes hadn’t minded the travel, the lack of roots. He’d accepted it as his lot in life. He
knew the Kid had held on to a dream of something different. Home. Family. Longing for
those things, though, was different than having them. And now the Kid was facing the
reality of responsibilities at the same time Heyes was faced with having no excuse to
avoid them. Neither man knew quite what to do with it all.

The Kid was right, too, about the possibility of not being welcome back in Silver Lake. As
Joshua Smith and Thaddeus Jones, the two men had developed friendships in the town.
They’d been accepted and respected there. But people don’t like to find out they’ve been
duped and, with the exception of Will, Maggie and Molly Taylor, no one in town had
known their real identities until Heyes was captured. After wiring ahead from Cheyenne to
let the Taylors know they were on their way home, the party had returned to Silver Lake
not knowing what to expect in the way of a reception.

It had been the town telegrapher, Kiberton Barnes, who had volunteered for lookout duty
on the day the Heyes and Curry party returned. The banner had been hanging up across
Main Street for two days. Using a spyglass borrowed from the town preacher, Kibby
positioned himself on the hill overlooking the road west of town. When he caught sight of
the approaching wagon and riders, he’d been uncertain at first. There were a lot more
people coming back than had left. But he recognized the riders, Heyes, Curry and Kate.
Glad to be the bearer of the news, Kibby had raced back into town and, as pre-arranged
at the Town Hall meeting several days earlier, he hurried to the church and rang the bell.
By the time the wagon and riders tentatively entered the town, half the population of Silver
Lake had gathered, spread down both sides of the street. There were a few notables not
in attendance, those who were less than enthusiastic about the outlaws’ return. But most
of the town remembered how Heyes and Curry had unmasked their corrupt former Mayor
while rescuing Will Taylor’s kidnapped daughters. That act alone had earned the men a
second chance and people turned out on a cool autumn day to welcome them home.

The banner had been hand painted by Molly and Emma Taylor. It said, "HEYES and
CURRY - YOU ARE STILL WANTED MEN HERE!!". As Curry, Heyes and Kate, all on
horseback led the wagon down the street, they were greeted with cheers and whoops
and waves as if they were returning heroes.

Fin had been happily sharing the saddle with Curry and the Kid felt the boy’s body press
back against him, a little frightened by the reception.

"It’s okay, Fin," Curry reassured him hesitantly. "This is good." Then he turned to Heyes
riding along side him looking equally dazed. "This is good, right?"

On the other side of Heyes, Kate rode Pearl, her buckskin, smiling uncertainly and waving
at a few of her former students.

"Must be good," she reasoned. "No one’s shooting at us."

Heyes offered a somewhat twisted grin and waved back at a few friends, Charles
Emerson, the bank president, and his family, Harry, the saloon owner. Behind him, he
heard Quentin Monroe laughing.



"Is this how they always greet you when you’ve been away?" Monroe called.

Curry waved at Reverend Murdock and Kibby Barnes. They were smiling broadly at him.

"Is this a parade?" Fin asked softly, twisting to look up at his new father.

"I guess it is," Curry told him. He sought confirmation from his partners. Heyes and Kate,
in perfect unison, shrugged.

Will, Maggie and their daughters waited on the boardwalk in front of Will’s store at the far
end of town. They were laughing and waving, the girls nearly jumping up and down with
excitement, and they all ventured into the street meet the travelers as they approached.

"Welcome home!" Will called. "We’ve been waitin’ for you!"

It was, after all the worry, a very happy reunion. Kate and the Kid introduced Taylors to
Monroes and townspeople gathered round. While Maggie Taylor fussed over Fin and
cooed over Cassie, Heyes noticed Emma Taylor move back from the crowd and regard
him with a brow-wrinkling frown, her arms crossed formidably across her chest. Tying his
reins to the hitching rail, he approached the 14-year old with trepidation.

"Now, Em, I expect you’re probably pretty mad at me," Heyes began sheepishly, his
hands raised in surrender. "I missed your birthday."

She was, indeed, angry. But it had nothing to do with his missing her birthday. She’d
grown very close to a man she knew as Joshua Smith. It was only after he was arrested
that she learned her friend, her poker-teacher, was Hannibal Heyes. Emma’s blue eyes
narrowed. "You could have told me, you know," she replied, her tone a marriage of hurt
and anger. "I would’ve kept it secret."

"I never doubted that," he vowed. "I just… Emma, this…" he waved his arm at the
decorated street, the people. "This is not what we’re accustomed to. We’re used to
posses and bounty hunters and hiding who we are."

"Molly knew," she pointed out. It was true. Her sister, only a year older, had been privy to
the outlaw’s identities. But it hadn’t been Heyes’ idea.

"Em, Molly knew because she eavesdrops," he pointed out. "She knows because of her
nose and her tendency to put it where it don’t belong!"

That, at least, got a smile out of the girl. Her crush on Heyes was behemoth. And the truth
of it was, he valued her friendship. "Hannibal Heyes is… was a bank robber… a train
robber," he said gently. "Not somebody you’d want to be around."

Rolling her eyes, Emma shifted her hands to her hips. "You big fool! You’re my friend. I
want to be around YOU. I don’t care what your name is!"

The sun glinted off her pale golden curls. They were tied back with a pale green ribbon
that matched her dress and Heyes reached out to twirl one of her locks around his finger.

"Well, then" he began, a dimple appearing. "Allow me to introduce myself. Miss Monroe,
I’m Hannibal Heyes." He bowed gallantly from the waist as he had the very first time he
met her.

Emma could keep neither a straight face nor a grip on her anger. "Pleased to meet you,"
she giggled. She extended her hand and he took it, kissed it, and then pulled her into a
hug. After a moment, she pulled away enough to look up at him with a wrinkled nose. "Do



I have to call you Hannibal, now?"

Heyes mirrored her nose wrinkle. "If you do, I’ll have to shoot you. Could we just stick with
Heyes?"

"I might forget," she warned him. "And call you Joshua."

He hugged her tightly again. "I don’t mind. Joshua’s a pretty good man."

"Joshua’s a VERY good man," she corrected.

They held the hug for a moment and then she looked past him to where the others stood
by the wagon. The townsfolk were beginning to disperse and those who remained were
mostly her own family and the new arrivals. Emma’s eyes narrowed again as she looked
at Abby.

"Is that Abigail?" she asked. "Is that her?" She knew that Abby had been the one who
sent him the wire begging his help on her father’s behalf. He hadn’t hesitated a moment
before rushing to her aid… and his own arrest.

"Yep," he replied, a little bewildered still by the fact that Abby seemed to have become a
fixture in his life. "That’s Abby."

"So, is she your girl?"

Heyes shifted position, looping an arm around Emma’s shoulders and focusing his
attention on Abby. She was smiling, tucking stray wisps of auburn hair back into what had
started the day as a neat bun at the base of her neck. Her pale gray dress was stained
with dust, coffee and God-knows what from sharing the wagon with two small children,
her fair skin flushed and freckled from the sun. She was glowing.

"Apparently," Heyes uttered in wonder. "She’s my fiancé."

Despite herself, Emma giggled. "Apparently? Don’t you know?"

Heyes had pondered it for a moment. "Well… things have been a little crazy lately."

 

* * * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 3

As Heyes and the Kid stored the tools in the shed attached to the barn, Heyes realized
things weren’t much clearer to him now than they had been on that autumn day four
months earlier. Abby was still here. She had her own room at the boarding house
sandwiched between that of her parents and that of Heyes. And, while they tried to be
discrete in deference to the youngsters in the house, he didn’t believe she had yet slept in
the bed in her own room. He enjoyed that more than he dared to admit to himself.

As the two men left the shed, and headed through the snow toward the house, they saw
Kate, with Emma and Fin in the backyard. All three were hovering over an oddly shaped
mound of snow.

"See?" Heyes said, gesturing toward Mrs. Kid Curry. "I told you. She’s fine."

"Heyes," Curry began patiently. "You and me…I mean, I can trim that branch any time.
This ain-…" He stopped, mouthing something silently and then beginning again. "This
ISN’T about me being an expert on birthing babies It’s about me being there for Kate
when it matters."

"Seems to me, you were there when the hard part got done," Heyes grinned, chuckling a
bit at his own pun.

Curry shot him a look.

"All I’m saying," Heyes went on. "Is those women won’t want you anywhere around when
it comes down to the screaming part."

"Then I’ll be in the parlor," the Kid replied. "I ain’t going to… I am not going to be far
away."

Heyes groaned and shook his head. This halting, faltering, stuttering speech was a
symptom of the newest in a long line of "Kid Curry Self-Improvement Initiatives". First had
been mathematics. He’d become damn near obsessed with fractions for a time. But, after
a few months of numerical fanaticism, he sure was better at making change when he
helped out at the store. Then there was spelling. He was still working on that but his
current main interest was grammar.

It had started innocently enough weeks earlier when Fin had said, "it don’t matter". Kate
had corrected him.

"It doesn’t matter," she’d said gently.

Curry, standing nearby, had overheard. "’Doesn’t?’" he’d asked. "Are you sure?"

It had been just the three of them in the kitchen.

"I’m sure," Kate, the former schoolmarm, replied. She had turned from wiping off the
counter to see Curry scowling at her and Fin watching both of them.

"I would’ve said ‘don’t’, too," the Kid told her. "You’ve never corrected me."

Kate had looked from her husband to her son and hesitated visibly. Her gentlemen were
seated side-by-side at the table enjoying an afternoon snack of pumpkin pie. With visible



reluctance, she moved over and sat down across from them.

"There’s a trick to knowing which is correct," she said. "Don’t and doesn’t are a short way
of saying ‘do not’ or ‘does not’. My father said it’s not really considered proper English but
most of us do it, shorten two words into one. Anyway, when you’re not sure whether to
say ‘don’t’ or ‘doesn’t’, it helps if you say the full words. You can usually tell which one is
right."

She watched Curry mouth, "it do not matter" and then "it does not matter". Then he
uttered a surprised, "Hunh!"

Later, with Fin in the backyard playing, Kate was washing up the dished and the Kid
remained in his chair, leaning it back on two legs and feeling puzzled.

"How come you never correct what I say?" he asked.

Kate picked up the next plate, started to wash it, then left it in the sink and returned to the
table, reaching across it to take Curry’s hand. "It’s a little awkward to correct your
husband," she said apologetically.

He cocked an eyebrow at her in disbelief. "You don’t have a problem ARGUING with your
husband," he pointed out warmly. Then she saw him mentally review the sentence and
mouth "do not", pleased with himself that he’d used the correct word.

Kate smiled. "That’s different." She paused and then asked. "Do you know Mrs. Willets at
the bakery?"

Curry patted his stomach with his free hand and grinned. "Her pie can’t beat Maggie’s."

"She corrects everything husband says, everything he does. It makes me want to slap
her!"

Curry chuckled. It was true. If Mr. Willets said blue, Mrs. Willets said green. If he said the
cherry pie was great today, she said the custard pie was better.

"I don’t want to be like that," Kate explained.

Curry had considered it for a minute and nodded. He didn’t want her to be like that, either.
But he also didn’t want his children to think him ignorant. So they had agreed that, when
she heard him error, Kate would wait until they were alone and then correct him. Thus, his
grammar lessons had begun and the Kid struggled to break old habits. It was driving
Heyes crazy.

Now, crossing the wide yard, the men watched Emma and Kate adding snow to the oddly
shaped pile under Fin’s guidance. Around them, the sharp edges of the world were muted,
softened by the thick frosting of white.

"You know, Kate’s been there for you and me," Curry pointed out.

"I," Heyes said snidely.

"You what?"

"You and I," Heyes said pointedly. "She’s always been there for you and I."

Curry thought about it, then shook his head. "Nope. Me. When it’s you and another person
and you’re not sure about whether it’s ‘me’ or "I’, leave the other person out and see how
it sounds."



"That’s kind of rude," Heyes remarked. "Leaving the other person out."

"I don’t mean you leave them out of…" Exasperated, the Kid stopped and turned to his
partner. "You just leave them out in your head… to see how it sounds."

"Let’s see," Heyes began deliberately. "Kid Curry and me went to town for a drink or Kid
Curry and I went to town for a drink. Leave out the other person… I went to town for a
drink," Heyes smirked. "You’re right. It sounds much better when I leave you out."

Curry started walking again. "I ain’t le-… I am NOT letting you get under my skin."

"Would you stop it?!" Heyes challenged. "You’re just doing that to annoy me."

"I’m doing this to better myself," Curry corrected seriously. Then a crooked grin glimmered
across his face. "Annoying you is an unexpected bonus."

Before Heyes could respond, Fin spotted the men and came bounding through the snow
to greet them. He was so bundled up, Curry was surprised his son could run. His son.
Just the sound of the words in his head made him smile. Maggie had knitted Fin a hat
with ear flaps, a scarf and a pair of mittens. At the moment, the scarf covered most of the
boy’s face. All that was visible was a pair of bright and eager blue eyes.

As Fin reached them, Curry swung him up into the air and then tucked him against his
hip.

"Papa," Fin’s voice was muffled by the scarf but it didn’t hide his enthusiasm. "You have
to see my snowhorse!"

Heyes squinted at the odd mound of snow. "Is that what that is?"

As they got closer, Fin wriggled to be put down and Curry set the boy on his feet,
laughing as Fin stumbled off through the snow to climb aboard his trusty steed.

Kate, too, was bundled up with a warm scarf over her head and her heavy gray wool coat.
The only problem was that the coat was a fitted style that would no longer close over her
robust belly. Emma, more warmly shrouded, bent to pack some additional snow on the
"head" end of the horse…which promptly fell off.

"Our horse keeps losing his head," Kate laughed as the men walked up.

Curry moved close to her, automatically putting his hands on either side of her belly.
"What are you doing out here?"

"Cora said activity might help to bring on the birthing," Kate advised, shivering. The Kid’s
hands felt warm against the thin wool of her dress. She missed her long johns but they
would no longer stretch over her girth.

"What did she say about freezing to death?" Heyes asked.

"He’s got a point," Curry agreed. "If the baby thinks it’s freezing out here and it’s nice and
warm in there, he’s NEVER going to come out."

Sagging against him, Kate groaned. "Oh, Lord, don’t say that."

Brushing snow from her gloved hands, Emma giggled, In the midst of her own transition
from childhood to womanhood, she liked being privy to the details of Kate’s pregnancy.
"Cora says it should be soon."



"We passed ‘soon’ about three weeks ago," Kate grumbled. "Now we’ve moved on to
‘eventually’."

Beneath Curry’s hand, her belly felt solid, hard-packed. "Nothin’ yet, huh?"

She shook her head and shivered again.

Lowering his mouth to her ear, his breath felt warm as he said. "Let’s get you inside."

"No," Fin protested softly. "Not yet." He was still astride his horse and not yet done with
his adventure.

"I’ll stay out with him," Emma offered. She and Molly had adjusted well to having younger
children in the house. With Fin and Cassie around, Maggie treated her daughters more as
adults and that sat well with both girls.

Kate nodded. "Alright, but not too much longer. You’ll freeze your frazzles."

Fin giggled. "What’s a ‘fwazzle’?"

Heyes grabbed the top of the boy’s head, wrestling him gently. "You’ll know ‘em when you
freeze ‘em!"

On the mud porch, as they removed their coats, Curry paid attention to the clotheslines
rigged across the porch and hung with diapers and very tiny clothes. It was too cold to
hang laundry outside but, as he knew Kate would be quick to point out, that did not stop
children from soilng clothes with marked efficiency.

"You did the laundry?" the Kid asked his wife, emphasizing the word "you". There were
other people in the house who would happily have handled the chore but the Kid knew
her well.

"Our children dirtied those things and you were working on the fence. Diapers don’t wash
themselves," Kate pointed out rationally. "Besides, Cora said-"

"Yeah," he interrupted. "Activity. I know." He shook his head and shut his mouth. Curry
had his own ideas about how a woman in her condition should behave and it had more to
do with her lying in bed and having people wait on her than doing laundry and playing in
the snow. He had learned, however, that a man’s opinion about matters maternal didn’t
hold much sway with all the females in the house.

One of the best parts of being out in the winter cold was coming into the warmth of the
Taylor kitchen. The stove was fired up and something simmered in a big stewpot on top.
Four loaves of warm bread sat on the counter nearby, still steaming, their yeasty aroma
scenting the whole house. Maggie was at one end of the long table rolling out pie crust
while, mid-way down the table, Abby sliced apples into a bowl and dusted them with sugar
and cinnamon to fill the pies.

As Heyes, Curry and Kate entered, the snow that had not been brushed off turned wet
along the hems of their clothes. They had taken no more than three steps into the room
when a small voice squealed.

"Da-Da-Da-Da-Da!!" A wriggling little bit of a girl squirmed on Molly’s lap at the table
across from Abby until Molly set her down on the floor. Cassie crawled rapidly toward the
Kid. Her mobility had increased dramatically since Kate, with Maggie’s help, took several
old, worn pairs of long johns and fashioned Cassie a pair of her own.



"How can she crawl in a gown?" Kate had pointed out. "Her legs get all tangled up."

So several layers of long johns had been stitched together into a thick, warm garment that
covered Cassie from neck to toe. It was, Curry had to admit, pretty ingenious. She stayed
warm, it improved her mobility and some extra padding at the knees protected her from
splinters. And, if it wasn’t especially feminine… well, he’d seen his wife in men’s clothing
enough times to know that, underneath the clothes, she was still female.

The Kid scooped his daughter into the air up and held her where she could pat his chilled
face. Something about slightly whiskered chins intrigued her. Her eyes always reminded
him of a deer’s, huge and so dark, warm and sparkling. Curry pressed his lips to her
nearly black hair, straight and satiny and grown now to below her ears. His daughter. His
little girl.

Heyes parked himself at the table next to Abby. She playfully slapped his hand as he
grabbed a slice of apple out of the bowl and popped it into his mouth.

"When did she wake up?" Kate asked, smoothing Cassie’s hair.

"Just a few minutes ago," Molly assured her. "I heard her so I changed her and brought
her down."

Kate moved to a chair and awkwardly lowered herself into it. "Thank you, Molly," she said
wearily. "Her naps get shorter and shorter."

Maggie raised her eyebrows at Kate. The younger woman had been moving non-stop
since breakfast. "Finally, you’re sitting!" she scolded.

"Cora said-"

Maggie interrupted her. "Cora said ‘activity’ might help start your labor, not exhaustion."

Feeling mildly vindicated, Curry pulled out a chair for himself and set Cassie on his lap.
She quickly began to flirt with Heyes across the table, babbling happily and batting those
eyes in his direction. She was a happy baby and had taken to everyone in the house but
she had a particular fondness for the gentlemen.

"She likes boys," Kate had remarked one day as Cassie coyly cocked her head and
smiled down the dinner table at first Heyes, then Will, then Quentin. Curry hadn’t slept
well that night.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 4

When they were in Cheyenne, Kate had written a letter home to tell the Taylors about the
new additions to the Curry family. By they time they returned to Silver Lake, Maggie and
Will had retrieved some of their daughters’ old furniture from the attic to convert the room
next to Kate’s and the Kid’s into a nursery. A small bed and a crib had taken the place of
the single bed that had occupied the room when it was Curry’s. And an old rocking chair
sat near the window and a big, circular braided rug warmed the floor where the children
often played.

Since Kate’s lap had all but disappeared of late, the nightly rocking of Cassie had fallen to
the Kid. He had come to love that time of night. Together, he and Kate would tuck Fin into
his bed and Kate would sit next to the boy. Then Curry would sit in the rocker with his
daughter while Kate either read a story or made one up. The made up ones were Fin’s
favorites, fanciful tales about knights named Joshua and Thaddeus and Prince Fin and
Princess Cassie. Most nights, she would not make it to "the end" before both of the little
ones drifted off to sleep.

On this night, after a hot and hearty dinner and a round of story-telling, Curry lowered a
sleeping Cassie into her crib, and watched as she predictably rolled herself onto her
tummy and stuck her thumb in her mouth and her bottom in the air. Kate appeared at his
side, pulling up the layers of blankets to keep the baby warm in the chilly room. After
kisses and blanket tucking for Fin, too, Kate led the way into the hall, listening to voices
from downstairs drifted up. They heard Quentin’s low chuckle and Will’s louder laugh.

"You want to go back down?" Curry asked.

Eyeing the stairs, Kate shook her head and put a hand wearily on her belly. Her fatigue
was apparent. "I don’t think I could make it back up," she confessed. "I’m going to bed."
She looked up at him. "You can go back down if you want. You didn’t get much time to
visit with grownups tonight."

He considered for a heartbeat, then shook his head and followed her into the room. Curry
watched as she sat heavily on the bed, lying back on her elbows. The room was scented
faintly with lemon oil, courtesy of the cradle that now rested on the far side of the bed,
waiting more patiently than Kate for its expected occupant. Each whiff of citrus gave the
Kid a little pulse of pride in his handy work. He hadn’t built the cradle from scratch but,
when Will had shown it to him up in the attic, it was in need of some repairs and serious
cleaning. The last time it had been used was when Emma was a baby and it had been
relegated to the rafters for years. One of the rocker blades on the cradle was broken and
other parts of the body had been scratched and damaged as it was bumped, moved, and
used to hold odds and ends of family memorabilia. Curry had worked on it faithfully for
weeks, meticulously carving a new rocker blade, sanding out the splinters from the whole
cradle and re-staining the rich cherry wood. He had first rubbed in tung oil, then finished
with a final rubbing of lemon oil that left it with a soft sheen. When he presented it to Kate,
the expression on her face had made all of his bruised fingers and crushed thumbnails
worth the pain.

Sitting down next to her on this night, Curry pulled off his boots while she watched
enviously. When he finished with the boots, he noted her feet. Her boots were still on.

"You need a little help, there?" he offered, diplomatically trying not to avoid sounding
amused by her condition.



"Would you, please?" she begged. "I haven’t even seen my feet in a month."

Grateful that there was actually something he could do to help her, the Kid knelt down
and motioned for her to raise her left leg. He gripped the boot and tugged it off. It felt
tighter than usual.

"They’re a mite snug," he mentioned.

Kate sighed heavily, dejected. "I know. Cora says I’m ‘holding water’, whatever that
means."

"What does it mean?" he asked, concerned.

Kate shrugged. "She said that, sometimes, when you’re this far along, your organs are all
squished up inside so they don’t work as well at getting rid of water."

Holding her left foot in his hand, Curry sat back on his heels and stared at her. "Well, how
does it get in your legs?"

Shrugging helplessly, Kate shook her head. "I don’t know. It doesn’t make any sense to
me. I don’t know how I can be holding water when I have to pee about every four
minutes."

He pulled off her right boot and then stayed there on the floor, her foot resting on his thigh
as he gently massaged her calf. She sighed.

"That’s nice. Thank you," she breathed.

After a minute or two, he switched to the left leg. The truth was, he felt pretty guilty about
this whole baby thing. It was as much his child as Kate’s but it seemed like all the tough
and uncomfortable part of bringing it into the world was hers.

One time when the Devil’s Hole Gang had held up a train, there’d been a woman who
was clearly in the family way. Curry had worried about what effect the robbery might have
on her and, while she seemed fine when they left, it had weighed on him. Preacher had
been riding with them then and had told Curry all about how women got the burden of
childbirth because it was Eve who tempted Adam in the Garden of Eden. It was her
punishment for that temptation, Preacher told him with assurance.

Preacher had a much greater familiarity with the Good Book than did Curry but, frankly,
the Kid thought it seemed pretty unreasonable. First of all, if men were supposed to be so
smart and strong, why didn’t Adam just say "No thank you, Ma’am. Why don’t we try these
peaches over here?" It wasn’t like Eve had been pointing a .45 at his chest. She’d had an
apple! And then, even if you figured that Eve had been some sort of hussy and had
seduced ol’ Adam right out of the garden and his fig leaf, well, that was hardly Kate’s
fault… or any other woman’s. It just didn’t make good sense. But, like it or not, it did seem
to be the way of things and there wasn’t anything Curry could do about it. Still, it didn’t
make him feel any less guilty and giving an occasion leg rub seemed a small enough
thing to do to make it a little easier on her.

Kate’s right foot was still on his thigh and, as he massaged her left leg, he noticed her
toes begin to inch across his leg, aiming toward his inseam. She was working toward a
pretty sensitive area and he raised an inquiring eyebrow in her direction.

"What are you doing?" he asked.

He knew this move. His wife had some highly inventive toes and he enjoyed them a lot.



But the truth of it was, she looked exhausted. There were dark circles under her eyes and
he knew she’d been up early. Kate had trouble sleeping under the best of circumstances.
She was prone to nightmares that left her trembling and unable to return to sleep and
these days, the problem was compounded by the baby that pressed here or there and
made it difficult to breathe, necessary to pee or simply impossible to find comfort. She
needed to sleep. But she’d apparently forgotten to mention that to her toes.

"You’re rubbing me," she answered softly. "I thought I’d return the favor."

"You’re tired," he reminded her. He wasn’t, his body reminded him.

"Would you mind removing my stockings… while you’re down there?" she asked slyly.
Removing her stockings was almost always a prelude to removing other things.

"Katie…"

"Hmmmm?"

"Are you sure you want to do this?"

She looked genuinely hurt. "Don’t you?"

He scratched his head and grinned. "Kate, there’s rarely a time when I don’t want to.
But… well, no offense, darlin’, but you’re looking tuckered. You didn’t touch your dinner
and…" He sighed and shifted a bit as her toes continued to renew their long-standing
acquaintance with his crotch. "You really want to do this?"

She hesitated before confessing. "Well… Cora said-"

"Uh-oh," he muttered, stopping the massage.

Throughout her pregnancy, the phrase "Cora said" had generally been followed by
comforting reassurances or encouragement. For the past two weeks, however, it had
generally preceded some possible method for getting labor started. "Cora said" had
prompted numerous, endless walks around the house because it was too icy to take the
prescribed long walks outside. There had also been multiple doses of Castor Oil. These
had done nothing to start labor but had succeeded in making the Kid nauseous just
watching his wife swallow the vile liquid. Less nauseating but equally ineffective had been
raspberry tea and elderberry tea, although they had exacerbated the already problematic
need to pee.

"What?" she asked innocently.

"Kate, I love Cora but she told you to take Castor Oil and it made me sick. She said be
active and I find you freezin’ in the yard makin’ snow horses. I’m not sure I want to know
what else Cora said."

She grinned at him. "But you’ll like this one," she promised. "Cora said that some women
find that…" Her toes teased the buttons on his fly. "Being intimate with their husbands
can… well… get things going."

She was getting things going, alright. He watched her toes again for a moment with
growing appreciation and then studied her face.

"You’re telling me that the same thing that got you into this condition might get you out of
it?" he clarified.



"It might help," she nodded.

With uncertainty, he pointed out. "It didn’t work a few nights ago."

"It was a over a week ago," she admonished, her tone losing its sweetness. "And that was
then. This is now."

"Are you sure you want-"

She interrupted him fiercely. "Jed, I want this baby to COME OUT NOW!! If standing on
my head and yodeling would make it happen, I’d try it."

It wasn’t exactly the most romantic invitation she’d even extended to him but, under the
circumstances… He reached under her skirt and slid his hand up to her garter.

"Well, if you think it’ll help," he said valiantly. "I’ll do my best."

She felt his warm fingers unfastening her garters. "Your willingness to make such a
sacrifice is what sustains me," she said and then she broke out laughing as his fingers
moved around.

Standing up and leaning over her, Curry kissrf her hard. "Seems the least I can do,
ma’am," he whispered against her neck.

In a moment, he returned to roll her stockings down and then helped her undress. Kate
quickly climbed under the layers of warm quilts and blankets and lay on her side,
immediately feeling relief as the bed took on the weight of her belly. She watched as the
Kid scrambled out of his clothes and then held the covers up while he climbed in. He
recoiled for a moment as bare skin met cold sheets.

"Brrrr," he murmured, closing in on her.

Watching her face, Curry ran the backs of his fingers lightly down her arm, her side,
across the taut belly that protruded between them. She shivered.

"You cold?" he asked, moving his face closer to hers on the pillows.

"No," she smiled as his fingers continued their whispered strokes over her hip and down
her thigh. She touched his face, his cheek. "I love you."

"That," he replied. "Is what sustains me." He kissed her, softly at first, brushing her lips
with his, Then her hand slid around his neck, pulling him closer, her tongue making its
presence known. "Hmmm…" he moaned into the kiss.

His hands roamed over her, warming both of them. Her body captivated him. He had
watched it change over the months of her pregnancy, watched as her breasts swelled
and her belly blossomed. Like the snow softened the landscape outside, her pregnancy
had softened her, rounded her legs and arms. When he’d first met her, she’d been
painfully thin, the result of too few good meals. Since coming to the Taylors, she’d filled
out to a healthy size but still had bony spots that had disappeared as her pregnancy
progressed. He had watched the changes, felt them, explored them like a new adventure
every night.

Curry stroked her belly, tucking his head under the covers to plant a few kisses there, too.
She laughed in that wonderful, throaty way she had and he knew his scruff of whiskers
was tickling her. He worked his mouth upward, following the slope of her belly to her
breasts. They were full and round and he flicked his tongue over her already rigid nipples.



"You’d better not suck on those," she cautioned. "They feel about ready to pop."

"So am I," he laughed, moving his mouth to her neck, nipping at an earlobe, caressing,
sliding his mouth to her shoulder as one hand moved in the other direction, trailing
teasingly downward.

"How have we not done this for a week?" she asked, her breathing harder.

"Children," he answered briefly, nuzzling her neck.

"They sleep," she replied, taking a bite of his shoulder.

"They also wear us out," he countered, then he groaned as her hand encircled him.

"And we’re about to have another," she pointed out, moaning and shifting in response to
his fingers probing between her legs.

"We’d best make the most of this, then, huh?" His mouth was against hers, his words
passing into her as breath. "What if…" he hesitated.

"What?" she gasped, one hand stroking him, the other clutching his rear.

"What if something happens while we’re… well, you know."

She flung a leg up over his hip. "I will be a happy woman."

Her belly kept her from getting as close as she wanted and, after a moment, she let loose
of his backside and rolled over, pressing her own rear against him.

"This way," she suggested and he didn’t argue.

Her hand reached back to caress his hip and then it slipped between them to guide him.

His rumbling laugh returned. "You’re getting proddy, here, woman."

"Actually," she replied. "I need you to get ‘proddy’."

 

He kissed her neck. She had unbraided her hair earlier and he loved the way her deep
brown locks rippled down her back. He combed it with his fingers, touching the flesh
beneath. Kate moved against him, pressed against him, guiding him until he was
sheathed in her heat. They both moaned, his mouth against her neck, her hand gripping
his hip behind her.

He was being gentle and Kate grasped at his rump, tugging him toward her.

"Harder," she urged.

"Kate," he uttered, his voice gruff in her ear but the trepidation audible. He was afraid of
harming her.

"I want this baby to be BORN, Jed," she growled

He had to laugh. "And what," he gasped between thrusts. "What if this doesn’t work?"

She turned her head toward him, groping for his mouth, kissing him hard and deep.
"Then," she said, trembling. "We’ll just have to try again tomorrow."



She wasn’t normally so demanding, Curry thought to himself. But, hey, sometimes a guy
just has to let his wife her have her way.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 5

The breakfast table was filled with platters of eggs, fried potatoes and onions, ham
steaks, spiced apples and biscuits. Having a crowd gathered for the feast was a daily
delight to Maggie Taylor. For most of her married life, her huge house and big farm table
were occupied only by her own family of four. Then had come Kate, then Curry and
Heyes, and now the table was full of multiple generations and plenty of conversation and
laughter. The entire group was present as the sun painted a muted streak of mauve
across the eastern sky. It was cold outside, the sky pale with the threat of more snow, but
the kitchen was filled with the warmth of the stove…and the spirit of companionship.

Will sat at his usual spot at the head of the table. To his left sat Quentin and Abby
Monroe, then Heyes and Emma. Maggie had the spot at the other end with Cassie in a
high chair between her and Kate. Then came Fin, kneeling on his chair, Curry, Molly and
Cora. The platters went round as everyone discussed plans for the day. Will’s duties as
Mayor took precedence over his store this day because he was meeting with a group from
the Railroad. They were coming to discuss the upcoming construction of a depot and the
building of the spur through Silver Lake that would link the line running from Kansas City
to Denver with a northern route that ran from Omaha to Cheyenne.

Silver Lake was growing. A new hotel was already scheduled to begin construction in
spring, a three story building that would be the highest structure in Silver Lake. It had
occurred to the Kid that there might be a job or two in connection with that project. A hotel
would need desk clerks and porters and probably other things he didn’t even know about.
Finding employment was gaining priority on a daily basis as he watched Fin and Cassie
growing… and outgrowing clothes, shoes. Kate’s skills with a needle and thread were
improving under Maggie’s tutorage but she couldn’t conjure shoes from their father’s worn
out shirts. Between the Railroad and the hotel, the Kid hoped that some job would be
available that he could actually do, a respectable job that would support his rapidly
growing family.

"You need me to work the store for you today?" Heyes asked between bites.

"No," Will told him. "Tim’s got the store today." Tim Winslow was a seventeen-year old
drifter who had ventured into town in the fall, looking for a place to stay for the winter. Will
had hired the young man to help out at the store, allowing Tim to bunk in the store room
at night. He’d turned out to be a reliable worker and had no problem handling the store
alone when Will’s Mayoral duties called. Will was less comfortable with the young man’s
attraction to Emma Taylor. So far, Emma seemed oblivious but Will feared that one day
soon her infatuation with an outlaw might be replaced by an even more troubling
infatuation with a clearly more receptive young man. "But, Heyes, I would appreciate it if
you could take the sorrel in to town. He’s still favoring that front leg. I don’t think it’s more
than a strain but I’d sure like Jergins to take a look at it."

Louis Jergins was another new face in town, a blacksmith who had taken over
management of the stable and put in a blacksmith shop. The man knew more about
horses than anyone else in town.

"Not a problem," Heyes said. "I’ll take him in."

Across the table, the Kid was cutting ham steak into Fin-sized bites while the little boy
stabbed potato chunks off his plate and popped them into his mouth. Fin was watching
Heyes hopefully.



Catching sight of the eagerness, Heyes suggested. "Maybe you’d like to ride along?"

Fin’s eyes went wide. He looked anxiously at the Kid "Can I?"

There were certain things that carried an instant appeal for Fin, anything that involved an
equine and anything that involved being "one of the boys" with Curry and/or Heyes.

"Don’t see why not," Curry replied with a grin.

He looked past Fin to where Kate was similarly cutting up ham for Cassie. In Cassie’s
case, it involved nearly shredding the meat and mashing it into something that would hold
little appeal to anyone with molars. Kate had spent another nearly sleepless night, he
knew, because her tossing and turning had jostled him. The lack of sleep and comfort
was taking its toll and making her uncharacteristically cranky. When she got up that
morning, she’d complained that her back was aching. Kate did not usually complain about
pain.

"Okay with you?" Curry asked her.

"Oh," Kate replied with an odd expression.

Curry waited, thinking she had something else in mind for Fin’s day. But she just sat there
looking peculiar. "Kate?"

She was staring at her plate with the strangest expression.

"Katie?" he asked again, nervous now.

"I think…" she began but didn’t finish.

Immediately attentive, Cora lost interest in her own breakfast. "You think what, dear?"

"I think… I’m sitting in a puddle."

* * *

 

An hour after her water broke, Kate had her first contraction. From that point on, the Kid
became her permanent shadow.

There was a palpable undercurrent of excitement and anxiety throughout the house,
though everyone did his or her best to behave "normally". Will, with obvious reluctance,
went to town for his meeting, kissing Kate on the cheek for luck before he left and
grasping the Kid’s hand hard.

Heyes fidgeted. He was, by nature, a planner. You had a problem, you sat down and
figured out a plan. Then you acted on the plan. Problem solved. It was a simple equation
that had served him well throughout his life. Problem… how to break into a bank safe.
Plan… Bar spreader, Bryant pump, clock, nitroglycerine, putty, fuse. Problem solved.

But this was different. The problem today was that Kate was in pain. But, in this case, the
problem wasn’t really a problem at all. It was how things were meant to happen. And that
sent Heyes’ head spinning in impotent circles. He could, in fact, do nothing except wait
helplessly. He was normally more patient than the Kid when a plan was in motion but, in
this instance, helplessness was driving him to distraction. Helplessness did not sit well in
Hannibal Heyes’ view of his role in the world. So, when you can’t solve the problem with
your brain, he decided, do the next best thing. Escape.



About nine o’clock, with the wind gusting strong out of the west and dampness in the air,
Heyes saddled up the bay, put a halter and a lead rope on the sorrel, plopped a bundled
up Fin in the saddle and climbed up behind him.

Fin made a good companion. He didn’t require conversation to be content. He was on a
horse. He was with Heyes. Life was good. So for part of the way, they rode in silence,
Heyes watching the sorrel’s gait and noting that he was still favoring the leg a little but not
much. Will was probably right and it was just a light strain. Still, it was a good excuse to be
out of the house for awhile and away from all this baby stuff. Why then, Heyes wondered,
did it continue to prey on his mind?

"So, Fin, how’re you feelin’ about this new baby coming?" Heyes asked. It might help, he
figured, to get another male opinion.

Fin weighed the matter and then tugged his scarf down from where Kate had wrapped it
to protect his mouth and cheeks from the chaffing wind.

"I don’t know," Fin replied thoughtfully. "I haven’t met him, yet. Or her. Mama said he
might be a her."

It was difficult to debate such a reasoned response. Heyes tried a different approach.
"You worried about your mama being in pain?"

Again, Fin contemplated the issue for a moment. Then he said. "She’s posta have pain."

"Posta…? Ah," Heyes smiled as the light dawned. "Supposed to! She’s supposed to have
pain."

Fin bobbed his head. "Yeah, s’posta."

Talking as much to himself as to Fin, Heyes sagged in the saddle. "Who came up with an
idea like that? I mean, I know it’s how it all works but it sure seems like a big flaw in the
plan, you know?"

Fin twisted in the saddle to look at the older, wiser man. "What plan?"

Heyes sighed and nodded sagely. "That may be the whole problem, right there."

* * *

 

Heyes was hoping that, by the time he and Fin returned home, the "problem" would have
resolved itself. There’d be a nice, new baby, Kate would be past the pain and Heyes and
Fin would have managed to avoid the screaming part. They’d taken their time with
Jergins, chatting awhile. Then they’d wandered down to the bake shop and shared one of
Mrs. Baxter’s custard tarts with currents on top. It was too early to drop by the saloon for a
beer, though, and Heyes figured Fin’s mother might have something to say about that
idea anyway. So they headed home and, unfortunately, nothing much had changed
except that Abby appeared to get a good dose of amusement from Heyes’ obvious
attempt to escape.

Molly and Emma sat at the kitchen table to do their studying. The school had been closed
since the day Kate and Curry left for Wyoming after learning of Heyes’ capture. By the
time she returned, Kate was obviously with child and working in such a condition was
considered "inappropriate". Until the Town Council found a new teacher, the school was



closed. It did not, however, prevent Kate from continuing to tutor Molly and Emma and, on
occasion, some of the other children from town. She had done a good job of instilling in
each of them a love for discovery and many were doing their best to pursue learning on
their own. When they got stuck on something, there was Kate.

So, while the girls studied, Maggie and Abby finished fixing the mid-day meal. And, on the
mud porch, Kate hung another day’s worth of freshly washed diapers with the debatable
assistance of Curry. He applied clothes pins in Kate-designated spots while balancing
Cassie on a hip normally reserved for a .45.

Cora had readied the birthing room. There was a sheet of oilcloth on the bed under the
sheet and a basin ready to receive warm water when the time came. String and a sharp
knife were by the basin for tying and cutting the umbilical cord and she’d set a cup of
water by the head of the bed for Kate. There were also fresh, soft swaddling cloths at the
ready. The room was ready. The baby, however, was not in quite so much of a hurry.

With Fin back in the house, whenever and wherever Kate moved, she led a small parade.
Curry followed Kate with Cassie in his arms. Fin followed the Kid.

"I’m fine," Kate told them, drum-majoring the way back into the kitchen.

"You’re havin’ pains," Curry told her unnecessarily.

"She’s s’posta have pains," Fin reminded Curry impatiently. Fin was certain they had
covered this issue previously.

"Thank you," Curry replied, sarcasm dripping.

"He’s right, Jed," Kate pointed out, reaching for plates to set the table. "I’m s’posta have
pains."

Curry set Cassie on the floor and took the plates from his wife’s hands. "I’ll carry stuff."

At his feet, Cassie pulled herself up using his pants leg. "Da-Da-Da-Da-Da."

Kate smiled down at the little girl. "It appears that the ‘stuff’ you just put on the floor would
like to be picked up again, Da-Da." She held her hands out and, surrendering, Curry
returned the plates to her and restored Cassie to her spot on his hip.

"She’s mighty clingy today," he muttered.

Kate bit her tongue and resisted the urge to point out that Cassie wasn’t the only one.

* * *

 

By the time the remains of lunch were being cleared from the table, it was clear that
Kate’s contractions were longer, stronger and harder for her to ignore. She had declined
lunch, opting instead to sip tea while she fed Cassie. Cora had assured her she would
know when it was time to lie down, when it was time to start pushing the newborn out into
the world. Until then, Kate was determined to keep things as routine as possible for the
children. But she seemed relieved when, after she started to help with the clean-up,
Maggie said. "For Heaven’s sake, Kate, go sit down!"

Leading the parade into the parlor, Kate sat on the sofa as Curry sat next to her and Fin
squeezed between them. She smiled at them, doing her best to reassure them that she



was fine but Curry could see the strain in her eyes. She was not one to fuss about pain.
When she was younger than Emma age, she had been brutalized by the commander of
the fort where her grandfather was stationed. The man had raped her and beaten her
repeatedly for a two year period, holding the threat over her head that, if she breathed a
word to anyone, her grandfather would be transferred somewhere she could not go. She
would be separated from the only family she’d had left. For two years, Kate had suffered
the trauma, hiding bruises, pain, and horror from her grandfather. It was a lesson that had
endured. Pain was something you kept beneath the surface. But this pain from the
steadily building contractions was more and more difficult to hide.

The afternoons usually found Will returning to town after lunch and Heyes and Curry
doing chores. This afternoon found everyone gathered in the parlor on "Kate watch". Fin
remained on the sofa between Kate and the Kid while Cassie, seeking a new male to
charm, claimed Quentin’s lap. She curled up against him, sucking her thumb, while Molly
read from a book of Grimm’s tales. It was one of Fin’s favorites, "Hansel and Gretel".
Despite having heard the tale a dozen times, he sat spellbound until the fictional tykes
escaped and made it safely back to their father, newly enriched with pearls and jewels
stolen from the wicked witch. A story where the heroes were thieves appealed to Heyes.
And stealin’ from a witch…well, Heyes figured it was a bit like stealin’ from the Railroad.

As Molly reached "the end", Kate involuntarily uttered an audible moan and all eyes in the
room shifted to her. Her hands were pressed against her belly and her face was
uncommonly pale.

"Katie?" the Kid said, touching her shoulder.

After a moment, she nodded and managed a cautious smile. "That was a strong one."

Fin turned and studied her face. "Are you going to scream?" he asked.

It had been a frequent topic from him since she’d told him about the baby. His first mama
had screamed when she gave birth to Cassie. Fin remembered. Kate had explained to
him that, just like he cried really loudly when he fell down and skinned his knee, she might
cry while giving birth.

"I don’t know, sweetie," she told him again. "Remember we talked about that? If I do, I
don’t want you to worry. It hurts for awhile but then it’ll be fine."

Fin rested his head against his new mother’s side. "I don’t like the screams," he said
softly.

Planting a long kiss on the boy’s forehead, Kate wanted to reassure him but hesitated.
The pains were growing more intense. As anxious as she was to get to the actual birth,
she wondered how much worse the pains would get. Screaming might come into play.

Quentin coughed softly to get draw attention to Cassie, sound asleep on his lap. "I think
it’s nap time."

That drew a wrinkled nose and pouting lip from Fin but he didn’t argue as the Kid gently
poked him to get him moving. Fin scooted off the sofa and marched unhappily toward the
parlor stairs. Curry chuckled softly and rose to follow him, picking Cassie up along the
way. "I’ll put them down and be right back."

Kate struggled to stand. "Actually, I think I’ll go with you." She saw the Kid turning to
argue and went on quickly. "I want to lie down for awhile."

Going a shade paler himself, Curry uttered a simple, "Oh."



Fin, two steps up, turned around and studied the Kid. "Are you gonna scream, too?" he
asked.

Feeling a bit woozy, Curry nodded slowly. "I’d say there’s a real good possibility."

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 6

"What do you want me to do?" Curry asked.

They were alone in their room, the children down for their naps. Curry could not recall
being so nervous alone with her since their first night together.

"Just lie down with me for awhile."

Curry smirked. "It was lying down with you that got us into this predicament."

Kate toed off her slippers and struggled to raise her legs onto the bed. Curry assisted.

"It’s not a predicament," she admonished. "It’s a baby."

"Uh-huh," he muttered, sitting back down and pulling off his boots.

She’d stretched out on the bed and he laid down next to her, tugging a blanket over both
of them. Kate turned on her side and shifted some of the weight of her belly off of herself
an onto him. She sighed in minor relief as the Kid shifted to slip an arm under her neck
and pull her closer.

"Now what?" he asked, although he was enjoying the stillness.

"We wait," she said, sounding more patient than she felt. She closed her eyes and rested
her head on his shoulder.

"You’re not going to sleep are you?" he asked anxiously. "I mean, could you sleep
through-"

"No," she answered emphatically. "I am not going to sleep through the birth. I’m just
resting."

So they rested.

"You’ll stay with me, won’t you?" Kate asked him.

"I’m not going anywhere."

"I mean through the whole thing," she clarified, opening her eyes to him.

Looking into them, Curry saw something rare. Fear. If she felt it, it usually wasn’t visible
but this time it was there. He kissed her tenderly.

"I’m not sure how Cora’s going to feel about that," he wondered.

Kate clutched his shirt. "I don’t care," she said firmly. "We’ve been through everything
else together. I need you here."

He kissed her again. "Katie, nobody’s getting me out of this room."

As the afternoon passed, Cora checked on them from time to time and, as the pains
worsened, the Kid gave Kate back rubs and held her, wishing he could do more. They
heard Fin and Cassie wake from their naps, heard Abby talking to them and taking them
downstairs. Curry gave silent thanks for a house full of loving friends.



The light of the day began to fade and dinner was being prepared when Curry hurried
down the kitchen stairs. Maggie was at the stove and Cora at the sink while Molly and
Emma set the table. Heyes was the one who saw him first. He sat at the table with Cassie
on his lap as she performed a concerto for drum on table and wooden spoon.

"Kid?" Heyes asked.

Curry’s eyes were wide and his mouth was moving soundlessly.

"Now?" Cora asked calmly. She was already drying her hands.

Curry nodded. This time, some sounds came out but they were not identifiable as words.
"Sh-… uh,… pai… uh… pu…"

Maggie turned, too, holding her own spoon out to Molly. "You girls finish dinner," she
instructed, following Cora up the stairs past the Kid and patting him on the arm along the
way.

He looked helplessly at Heyes for just a moment before turning and following the women
back upstairs.

As they reentered the room, Kate was in the grip of a contraction that contorted her face.
Curry hurried to the head of the bed and sat down next to her as the women went to
work. He reclined against the headboard as Kate struggled to sit up and then leaned back
against him, grabbing for his left hand as the contraction turned her ashen. Earlier, she’d
asked for his left hand to squeeze during the pains.

"You draw and shoot with your right one," she’d explained breathlessly. "And whichever
one I hang on to is going to get sore."

She had underestimated the strength of her grip. He thought he might’ve heard a bone
crack. However, given what Kate was going through, it didn’t seem gentlemanly to
whimper. He thought it would go quickly once she began to do this "pushing" they kept
talking about but it felt endless to the Kid. Kate’s pains were worse and he supposed that
was natural but he watched her face distort with each contraction, watched the effort she
put into each "PUSH" shouted at her by Cora and Maggie. One-handed, he dampened a
cloth and used it to wipe his wife’s flushed, sweating forehead. As she watched him
between Kate’s contractions, it occurred to Cora that over a year ago, when this couple
first entered her life, it was Kate bathing the face and body of the Kid as he lay near death
from a gunshot wound. She had stayed at his side, nursing his fever, holding his hand,
talking to him even when he was unconscious. Somehow it seemed fitting that he would
be here at her side now. Unorthodox, perhaps, but fitting.

Kate weathered the pain with her usual stoicism. Tempting though it was, she didn’t
scream. She gritted her teeth and groaned, she moaned, she gasped. But, not wanting to
frighten Fin, she did not scream. Watching her in wonder, Curry was, by turn, horrified,
amazed and awed. When Cora announced that she could see the head, he couldn’t NOT
move down to look.

A quiet "Whoa" was all he could manage before returning to his spot, a little lightheaded.

"There’s a lot of dark hair on this one," Maggie laughed.

After a few more endless contractions, the head was out. Curry watched in wonder, then,
as Kate gave another mighty push and shoulders emerged followed easily by the rest of…
his son.



"A boy," Curry whispered, bending down to kiss Kate’s forehead as she gasped for
breath, laughing and weeping at the same time.

With their heads together, they watched anxiously as Cora’s practiced hands quickly
wiped at the newborn’s face and then held him upside down by the ankles so she could
administer a firm swat on the butt.

* * *

 

It was dark outside and dinner dishes had been washed, dried and put away. A wet,
crystalline snow blew against the windows, tapping a thin, rapid rhythm against the glass.
Around the kitchen table, they sat and waited. Heyes played unenthusiastic poker with
Quentin, Abby, Emma and Will, while Cassie sat on his lap and attempted to steal his
feed corn winnings. Every now and then, she succeeded and he had to pry the hard
kernels from her fingers before they ended up in her mouth.

At the far end of the table, Molly and Fin played with cards as well but, in their case, they
were building a tower. It never made it past three levels without collapsing and, giggling,
they would pick up the cards and start over again.

The mood of anxiousness hovered in the room like a fog, weaving and wandering, turning
first one then another of the players toward the stairs, then passing on to the next.

It was past the children’s bed time but, perhaps sensing the level of anxiety in the grown-
ups, both were wide awake and none of the adults could bring themselves to utter the
word "bedtime" and enforce the sentence.

Then, just as Abby folded her hand, there was a sound from upstairs. Abrupt. Sharp. A
lamb’s bleat. A cat’s meow. Or a baby’s cry. Everything in the room stopped, all eyes
turning toward the staircase. In only a few seconds, there was another cry, this one
clearer, sharper, stronger.

Hesitantly, each of them turned to the others, wanting to smile, to laugh, to celebrate, and
yet waiting for someone to give the official word. It came from Quentin. He smiled. Then
he laughed out loud and gave a single clap of his hands.

"I’d say we’ve got us a baby," he pronounced joyously. If there’d been a problem, his wife
would have summoned him in an instant. Not being needed was sometimes a very happy
occasion.

Will rose to grab the whiskey bottle for a toast while the others smiled at each other and
clapped one another on the shoulder. Maggie came down the stairs to find the celebration
begun but everything halted as they turned to her, waiting.

"A boy," she smiled. "A beautiful baby boy."

Heyes needed one more answer before he could truly celebrate. "Kate?"

Maggie’s smile warmed. "She’s fine. Exhausted, but fine."

"And she didn’t even scream," Fin noted proudly.

Maggie said. "Cora’s cleaning him up and then we’ll bring him down."

Fin’s jaw dropped and he smacked his palm against his head. "Is he dirty already?!"



The blessed release of laughter felt wonderful. Minutes later, a pair of feet appeared at
the top of the stairs. No boots, Heyes noted, just feet in Maggie-made socks. They
descended the stairs slowly and carefully until, finally, in the Kid’s arms, a tiny, blanket-
wrapped bundle was visible.

As he reached the bottom of the stairs, Curry’s red-rimmed eyes sought out those of his
oldest friend. His voice broke as he looked at Heyes but spoke to the whole group.

"I’d like you all to meet…Daniel McCullough Curry."

Heyes instantly felt his own eyes welling. He grinned… and sniffed and blinked furiously.
"Daniel," he nodded, his voice sounding choked to his own ears. "Your pa would like that."

As they gathered around, Heyes carried Cassie and Will lifted Fin up to see his new
brother. The baby’s hair was straight, thick and dark like his mother’s, his skin still red and
blotchy from birthing but looking like it would fall somewhere between Curry’s fairness and
Kate’s copper coloring. Dark blue eyes were wide open and they curiously took in the sea
of happy faces staring down at him.

"Kate’s grandfather was a Daniel, too," Curry told them. "We got both sides of the family
well represented." He looked at Fin. "What do you think, son? You’ve got a new baby
brother."

Fin peered at the new arrival. After a closer examination, he declared. "He’s red."

"Yeah, apparently they come out like that," Curry laughed softly.

After a moment’s further study, Fin nodded. "He’s good."

"Yeah," Curry agreed, his voice cracking again. "He’s good."

* * *

 

It was approaching midnight. After a remarkably exciting day, the Taylor house was quiet
but for the light tapping of the still falling snow on the windows.. In the kitchen, the oil
lamp spilled amber flickers over Abby and Heyes as they sat holding hands without
talking much. Heyes sat in Will’s usual spot at the head of the table with Abby to his left.
He sipped at a small glass of whiskey while Abby sipped chamomile tea. Across the table
from Abby sat the Kid, with his new son in his arms. Kate was sleeping, he’d explained
when they reappeared in the kitchen.

"I figured Daniel and I could get to know each other some."

"What’s he think of you so far?" Heyes queried with a grin.

The Kid looked down into eyes the color of deep blue sapphires. "He thinks I’m not as
pretty as his ma," Curry chuckled. "But I think he likes me." Then, excited, he looked from
Heyes to Abby. "Hey, watch this!"

He unwrapped a bit of blanket to free one of the baby’s hands. "Now, watch," Curry
urged. He held up his index finger and then pressed it into the baby’s palm. Tiny fingers
immediately curled around the larger one, gripping hard. "He’s got my reflexes!"

Heyes shook with silent laughter. For a moment, they just sat there, watching the baby
hold on to his father’s finger, amused at small, gurgling noises he made. Then the Kid



grew serious.

"I’ve got to find me a job, Heyes." Curry shook his head. "I mean a real one with steady
pay. It was one thing when it was just Kate and me. When Kate was teaching, her room
and board was part of her pay and I could do enough work here and at the store to pay
my share but now…"

"Maggie and Will-" Heyes began.

The Kid interrupted. "Maggie and Will would let us stay here forever and not ask for a
dime. I know that. But it ain’t right, Heyes… Isn’t. Kate’s not teaching anymore and there’s
five of us to feed! FIVE!" The number surprised even Curry when he heard it out loud.

Heyes sighed and nodded. "You know, those Railroad fellas that Will met with this
morning said there’ll be a lot more jobs once it starts running… ticket agents, porters… all
kinds of jobs."

Considering it, Curry’s brow furrowed. He tossed a sideways look at his partner. "How
long you figure the Railroad holds a grudge?"

Heyes chuckled and shrugged. Stretching his neck to look down at Daniel’s face, he
grinned. "Well, at least that one’s not gonna eat much for awhile."

"Don’t count on it." Kate’s voice from the stairs startled all of them.

"You’re supposed to be in bed," Curry admonished, as she slowly made her way down
the steps.

Dressed in her nightgown and robe, with a blanket wrapped around her, Kate continued
her descent a bit stiffly. Heyes started to get up to assist her but she waved him back to
his seat. "I’m alright," she assured him. "Just hungry."

"Oh, You poor thing," Abby gasped, hurrying to the kitchen counter. "You haven’t eaten all
day. You must be starving." She examined bowls and platters that had been left covered
on the counter. "Let’s see… We’ve got pork chops… potatoes… biscuits… I could heat
up some beans…"

"A pork chop and a biscuit would be plenty, Abby," Kate said. "Thank you."

Sitting down gingerly next to the Kid, she reached over to caress her newborn’s cheek.
She was, in fact, worn out. But her stomach, which hadn’t had a real meal for a couple of
days, was voicing a loud complaint.

"You alright?" Heyes asked, noticing how she shifted uneasily in her seat.

"A little sore," Kate admitted. She placed a hand on her abdomen, still far larger than
usual but soft now. "But the weirdest part is my insides. After all those months of
everything feeling all tight and squished together, now it all feels… loose!" She shivered at
the thought and hugged her blanket closer. She looked from the baby to Curry. "It was a
little lonely upstairs."

"I kind of stole him," Curry said apologetically.

"Jed," she smiled. "He’s your son, too. You can take him wherever you want." Then she
added. "But you might want to stay pretty close in case he gets hungry."

"Hungry already? What’s he done to work up an appetite?" Heyes asked.



Kate scooted her chair closer to Curry’s so she could rest her weary head on his shoulder.
"Cora said sometimes it takes them awhile to figure out what to do but he knew right
away."

Heyes again shook with laughter as he slapped Curry’s other shoulder. "It figures that a
kid of yours would be born knowing how to eat!"

"Yeah," the Kid laughed. "He’s got my appetite." He tilted his head until his cheek rested
against Kate’s head and studied his son’s face. "And your mouth."

Examining the baby’s face, Kate added. "I think he’s got your chin… your face shape."

Abby set a plate in front of Kate with the cold pork chop and a biscuit spread with butter
and drizzled with honey. Kate’s mouth began to water.

"Thank you," she sighed, reaching for the chop and eating with gusto.

"He’s got a mixture of both of you in the eyes," Abby offered. "I wonder if they’ll stay blue."

Heyes felt left out. "Well," he contributed, crossing his arms over his chest. "He’s got my
hair."

Abby, the Kid and Kate all turned slowly toward him.

"What? Look at it!" Heyes smoothed his own dark, uneven locks into a fringe across his
forehead. "See?"

Daniel’s hair bore a striking resemblance.

Curry rolled his eyes. "Fine," he indulged. "He’s got your hair."

Feeling triumphant, Heyes tilted his chair back and basked in the glow of the victory.

Curry watched his son’s eyes closing for longer and longer intervals. "Can you believe,
just a few hours ago, he was inside of you?"

Kate regarded him dryly, gnawing on pork chop. "Actually, the memory of his journey out
of me is still rather vivid so, yes, I can believe it." She reached over to touch the tiny
fingers wrapped around Curry’s. "But he felt a lot bigger than he turned out."

Remembering his anxiety from the morning, Heyes was suddenly overwhelmed with the
weight of emotions he did not often acknowledge. He blinked hard at the sight of the Kid
and his wife, their new son. Family. He had spent years trying to forget the warmth of that
word, of that feeling. It had been ripped away from him and Heyes had done his best to
keep it buried in the past, to not miss what he couldn’t reclaim. And yet here it was, right
in front of him. Family.

* * *

 

As she prepared for bed, brushing her auburn tresses, Abby’s greenish eyes met Heyes’
in the dresser mirror. He was stretched out in bed, his arms folded beneath his head,
watching her with a serious expression.

"Do you want to have children?" she asked without prelude.

He’d asked himself the same thing lately but, coming from Abby, the question took him by



surprise. "Right now?" he grinned like a lecher.

Laughing softly, she shook her head. "It wasn’t an invitation, Heyes. It was a question."

He turned his gaze to the ceiling. He started to crack wise about it but then changed his
mind. "I don’t know, Abby." His voice was soft and it drew her to the bed. She sat down
on the edge, the silver boars’ hair brush still in her hand. "Sometimes," Heyes went on. "I
feel like I already raised one."

"You mean Jed," she said. She knew their past, knew how young they’d been when they’d
been orphaned. "You were just a child, too."

"I was older," he shrugged, shifting his gaze to her, smiling sadly. "Bigger. I felt
responsible for him."

"Maybe that’s why you’re so afraid of it now," she suggested. "Responsibility." There was
no accusation in it, just observation.

"Maybe," he admitted. Then he made a soft snort. "I wasn’t the best role model, I guess."

"Oh, I don’t know," Abby replied.

Abby set the brush on the dressing table and removed her dressing gown. Beneath it, she
wore a soft cotton nightdress and, when she stood and faced him, the lamp behind her
revealed the shadow of her form under the gown. He felt a predictable heaviness in his
groin and wondered about the minds of men. He had seen her naked more times than he
could count and still the hint, the secret glimpse aroused him. She blew out the lamp and
climbed into bed, lying on her side next to him and propping her head on her hand.

"It seems to me," she said, picking up where she left off. "He turned out to be a good
man."

Taking one arm from under his head and slipping it around her, Heyes pulled her close.
"Yeah, he did," he agreed. "But I think it’s more in spite of me than because of."

They lay in silence for a time. He had, long ago, had dreams… a family, like the one he’d
lost so young. Home. But then he’d chosen a life where those things didn’t fit and he’d
buried the dreams, let them die. Sometimes they were like specters haunting him, leaving
him feeling lost.

After a while, he asked. "Do you want children?"

He expected her to immediately say "yes" but she didn’t. She hesitated for a long time.
Finally, she said. "I always assumed I would have children but I don’t know that I ever
thought about actually wanting them. A woman isn’t considered a ‘complete woman’ until
she’s borne a child."

"Abigail," he said honestly. "You are as complete a woman as I’ve ever met."

She blushed. Even in the dark he could see it. Then she kissed his forehead. "Thank you.
But life is different for girls. We don’t have the same options for our lives that men have.
There are a lot of… assumptions."

"But your mother…"

Abby smiled. "My mother is an exception," she told him unnecessarily. "I didn’t appreciate
that until I came out west and met more… exceptions. But much of my upbringing was at



the hands of Grandmother, who approved of nothing my mother did…not nursing, not
going off to war alongside my father to tend to the wounded, not having her first child at
the ancient age of thirty. Mother learned to ignore the disapproval but I was very aware of
it. So I was… conventional."

A strand of auburn hair caught on one of her eyelashes and Heyes slowly brushed it
aside.

"It never occurred to me there were choices," she added. Then she turned questioning
eyes on him. Even in the dark, her eyes were luminous, gold flecks seeming to light them
from within. "What about you, Heyes? You have choices now. Not just about having a
family, but about your life. Jed’s thinking about trying for a job with the Railroad. What
kind of work do you want to do?"

"The easy kind," he chuckled. Then he grew a little more serious. "Aw, I don’t know. I have
a hard time seeing myself building buildings or hammering spikes into rail ties."

Abby picked up one of his hands and kissed his thumb. The latest bruise had faded to
yellowish-green. "Me, too."

He laughed.

"But you tried out lots of jobs while you were waiting for the amnesty. Weren’t there some
that you liked? Things you were good at?"

It wasn’t the first time he’d thought about it. He and the Kid had some success at
prospecting but it was hard, unpredictable work. Plus, it helped if you had a map with a big
X on it to show you where the gold was. They’d also been pretty good at herding cattle
and breaking horses but those jobs would leave you dry, dusty and saddle-sore.

"Poker," he said finally. "I like it and I’m good at it."

One of Abby’s hands was on his chest and she began to move it lower, sliding it slowly so
he almost didn’t notice… for at least .0031 seconds.

"Hmmmmm," she hummed.

"You don’t approve?" he asked, expecting as much.

Abby shook her head. "No, it’s not that. You’re always saying that Silver Lake doesn’t
offer you much, poker-wise. It’s all small stakes."

It was hardly the pontificating response he’d anticipated. "Well, with these Railroad folks
coming to town, there might be some bigger pots to be had. But you’re right, I might have
to travel some to make any kind of a living with poker." He hesitated a moment before
asking. "Would you come with me?"

Abby’s long, slender body was moving slightly against his as her hand played with a
newfound toy she’d discovered when she slipped her hands under the waistband of his
long johns. "Depends on where you were going and how we’d get there," she answered.

Again, it was not what he expected, but it rather delighted him.

"I’m not traveling on horseback," she said definitively. "But a coach would be acceptable.
Or a train. Or a boat. I’ve heard there are some rather nice accommodations on some of
the riverboats."



"Uh-huh," he said, closing his eyes and enjoying her ministrations.

"But for now…" she whispered. Then she leaned in and kissed him hard on the mouth.

"So…" it took Heyes a minute to collect himself. "Does that mean you don’t want
children?"

Her hand became more aggressive in its adventure with his most sensitive parts.

"Well," she said slyly. "Not tonight." She kissed him heatedly. "Maybe we could just travel
the world, living sinfully, while you win a fortune at poker."

"And," he was a bit breathless. "What would you doing while I’m winning this fortune?" he
asked.

"This," she answered… and then demonstrated.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 7

For the first week after Daniel’s birth, Curry stayed close to home. Surprisingly, Kate was
actually fairly compliant with her trusted midwife’s instructions and spent much of her time
in bed. Of course, she often had the company of a four-year old boy and a one-year old
girl, who played hide and seek under the bed, bounced on top of it or crawled under the
covers with her while she told them stories. On occasion, they all napped together.

The others in the house helped with Fin and Cassie, Molly and Emma taking them out
into the snow for rollicking play and Maggie, Cora and Abby taking on laundry duty. Curry
tried to help where he could, including with Daniel but, frankly, the infant didn’t need much
other than feeding and changing. The Kid gritted his teeth and held his nose during diaper
changing but he couldn’t help much with the feeding. So far, Daniel was a quiet baby,
rarely crying. Cora laughingly suggested that was because the instant his eyes popped
open, someone was picking him up, hugging him, talking to him, changing him or feeding
him. What, exactly, did he have to complain about?

For that first week, the weather stayed cold and snowy so the outdoor play for the children
was limited to short intervals. In the second week, however, when the area was graced by
a warm spell, the Kid decided to take Fin and Cassie to town to give them a needed
outing. Will’s store was a magical place for the children, filled with treats and surprises.
Heyes, Abby, Molly and Emma, all grateful for some sunshine, trooped along.

The road to Silver Lake was pocked with muddy, slushy puddles and Heyes and Abby
created a game of swinging Fin over them, each of them grasping one small hand and
occasionally dipping him close to a puddle. Fin was in Heaven. Curry carried Cassie and
she dissolved into giggles each time Fin took a swing. It was, all in all, a delightful walk.

When they reached the store, the group dispersed. Molly and Emma heading into the
storeroom where their father told them there was a new shipment of books. As Abby
headed for the selection of yard goods, Will motioned Heyes and the Kid over to his view
his newly acquired seed catalogues. There were some new varieties of tomatoes and
corn he was considering trying out and the warm day was a reminder that spring would
soon be upon them. The time to order seeds was now.

All of this preoccupation left Fin to his own devices. During every one of his previous
visits to the store, Will had given the boy a stick of penny candy. There were about a
dozen colorful flavors kept in tall jars up on the counter. Fin could see them, clear as day,
like jewels on display, and he waited as patiently as he could for Will to offer him one. But
then Will started talking to Papa and Heyes about crops and seeds and plowing and
things. Mama reminded him often that it wasn’t polite to interrupt when people were
conversing. So Fin decided to take care of the matter all by himself.

First, he did a careful study of the logistics. The shelves beneath the counter were sort of
like a ladder. If he moved a few of the items on the shelves, he should be able to climb
right up and reach the candy without having to bother Will at all. He could almost hear the
ruby red cinnamon candy calling his name.

After tugging off his mittens and stuffing them into his coat pockets, Fin made the
necessary adjustments to the contents of the shelves to clear a path and carefully
negotiated his "ladder". Sure enough, he was able to reach into the jar and snag himself a
stick. He laid it on the counter as he carefully climbed back down, then reached up for it
and popped one end into his mouth. It was right about then that Papa turned around and
spotted him.



Curry scowled. "Fin, where’d you get that candy?"

"Oh, it’s al-" Will’s "it’s alright" was stopped midway by Kid Curry’s raised hand.

Fin took another lick… and another look at Papa’s face. Then he began to worry. He
pointed one hesitant finger up toward the jar.

"You climbed up there?" the Kid asked, his tone firm.

Fin’s head bobbed ever so slightly. He was beginning to think that his attempt at self-
sufficiency might not have been such a good idea after all.

Curry passed Cassie to Heyes and walked over to his son, squatting down so they were
eye-to-eye.

"Fin, do you know what stealin’ is?" Curry asked, sounding deadly serious to his son.

Fin’s scowl matched the Kid’s. He was certain that there was a "right answer" to the
question but he didn’t know what it was.

"Stealin’ is taking something that don’t belong to you," Curry said. "That’s what you did."
Under his breath, he mumbled. "Doesn’t."

Fin looked at the stick of red colored sugar in his hand like it had betrayed him, lured him.
It was the apple in his personal Garden of Eden… or maybe it was Eve.

"Son, I know Will always gives you candy when you come in the store," Curry went on.
"But it’s his to give, not yours to take."

Picking the boy up, Curry set him on the counter and waved an arm around. "Everything
in this store belongs to Will. He buys it from far away and has it shipped here so all of us
who live in Silver Lake can come here and buy things… real easy. But if people just take
things, that’s stealing."

Fin’s lower lip began to quiver and his eyes welled with unshed tears. He held the stick of
candy out toward Will, offering it back. But Curry shook his head. When he spoke again,
his tone was softer.

"Well, no, son, it ain’t… isn’t quite that easy," the Kid said. "You already started to eat that
so you can’t give it back. Will can’t sell half-eaten candy." Papa Curry considered the
matter for what felt like an eternity to Fin. Finally, he said. "Tell you what… First, you’d
best apologize to Will."

"I’m sorry, Will," Fin said very softly.

Working hard at being stern, Will nodded. "I accept your apology, young man."

"There. That’s a good start," Curry said. "But since you already ate part of this… I think
maybe you should see if there’s some way you can work off the debt. Maybe Will’s got a
penny’s worth of chores you could do…"

Fin looked hopefully toward the town’s Mayor.

Caught off guard, Will ran a hand through his graying and thinning hair and quickly
examined the store for an appropriate task. "I believe I do."

With a grateful and relieved nod to Will over Fin’s head, Curry lifted his son back on the
floor, then took the candy from him. "I’ll hold that ‘til you’ve earn it," he said.



Will took the boy by the hand and led him over to a shelf stocked with tin cans of fruit.

"You see these cans, Fin?" Will asked, pointing them out.

Fin bobbed.

"The ones here are peaches," Will said, showing Fin the word on the green label. "And
these are pears." Red label.

Fin listened intently as Curry looked on.

"They’ve all kind of gotten mixed up here on the shelf," Will was saying. "And I been
meaning to separate ‘em… put the peaches here and the pears here. You think you might
take care of that for me?"

"I can," Fin assured him quickly and began to demonstrate.

"Well, I believe you can do that job real well, son. You do that for me," Will said. "And
we’re square. Deal?" He extended his hand toward Fin, man-to-man.

The seriousness of this agreement showed on Fin’s young face as he reached for Will’s
much larger hand and shook on it. Then, with great determination and commitment, Fin
set to work.

With the boy occupied, Will and Curry moved out of Fin’s earshot, near Heyes.

The Kid’s confidence faltered. "Was that okay?"

Will smiled knowingly and patted him on the shoulder. "Handled like a good papa."

The Kid blew out a relieved breath.

As another customer entered the store, Will went to wait on her and Curry moved toward
the front window. Heyes followed with Cassie in his arms.

"You might’ve been a little tough on him," Heyes suggested. "It was just a stick of candy."

Curry gazed thoughtfully out the window at the town. "Heyes, he’s my son. He’s gonna
have to put up with people thinkin’ he’s a thief just because his last name is Curry. I don’t
ever want there to be a chance they’re right."

There were a few people out on the street, running errands and enjoying the first warm
day in quite some time. Occasionally one of them would spot Heyes and the Kid in the
window and wave a hello that the pair returned. Winter tended to isolate people, keep
them inside. It was something of a treat to see some less familiar faces than the ones
across the table every day.

They spotted Mrs. Geary heading into the bank and Jergins working at his forge across
the street. A wagon splashed through a slushy puddle coming in from the west, its driver
one of the local farmers heading to the feed store. Curry didn’t recognize anyone in the
group of five riders that came from the east and rode slowing down the street.

"Folks around here know you ain’t a thief now," Heyes argued. "Fin-"

"Fin needs to learn right and wrong better than the two of US did," Curry finished. "It’ll
help if I get me a real, respectable job," he added. "Maybe get people to forget the past.
But some of them won’t ever forget and my children are going to have to live with that."



"Respectable?" Heyes muttered. "Not just a job but a ‘respectable’ job? What’s that
supposed to mean? We got the amnesty. We’ve gone straight. Ain’t that respectable
enough?"

"I just mean I don’t want to be…" the Kid considered potential occupations. "A snake oil
salesman."

"You’d be lousy at it anyway," Heyes advised. "You’d shoot the snakes."

Curry smirked and continued to watch the riders, watched the way they casually but
purposefully looked around, the way they carried themselves, the way they wore their
guns low and tied down.

"Heyes," he asked after a moment. "What do you see?"

"Mrs. Baxter just put a cake in the bakery window across the street there," Heyes replied
cheerfully. "Spice cake, maybe. That woman makes a good spice-"

"Heyes…"

"Puddles," Heyes said. "I see a lot of big mud puddles that are gonna freeze over tonight
and-"

"Heyes…"

Sighing, Heyes shook his head. "I suppose you mean the five fellas headin’ down there to
rob the bank."

"Yeah, Heyes. That’s what I mean."

"Someone should tell the sheriff," Heyes suggested.

Not taking his eyes from the men, Curry replied. "Silver Lake don’t have a sheriff… as you
well know." A moment later, he amended. "Doesn’t."

"Stop it," Heyes cautioned.

Less than a minute later, with Cassie in Abby’s arms and Will instructed to keep everyone
inside, Heyes and Curry walked out of the store. The bank was at the far end of the street
and on the opposite side. The two former outlaws crossed over in front of the store,
heading for the stables across the way.

"Just be nonchalant," Curry said.

"Be what?" Heyes asked, trying not to laugh.

"Nonchalant," Curry answered. "It means-"

 

"I KNOW what it means," Heyes countered. "How do YOU know what it means?"

"Smart wife," Curry told him.

Cutting through the stables, they plotted quietly. A few words to Jergins got him in motion.
Heyes grabbed a few lengths of leather strapping off a peg on the wall. It was normally
used to repair bridles or harnessing. It was also good, the boys knew, for tying people up.



* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 8

Outside the Silver Lake Bank and Trust Company, a twenty-year old man named Dennis
Foster fidgeted on the boardwalk and stood watch over the street and the five horses tied
to the nearby hitching rail. There were quite a number of local citizens on the street but
they paid little attention to Dennis. That was good. He was doing his best to be invisible.

Dennis managed invisibility pretty well. He had an ordinariness that could be a definite
advantage for a bank robber. Average height, average weight, non-handsome, non-ugly,
hair and eyes the color of brown, skin the color of skin, Dennis was currently dotted with
mud splatters, and struggling hard to control his nervousness. Inside the bank, at that
moment, his partners had their guns drawn and were ordering money put into bags. Silver
Lake was an easy hit, Arnie had told them. Arnie Foster was Dennis’ older brother by
three years and the leader of the Foster Gang. Dennis wasn’t certain you could really call
yourselves a gang when you’d only successfully completed one other robbery and that
had been of an old, unarmed couple heading down the road in their wagon. That
expansive job had netted them fourteen dollars and thirty-eight cents, a thin gold wedding
band and a Remington rifle. Arnie had claimed the rifle and they were going to melt down
the wedding band and sell the resulting nugget. The fourteen thirty-eight had been divided
among the five of them and their celebration had been meager, at best. But this job was
easy. A bank. In a town with no lawmen. What could be simpler?

"Mornin’!"

The voice startled Dennis and he turned quickly, his hand shifting to the .38 on his hip.
The man approaching him raised his hands fast.

"Whoa!" Heyes said, advancing with an affable smile and an easy gait. "Easy there, pal.
Didn’t mean to startle you." Heyes held out his hand. "Just wanted to welcome you to
Silver Lake. Joshua Smith."

Dennis stared at the extended hand for a hesitant moment, then shook it. "Dennis Foster,"
he said without thinking.

"Pleasure, Dennis. You’re new around here, right?" Heyes asked, friendly as you please.
"Don’t think I’ve seen your face before." Of course, in all fairness, it wasn’t an especially
memorable face, Heyes thought.

"We’re…uh," Dennis glanced nervously toward the bank. "Just passin’ through."

There were two large, barred windows in the front of the bank. The lower halves of each
were curtained, however, to cut the glare of the early morning sun and offer bank
customers a certain degree of privacy as they conducted their business. From where they
stood, Heyes could see only the tops of a few heads facing away from him, facing the
teller cages, he knew, where frightened bank employees were no doubt shoveling money,
as quickly as possible, into canvas bags. Ahhh, it brought back memories.

"Passin’ through, huh? Well," Heyes nodded. "That may be for the best. Most of the folks
in town are real nice but I don’t think you’d like him."

Dennis shifted from foot to foot, wishing to disengage from this stranger but not knowing
quite how. "Him?" he asked absently. "Him who?"

The sound of a gun being cocked extremely close to his right ear widened Dennis’ eyes
and cramped his intestines.



"That would be me," Kid Curry theorized softly. His left hand deftly removed Dennis’ gun
from its holster.

Hannibal Heyes used an index finger to push his hat back from his forehead. "See what I
mean, Dennis? Nobody likes him much."

* * *

Approximately five minutes later, Arnie Foster and his three companions emerged
triumphant from the bank, each of them carrying a money bag and a gun. Tucking their
weapons back into their holsters, grinning from ear-to-ear, all three came to an abrupt halt
on the boardwalk. Their grins faded slowly as reality seeped its way into their cocky
heads.

The first thing Arnie noticed, his eyes narrowing as though he didn’t trust his vision, was
his horse. Or, more precisely, his lack of horse. The second thing he noticed was the lack
of other horses. Four of ‘em, to be exact. Then, lastly, he noticed something else.

"The hell is Dennis?" he asked the empty street.

Behind him, his associates looked around. The bags of money that they carried felt
suddenly weighty.

"What the hell?" the one in the brown hat mumbled, looking up and down the newly
deserted street.

The one in the darker brown hat, prone to stating the obvious, announced to one and all,
albeit belatedly, that "the horses is gone!"

Arnie turned and glared at him. "I can SEE the horses is gone!" He spun in a futile circle.
"The hell is Dennis?!"

The fourth man, wearing an otherwise nondescript brown hat, stomped his foot like a
three-year old deprived of a cookie. "Dennis stole the damn horses!!"

As Arnie considered his options, defend his brother’s reputation or agree to accuse him of
horse-thievery, another voice interrupted his thoughts.

"Mr. Emerson!" the voice called loudly from… somewhere. "It’s Hannibal Heyes! Lock the
bank door!! Then get everybody to the back… behind the cages."

Now, if Arnie had been on his toes, he might have done a rapid reverse, headed back
inside the bank and gotten himself some valuable hostages. But Arnie was, frankly, not
the quickest roadrunner on the range. He was still trying to figure out if his brother had
actually turned-tail and run off with the horses. It wasn’t until he heard the bank lock clank
into place that he recognized a missed opportunity.

From inside the bank, Charles Emerson, the bank president, called out. "Done, Heyes!"

Meanwhile, ol’ Arnie was trying to figure out where that voice had come from because he
was looking across the street where he THOUGHT it came from and couldn’t see a
darned soul and… wait a second. Did he say…??

"Hannibal Heyes?" brown hat #1 uttered in disbelief.

Awestruck, brown hat #2’s eyes went almost misty. "Did he say ‘Hannibal Heyes’?"

Now, there are role models in all areas of life and outlawing was no exception. Any novice



outlaw worth his salt aspired to be a legend. And any outlaw worth his salt truly respected
those few desperados who had actually attained that title. Men like Jesse James, Sam
Bass, William Bonney, Kid Curry and…

"Heyes?!" Arnie called hesitantly. "THE Hannibal Heyes?"

"No," Heyes muttered under his breath. "I’m the other one." Lord, how he hated that
question. But in a louder, friendlier kind of voice, he responded with. "Exactly how many of
us do you think there are?!"

He had a wonderful view of the robbers. Or, more precisely, a wonder view of the
reflection of the robbers. Across the street from the bank, sprawled behind the more than
adequate shelter of the water trough, Heyes had a perfect view of the boardwalk in front
of the bank courtesy of the darkened window of the tobacco shop. Mr. Owens only
opened up in the afternoon so, in the morning, the shop was dark. The fact that this side
of the street was also in shadow helped make the robbers downright shine in the
brilliance of the morning sun.

About 40 yards away, on the other side of the cross street and sheltered amid a clump of
evergreens in the yard of the Town Hall, Heyes could see the Kid checking his gun.
Those trees had been standing for a couple centuries by Heyes’ estimation and the trunks
were plenty thick enough to offer cover to the Kid. They also had branches reaching all
the way to the ground but, from the right angle, Curry could not only see the bank, he
could aim.

Getting a trifle uneasy, Arnie Foster called out. "Look, we didn’t know the Devil’s Hole
Gang was hitting this bank."

"Arnie," brown hat #2 began. Arnie shushed him.

"We could," Arnie began hesitantly, envisioning the entire Devil’s Hole Gang hidden in the
shadows across the street. He’d heard of those guys and he pictured them now, their
guns drawn and aimed on him and his own little group… uh,…gang. "We could sort’a
share or somethin’."

"Huh?" brown hat #3 said. Sharing wasn’t in the plan. The last time they’d shared, he’d
ended up with two bucks and some change.

"Hush," Arnie replied under his breath. "It’s Hannibal Heyes."

"Where?" #3 asked, squinting into the sunlight. "I don’t see nobody."

"Arnie?" #2 tried again. "I heard…"

"Whaddaya say to that?" Arnie bellowed hopefully. Should he draw his gun, he wondered.
Should they all draw their guns? Fight it out? Fight it out with the Devil’s Hole Gang? Fight
it out with Hannibal Heyes and Kid Cur-… oh, right. Never mind. "Whaddaya say,
Heyes?"

"We don’t do that anymore!" Heyes called back. If there was a tiny hint of melancholy in
his tone, it was probably only audible to his own ear. Although, glancing over, he thought
he saw the hint of a grin on Curry’s face.

"Huh?" Arnie puzzled.

"That’s what I’m trying to tell you," #2 said impatiently. "Him ‘n’ Curry got religion."



Arnie, squinting as well, hesitated to look away from the street. "The hell you talkin’
‘bout?"

#2 edged closer. He wrinkled his nose when he squinted. "I heard some fellas talkin’ ‘bout
it when I was down Tucson. They said Heyes and Curry got a ministry in Wyoming."

#3 pointed out. "This is Colorado." Then, a little less certainly, he added. "Ain’t it?"

"Look, boys," Heyes yelled. "Let’s do this the easy way. You set the money bags down
and toss your guns into the street… and we won’t shoot you."

"Religion?" #1 asked. "You sure?"

Arnie mouthed the word "we…" Heyes had said "we"…

#2 shrugged. "That’s what I heard. Man said him and Curry wasn’t wanted no more
‘cause the Governor of Wyoming gave ‘em a ministry." He puzzled over that for a
moment. "Ya’ reckon they can’t arrest ministers?"

Ministers? Hannibal Heyes?? Kid Curry?? Arnie was feeling a little annoyed by now. First
his horse is gone. Then his brother is gone. Then two of his heroes go and get religion.
This was turning out to be a disappointing day.

Continuing to gaze across the street and trying to figure out where Heyes was hiding, he
quietly spoke to his partners. "Look, the horses is probably behind the bank. They didn’t
have time to take ‘em far. Go take a look."

"Who?" #1 asked.

There are times when one is wiser to stay quiet. Arnie replied. "You."

#3 patted the designated "go look" guy on the back. "We’ll cover you," he assured him.

#1, facing the street with his hand on his gun, began to ease toward the edge of the
boardwalk. It was going real well for about two and a half steps until he lifted his foot to
move down off the edge and a bullet took off the tip of his boot. It singed his toes and
caused him to drop the money and begin hopping about in a highly undignified display.
The other robbers immediately drew their weapons and aimed… in three entirely different
directions. Arnie fired randomly.

"Where is he?" #2 asked.

"There!" Arnie answered vaguely, waving his gun in the general direction of wrong.

"I don’t see ‘im," #3 grumbled nervously.

"Oh," Heyes called in a sympathetic tone. "Sorry. I forgot to mention you should stay put.
So stay put. Toss the guns. Drop the money. And stay put."

He watched the reflections of the four men. They were making him dizzy the way they
were spinning around looking for a gun aimed in their direction or anyone they could
shoot. Well, all of them except #1. He was taking a seat on the boardwalk with his back
against the wall of the bank, cradling his foot in his lap. He was certain the shot had taken
off his toe but there was no blood at all. Seemed like, with all that pain, there should at
least be some blood to show for it.

Behind the trees, Kid Curry replaced one missing bullet and glanced through the limbs at
the bank. He thought about his kids waiting at the store, his wife waiting at home with their



newborn. This was getting tiresome.

"Come on boys, do it!! We don’t got all day!" he hollered. All four heads on the boardwalk
turned in his direction. He glanced over at Heyes and grinned. We "don’t", indeed!

Heyes smirked at him. "Don’t ‘got’?" he mouthed toward his partner. Aw, well. One
grammar correction at a time. ""Kid," he called out with all the fake concern he could
muster. "Take it easy! Don’t get impatient."

On the boardwalk, the white of four sets of eyes became visible and jaws went slack.

"Kid?" #2 breathed cautiously.

"Curry?" #3 hiccuped.

"He got religion, too," #1 reminded them, from his seat.

Arnie tried unsuccessfully to steady his gun. Of course it was Kid Curry. Hannibal Heyes
and Kid Curry were a team. Figured if one of ‘em was there, the other would be, too. And
the "other", unfortunately, was a much better shot than Arnie.

"Where is he?" he asked. "Behind them trees over yonder?"

"Think so," #3 agreed. "Can’t see ‘im but sounded like." He aimed his gun toward the
trees uncertainly.

Watching, Curry shook his head. "Don’t even think about it," he warned ominously.

#3 stopped thinking about it, lowered his gun and backed up, edging behind Arnie. It was,
he decided, never a good idea to upstage the leader of the gang.

"THE Kid Curry?" Arnie called out.

"Yes," #1 said firmly from behind him. "He’s THE Kid Curry." He hugged his foot.

"Kid, don’t get crazy now," Heyes urged with feigned sincerity. "We don’t want these boys
to get hurt, here."

"Heyes," Curry called back. "I’ve got no time for this. I need to get my kids home." His
impatience was not feigned at all.

Arnie looked at #1. "Kids? He got religion AND kids?"

#1 shook his head. "Arnie, what’re we gonna do, just stand here and let ‘im pick us off?
We got no horses, we got no cover…" He slowly reached for his gun and tossed it into the
street. "I’m done."

It wasn’t more than two seconds before #2 followed suit, with the added touch of placing
his money bag right by the door of the bank and then raising his hands. Arnie watched
them uneasily. Then he turned to #3.

"Arnie," #3 began apologetically. Then he tossed his gun into the street and set his own
bag-o-loot down next to the others.

Arnie felt decidedly abandoned. He pondered the situation again. He had a pretty fast
draw himself. Maybe he could challenge Kid Curry to a… oh, hell, even HE wasn’t that
stupid. Carefully, he tossed his gun into the street, set his money down and raised his
hands. Maybe it was time to consider another line of work. As he watched, he saw



Hannibal Heyes, THE Hannibal Heyes, rise from behind the water trough across the
street, dust himself off and start toward them as Kid Curry emerged from behind the
branches of the evergreens, gun still in hand. As he approached the bank, Heyes stopped
to pick up the robbers’ guns. Curry held the men in place with his gun… and a look.

Approaching the men, Heyes offered them an understanding smile. "You know, the best
time to rob a bank is after dark… when it’s closed. It’s tougher to get in but-"

"Heyes," Curry began without moving his lips. "We just stopped the robbery. I don’t think
you should be giving ‘em pointers."

Sheepishly, Heyes grimaced. "Oh… right."

He moved closer to Curry, the two of them talking low to one another, each with one eye
on the unlucky robbers.

"Now what?" Curry asked. From all appearances, he was a man in charge. Internally,
however, he was in a quandary.

"We seem to be asking that question a lot lately," Heyes replied. Then, clearly wishing it
were otherwise, he said. "I guess we arrest ‘em."

Curry flinched. "Do we have to? I mean, Heyes, they didn’t even get away with the
money. It don-doesn’t seem right."

"We could let ‘em go," Heyes suggested hopefully.

"Well, we should talk to ‘em first," Curry amended.

Heyes nodded slowly. "Right. Kind of like you did with Fin," he agreed. "Tell them the error
of their ways. Warn ‘em not to come back."

Curry’s head bobbed.

As Heyes was mulling this over, the front door of the bank opened and Charles Emerson
emerged, along with his recently hired bank guard, a young man named John Curtis.
Behind them, other bank employees and customers appeared. Emerson quickly picked up
the money bags and handed them to his employees to return to the bank. As he and
Curtis moved into the street and approached Heyes and the Kid, Heyes felt their options
narrowing.

From down the street, Curry noticed more Silver Lake citizens heading in their direction.
The big, barrel-chested blacksmith, Jergins, approached with his rifle in hand. Other
citizens and store owners, shooed inside by Jergins shortly before, reappeared and
hurried toward the scene. Following them, Will Taylor appeared with his daughters, as
well as Curry’s children and Abby.

Dejected and resigned, Heyes rubbed his forehead. "Or maybe we have to arrest ‘em," he
murmured.

Emerson was smiling broadly as he approached. "Heyes," he bellowed, extending his
hand when he was a good six feet away from the reformed outlaw. "Thank you." He
turned to Curry, who still held his gun on the robbers. "Kid, you, too. That was an
incredibly brave thing you boys did." He cast a sadly sympathetic glance at Curtis, who
looked pointedly at the ground.

"I didn’t… There was four of ‘em," the young man said quietly. "I didn’t know what to do."



Without taking his eyes off of his captives, Curry asked. "Anybody get hurt in there?"

"No, sir," Curtis said with only a bit more volume. "But-"

Kid Curry finally looked at the young man, his expression earnest. "Then whatever you
did was the right thing."

Curtis’ chin rose some as Emerson nodded his agreement.

The crowd around them grew. With plenty of guards on the prisoners, Heyes retrieved
Dennis from behind the bank and reunited him with the rest of the gang. Curry noticed Fin
clinging hard to Molly’s hand.

"Heyes," he began.

Following his partner’s gaze, Heyes nodded. "Jergins, you think you and Curtis, here,
could give me a hand getting these boys over to the jail? The Kid needs to get home."

So, with the prisoners headed for cells located in the Town Hall basement, Curry dropped
to one knee in front of Fin.

"You ready to go home, son?" he asked.

Fin skittishly eyed the robbers.. "Papa, are they bad men?"

The question gave Curry pause. They were bank robbers. So, for a long time, was he.
Were they bad men? Was he?

"They did a bad thing, Fin," Curry answered. He hated his own uncertainty. "They stole
money from the bank. That was a bad thing to do."

"And now they’re going to jail," Abby added with relief. She held Cassie protectively in her
arms. "You and Heyes were magnificent," she concluded proudly.

Curry didn’t feel especially proud. He’d put five men in jail for a crime he and Heyes had
committed too many times to count. And he and Heyes had gotten away with the money.
As he stood up, Cassie held her little arms out to him and the Kid hooked her onto his left
hip. Extending his right hand to Fin, he glanced back only once to see Heyes herding the
men toward the Town Hall… and jail.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 9

It was amazing how many of Silver Lake’s citizens dropped by that day to extend their
gratitude to Heyes and Curry. Even Annabeth Geary, one of those in the bank during the
robbery, called on them, extended her hand, and referred to them as "heroes". That was,
in itself, something of a milestone. Mrs. Geary had held a grudge since Heyes and the Kid
had dethroned Tom Bentley, Silver Lake’s former mayor, exposing him as a kidnapper
and extortionist. Mrs. Geary had harbored a not-so-secret crush on the former mayor and
he, in turn, had indulged her with flirtation that made her feel "elite". His crumble from
power had left her with no more notable status than that of farm wife in a town with a good
number of farm wives. However, like most of the town’s people, the Geary’s kept what
money they had in the illustrious Silver Lake Bank.

While they appreciated the gifts of edibles that accompanied most of the visitors, the
attention and laurels were welcomed by neither the Kid nor Heyes. They spent the day
being gracious but subdued, reticent, both of them fighting the urge to saddle up and
gallop out of town until all the fuss died down.

"You’re heroes!" Abby declared, wrapping her arms around Heyes’ neck and planting a
loud kiss on his cheek.

Heyes relished the kiss. But the label made him jittery Curry was downright morose.

Fin’s mood mimicked his father’s, dark and sullen, a fact not lost on Kate. The boy was
uncharacteristically quiet and Kate feared he was coming down with something, her
concern reinforced by his reluctance to eat much for lunch and his lack of complaint about
nap time. Curry watched as she gave their oldest one of those mother-kisses that is a
marriage of affection and temperature-checking. She detected no fever but, when Fin
awoke from his nap with no more energy, her concern grew.

At dinner, Will updated them about wiring the sheriff in Carson’s Creek. He would arrive in
a few days to take custody of the robbers and return them to his town for trial. There was,
of course, the likelihood that Heyes and the Kid would be asked to go to Carson’s Creek
to testify against the crooks.

Heyes snickered humorlessly over the thought. "Won’t some lawyer have fun with that,"
he muttered, half-heartedly slathering butter on a warm slice of bread.

"Town Council had a good meeting this afternoon," Will said, stabbing a hunk of beef as
the platter made its way around the table.

"Did you set up a schedule for guarding those men?" Quentin Monroe asked, next in line
for the roast. "If you need me, I’d be happy to help out."

With no local law enforcement, prisoners were guarded by the local men, who took shifts.
It was usually a short duty since most often, the occupants of the cells in the Town Hall
were guilty only of public drunkenness or, on occasion, public brawling… generally a side-
effect of the public drunkenness. In either case, the stay in jail was limited to the amount
of time it took to regain sobriety and its accompanying remorse. This time, however, the
number of prisoners and their anticipated duration in the jail necessitated a more involved
schedule. There would be two guards on each shift and Will had brought home a scrawled
copy of the schedule.

"I put you with me," Will told the doctor. "We have tomorrow afternoon, from 1:00 until



4:00." He glanced up at Heyes and Curry. "I put you two down for the following day, for
that same time." He grinned slyly. "As mayor, I figured I had the privilege to see that none
of us missed dinner." He winked at his wife at the far end of the table. Chewing on dinner,
he regarded the Kid for a moment. "I, uh… well, we also had some talk about you."

Curry’s forkful of carrot stopped halfway to his mouth. "Me?" he asked uneasily. "If it’s
about firing that shot…"

Will shook his head, smiling. "No. No, everyone thought you boys handled things real well.
It’s just…" He glanced at Heyes and then back to Curry. "Well, you know the railroad
line’s coming soon. The crew’ll be setting up camp here in a few weeks. That’s going to
bring a lot more men to town."

Almost all eyes at the table were on him, wondering where this was going. The lone
dissenter was Cassie, whose eyes were on a particularly pugnacious pea that she
couldn’t get a grip on.

"We all know about the Railroad, Will. Didn’t you say there were almost 200 men on their
crew?" Cora asked.

Nodding, Will continued. "Railroad’s going to open up Silver Lake to a lot more people…
strangers. Not just the construction crew but all the people who’ll be coming through after
the trains start running."

"Honey, we all know about that," Maggie sighed, from the other end of the table.

Got it! Cassie popped a slightly squished pea into her mouth and giggled at her
accomplishment. Her mother graced her with an approving smile.

"Well…we…we been thinking that, with all this growin’," Will continued hesitantly. "And all
these strangers, it’s about time we thought of building us a real jail… and hiring ourselves
a town sheriff." He exhaled deeply, as though a weight had been lifted from him.

One of the original attractions about Silver Lake for Heyes and Curry had been the
absence of law enforcement. Of course, at the time, they’d each had a ten thousand dollar
bounty on their heads, which might have explained some of that appeal. Having stopped a
bank robbery hours before, it was difficult to argue the advantage of a sheriff-less town.

"Makes sense," Heyes offered without much enthusiasm.

"We thought so," Will told them. He inhaled hard again, as if about to dive underwater, and
faced the Kid. "And, Jed, the Council has asked me to offer you the job."

The fork dropped from Curry’s hand, and clattered on the plate. "Whu…?"

What might have been a snicker came from Heyes’ direction and Will turned to him
quickly.

"Heyes, I want you to understand, this was no offense to you."

"Oh, none taken!" Heyes said energetically. His grin sparkled at his partner. "It’s a great
choice."

Curry glared at him.

"Will," Cora interjected sweetly. "He was an outlaw."

"Yeah," Will admitted. "There was some discussion about that. But… well, everyone who



was watchin’ out their window during the robbery knew that those boys were real
impressed with Heyes," Will explained almost apologetically. "But… well, they… we all
thought the thing that made those fellas surrender was the thought of comin’ face to face
with Kid Curry’s gun."

Curry stared at his plate. Everyone else stared at Curry.

Continuing his selling job, Will went on. "And you two proved your mettle just goin’ out
there and stopping them. Now, Jed, I know you may want to think about this some and
that’s fine. But the Council also authorized the money to build us a real jail. And there’ll be
money for a deputy, too, so you won’t have to handle things all by yourself."

Curry’s mouth opened but no sound came out. After a moment, his mouth closed.

"I know you’ve been talking a lot about gettin’ yourself some steady work," Will said. "So I
thought… well, I figured you might at least want to consider it. I’ve got to tell you, I think
you’re just the kind of man we need. And knowing that Kid Curry is the sheriff here might
keep a lot of ruffians out of town."

"And might bring in a few," Curry finally uttered softly. "There’s some out there that might
come here just to try me out."

"Aw," Heyes offered, still grinning. "You could handle ‘em. You always have."

Curry wished he’d shut up.

"Well," Will reached for the gravy. "Think about it. Like I said, I don’t need an answer now.
Just think about it, would you?"

Curry nodded and glanced at his wife. She looked like she’d swallowed a bug.

"I think you’d be a wonderful sheriff," Molly Taylor declared. Of course, Molly thought
Curry would be a wonderful ANYTHING.

"It’s a great choice," Cora Monroe concurred. Then, ever the pragmatist, she scowled at
Will. "And a decent salary, I presume."

Will shrugged. "Probably not what Wyatt Earp’s makin’," he admitted. "But we can offer
$30 a month right now. The deputy’ll earn $20. And, depending on how the local economy
picks up…" Then, with a tone of slight skepticism, he added. "Like everyone connected
with the Railroad seems to think it will, we could offer you a raise."

Emma Taylor’s eyes went wide. "$30 dollars?! You’ll be rich!!"

Most of the adults at the table chuckled. Curry looked wistfully at his partner in past
crimes. They had held thousands of dollars in their hands after a few hours work. Thirty
dollars a month… Then the Kid looked down at Fin, sitting quietly and solemnly beside
him, and at Cassie, happily chasing down another pea, and at Kate, who watched him
with her same uncertain expression. Beyond her, in his wicker bassinet, Daniel gurgled
and cooed and gazed in fascination at his own wiggling fingers. Rich could be measured
in a lot of ways. But… Sheriff??

* * * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 10

It was nearly time for small children to be in bed. In the parlor, as they did most nights,
the household gathered as adults relaxed and small children grew drowsy. Some nights,
Will would pull out his guitar and they would have some singing, starting with upbeat
tunes and gradually edging toward soft, lullaby-ish ballads. Other nights, like tonight, Molly
or Emma would sit by the light of the fire and read to the group. Tonight, they were about
midway through "The Prince and the Pauper", by Mark Twain. Emma had selected it,
knowing that Twain was Heyes’ favorite author, though tonight was Molly’s turn to read.

Pulling her chair closer to the fireplace for light, Molly cast an eye at Fin. He normally sat
on the lap of the reader, looking eagerly at the words on the page. Tonight, however, he
stayed at Kate’s side on the sofa, cuddled against her, quiet and withdrawn. Next to Fin,
Curry, too, was distracted. That, however, Kate understood. Sheriff. Yes, that would
require some thought.

While Molly read, Cora cradled a sleeping Daniel in her grandmotherly arms. He was due
to eat and Kate waited for his summoning fuss. Cassie was putting great effort into
avoiding the entire sleep thing. She’d pulled herself up against the Kid’s knee and then
turned her head to flirt mercilessly with Heyes across the room. But, as Molly read,
Cassie’s legs grew wobbly. She sat down abruptly a few times, finding it harder to pull
herself up, but recognizing that, if she sat still, sleep was eminent. Finally, she sank and
found herself swooped up by her mother.

"I need a cuddle," Kate said, holding her daughter against her chest. For a moment, the
little girl wiggled to break free but then the warmth of mama penetrated and she snuggled
against Kate, allowing her eyelids to droop.

By the time Molly ended Chapter Five, Cassie’s head weighed heavily against her
mother’s breast, her thumb firmly in her mouth, asleep at last.

"That’s a good place to stop for the night," Maggie suggested.

That was the signal for bed time for Fin and Cassie. Usually, it was accompanied by
vehement protests from Fin but tonight he silently climbed down from the sofa and
headed for the stairs. Kate and the Kid exchanged a concerned look before following,
Kate carrying Cassie and the Kid stopping to retrieve his youngest son from Cora’s arms.
Upstairs, he put Daniel into the cradle in his and Kate’s room just as the baby began to
stir.

In the children’s room, Kate tucked Cassie into her crib and turned around prepared to tell
Fin to get into bed but he was already there, his eyes as somber as they had been all day.
She sat on the edge of his bed and held her fingers to his forehead, still concerned about
illness.

"Are you sure your tummy isn’t upset?" she asked him.

His head bobbed without enthusiasm. "I’m sure," he said softly, unconvincingly.

Bending over to kiss his cheek, Kate kept her face close to his. "You know, you’re
worrying me, Fin. You’ve been so quiet today. You’re not yourself."

Looking up at her, Fin’s lower lip began to tremble and, a moment later, tears left a trail
down his face.



"Fin, sweetie, what is it?" she urged. "Can’t you tell me what’s wrong?"

Curry appeared in the doorway just in time to hear Fin’s soft voice.

"I don’ wanna go to jail," he sobbed.

"Jail?" Kate asked, bewildered. "Why would you go to jail?"

Curry, also confused, moved toward the bed.

"Because," Fin gasped between sobs. "I stealed the candy."

"Oh, Lord," Curry mumbled. In one stride he was at the bed and, as Kate stared at him,
completely befuddled, Curry pulled Fin out from under the covers, turned around and sat
on the bed next to Kate with the boy on his lap. "Fin, you don’t have to go to jail. I promise
you."

Noting his wife’s confusion, the Kid quickly told her about the great candy theft. As Curry
spoke, Fin tried to control his tears.

When his father finished, the boy let out a stream of fearful 4-year old logic. "The men
stealed the money from the bank and they did a bad thing and they have to go to jail and I
stealed the candy and-"

Curry touched a callused finger to the boy’s lips to quiet him. "Shhhhhhh… Listen to me,
son," he began softly. "You do not have to go to jail. What you did… Fin, you’re just a little
boy. You’re still learning about the rules, what’s right… what’s wrong. No one expects you
to know all those things yet." He glanced at Kate and she nodded reassurance so he
plunged on. "Those men today… well, they’re grown ups. They knew what they were
doing was wrong and they done… did it anyway." Curry again looked at Kate. "You’d’ve
been real proud of him, Kate. We had us a talk and Fin apologized to Will. He offered to
do some work to make up for what he did."

"You did?" Kate asked Fin, her approval clear.

The boy’s head bobbed and he sniffed. "I moved the peaches and pears."

"And Will said you were square, right?" Curry urged.

Fin nodded.

"Well, that means everything’s fine. You made up for what you did," Curry explained.

"I am very proud of you," Kate assured her son. She leaned over and kissed his forehead.

"So am I," Curry added, kissing the same spot. "You know, son, there’s a lot to learn in life
and everybody makes mistakes."

"Even you?" Fin sniffed.

Curry paused for a long time. "I’ve made a lot of ‘em."

"The important thing," Kate added quickly. "Is that we try to do right and, when we make a
mistake, we do what we can to make up for it and we try not to do it again."

The Kid grew distant for a moment, lost in thought. Then he pulled himself back to the
present, back to his son. "Your mama’s right. And, Fin, you remember that, when you do
make a mistake, you come to your mama and me if you need help. Always. You got



that?"

Fin nodded and managed a thin smile. He grimaced as Kate pulled a handkerchief from
her pocket to mop his face.

"Better?" she asked.

His head bobbed. Accepting hugs and kisses from both parents, Fin crawled back into
bed, much relieved, and finally felt a weight lift from his small shoulders.

In the hallway, Curry closed the door and then sagged against the wall, his head hanging.

"God, Kate, I scared him to death!" he gasped quietly.

She pressed her lips together to stifle a laugh and touched his arm. "You did fine. You
handled the candy thing very well. It was just the robbery happening when it did…"

He looked into her eyes to convince himself of her sincerity and then shook his head.
"Katie, what if I’m no good at this?"

"At what? Being a father?" she asked incredulously.

It was more than that but he didn’t know quite how to explain. No good at being an honest
man? No good at being responsible and respectable?

Kate stood on tiptoe to kiss his mouth. "You are a wonderful father," she assured him.
"You’re kind and loving and understanding and you explain things… You’re wonderful."

"I scared my little boy to death," he berated himself.

To her credit, Kate stopped short of more platitudes. He was dealing with more than Fin’s
fear. He was dealing with the ghosts of his own past sins. She understood it but felt
powerless to reassure him.

Finally, he asked. "How do I explain to him that I ‘stealed’ from banks, too? That I robbed
people and never went to jail, never made amends. How do I explain that to him?"

Slipping her arms around his waist, Kate gazed up at him with absolute love. "Maybe we
make amends by being good parents and raising our children to do better than we did."

He wrapped his arms around her, grateful for her support but still doubting himself. "When
I’m not scarin’ ‘em to death, huh?"

A noise from their bedroom drew her attention. "Uh-oh. My master’s voice," she said
lightly. She held on to him a moment longer before stretching up to kiss him again. "Go
smoke a cigar and have some brandy with Heyes. Talk to him about this sheriff thing."

"I want to talk to YOU about this sheriff thing," he pointed out.

"Oh," she assured him. "We’ll talk about it."

The noises from their bedroom grew a bit more insistent and she broke away from him,
sensing a dampening of her blouse as her breasts responded to the call.

"But when we do I want you to have my undivided attention," she laughed. "And, at the
moment…" she started for their room.

"Yeah," the Kid smiled. "But tell him, when he gets a little bigger, we’re arm wrestlin’ for



you."

* * *

 

While brandy and cigars on the porch wasn’t a nightly habit for the men of the house, it
wasn’t uncommon. But the loss of sunlight had led the warm day into a cold night and Will
and Quentin begged off, leaving Heyes and the Kid alone on the porch swing. Instead of
Quentin’s rich brandy, Heyes had grabbed the more mundane whiskey and a couple of
coffee cups. Curry grabbed the cigars.

For ten minutes or so, they didn’t talk. There was a little wind stirring the night air and an
owl hooted from the house roof but, otherwise, it was quiet. The clouds in the night sky
had ruffled edges lit blue by the nearly full moon and, beyond them, stars shivered as the
winter cold edged back in.

"Sheriff Curry," Heyes tried out softly, blowing a distorted smoke ring toward the porch
roof. "Sheriff Kid."

Curry groaned.

"Kid the Sheriff," Heyes continued, enjoying himself.

"Cut it out."

"Well, you’re taking it, right?"

Curry rolled his head, stretching taut neck muscles. He’d felt stiff and tense all day. "I
don’t know, Heyes. I need a job but…"

"What’s Kate say?"

The Kid shook his head. "Haven’t had a chance to talk to her about it, yet." He laughed
briefly. "Having children makes it hard to find time for grown up talk." Then he grew more
thoughtful. "Fin thought he was going to jail."

"Huh?!"

So Curry explained his son’s worry over his fate. Heyes could see the Kid’s guilt over the
matter but couldn’t contain a chuckle.

"Well," he laughed. "I’d say you made an impression on him."

"I didn’t mean to scare him, Heyes. I just don’t want him…" He didn’t finish but studied the
glowing tip of the cigar.

"You don’t want him to end up like us," Heyes finished for him. "You don’t want him to be
a thief."

Nodding, Curry studied the glowing end of his cigar. "It didn’t sit right today."

He didn’t have to explain what he meant. Heyes knew. He felt the same way. It didn’t sit
right to put other men in jail for something they had done. Not since they’d walked free.

"Maybe we did them a favor," Heyes rationalized. That drew a skeptical look from the Kid.
"Well, they didn’t get away with the money. If this was their first job, maybe the judge’ll go
easy on them. They spend a few months in jail and come out with a good lesson



learned… go straight."

Curry considered it dubiously. "Maybe," he said, wanting to believe it. Then he shook his
head again. "Why didn’t they ask YOU to be the sheriff?!"

Heyes scowled, puffed on the cigar. "I was wondering about that myself."

Curry cast a sideways glance, one corner of his mouth tipping upward. "I knew it. You’re
jealous, aren’t you?"

"Me?" Heyes asked, incredulous. "Course not. I don’t want to be sheriff." The Kid
continued to observe him. Finally, Heyes grinned crookedly. "Well, it would’ve been nice
to be asked!"

Curry smiled knowingly and took a drink. Amber heat warmed him from the inside out. "I
don’t know, Heyes… This whole thing…"

Clamping the cigar between his teeth, Heyes then clamped a hand on his partner’s
shoulder. "Kid, you’d make a damn fine sheriff."

His skepticism flowing, Curry asked. "Why?"

"Because," Heyes began. "You’ve got this annoying habit of poking your nose into other
people’s business."

"You hate that habit."

Heyes held up his hand in a "wait a sec" gesture. "I hated that habit when we had
bounties on our heads and needed to avoid attracting attention," Heyes corrected. "You
had an annoying way of making us stand out. But…well, I figure that kind of nose-poking
is probably a pretty good thing for a sheriff."

Trying to figure out whether he’d been complimented or insulted, the Kid twisted slightly
toward his partner. "If I do this, I’m going to need a deputy…"

After a fair amount of whiskey, it took Heyes a beat to figure out where this was headed.
His "wait a sec" hand reappeared immediately. "Oh, no. Not me." He laughed, shaking his
head. "Not me."

Scowling, Curry wagged the cigar in Heyes’ direction. "You just don’t want to report to me.
You always want to be in charge."

Heyes opened his mouth to protest but then closed it again, reconsidering. "I was good at
it," he said finally.

"I could’ve been in charge," the Kid pointed out. "You offered it to me once… asked me if I
wanted to be leader."

Heyes’ brow furrowed in concentration. "That doesn’t sound like me. When did I do that?"

Chasing the memory, Curry sipped whiskey and waved the cigar vaguely. "I don’t
remember… During a job, I think…" His brow wrinkled as deeply as Heyes’. "Seems like
there was something pretty risky involved, if I recollect, and somebody suggested that,
since you were the leader, the one to take the risk should be you." He shook his head,
unable to fill in more blanks. "Anyway, you asked me if I’d like to be the leader."

Grinning, Heyes said. "Ah, well, yeah. That sounds like me."



* * *

 

By the time Curry and Heyes returned to the parlor, the room was empty and the hearth
fire had dwindled to anemic embers. The two men trod an unsteady path up the stairs,
repeatedly reminding each other to "shhhhhhhhh". They bid good night in the hall, Heyes
entering his room and the Kid opening the door to his and Kate’s slowly, certain she’d be
asleep.

He was wrong. The only light in the room came from the oil lamp by the bed, turned very
low. But it was enough to illuminate Kate as she bent over the cradle, changing Daniel’s
diaper. Her voice was soft and almost melodic in the nighttime stillness.

"I knew you didn’t get enough to eat," she murmured into the cradle.

Curry couldn’t see his son from this angle but heard a gurgling reply and imagined his
sapphire eyes staring intently up into Kate’s.

"You fell asleep," she continued. "And stopped before your tummy was full, didn’t you?"

Curry quietly closed the door and leaned back against it, smiling and admiring his wife.
She was proving to be a very good mother, even if she couldn’t cook worth a damn. But it
wasn’t exactly her maternal skills that captivated him at the moment. It was more about
the way her old, faded long johns were clinging to her nicely rounded backside.

They were her favorite sleeping apparel in the winter. Nightgowns rode up, she explained.
Actually, in Curry’s mind, that was the most attractive aspect of nightgowns. But he was
considerate enough to recognize that, for purposes of warmth, the long johns were
probably more effective. And, though they were a little more difficult to maneuver around
in romantic encounters, he sure liked the way they hugged her form.

As Kate swooped Daniel up and turned around, she spotted the Kid smiling at her. She
smiled back.

"I didn’t hear you," she told him. "What are you smiling at?"

"The view," he confessed.

Kate’s eyes narrowed as she scrutinized him. She held Daniel up at her shoulder and
Curry could hear small mews and babble coming from behind the blanket. "How much did
you have to drink?" she asked, more amused than accusatory.

Curry squinted in concentration as he measured an inch and a half of space between his
thumb and forefinger. He wagged the measure toward her.

"’Bout that much," he said, still squinting.

Kate evaluated the measurement. She was doubtful. "Is that all?"

Curry clarified. "’Bout that much too much."

She laughed. "Ahhh," Kate nodded. She began to arrange her pillows against the
headboard of the bed. "That explains it. I’ll make you some sage tea in the morning," she
promised, climbing into bed and adjusting into a comfortable position against the pillows.

Daniel knew what was coming and his mouth groped toward her chest even before Kate
tugged her top up and exposed her breast for him. Then he latched on eagerly.



"That’s my boy," Curry chuckled. He sat down on the edge of the bed and, with only minor
difficulty, tugged off his boots. Sage tea. It was her standard remedy when he over-
imbibed, which wasn’t all that frequently. The truth was, she was known to enjoy an
occasional nip herself although it had been a long time. Cora had advised against it during
Kate’s pregnancy and, now that she was no longer pregnant, Cora warned that whiskey
could curdle her milk. So Kate abstained and harbored unvoiced suspicions that Cora was
a prohibitionist at heart.

Stripping down to his own long johns and socks, the Kid climbed under the covers,
slipped his arm around Kate’s shoulder and kissed her. She wiggled her bare feet against
his in their warm socks. The whiskey was making him a bit dizzy. Or perhaps it was the
way the tip of Kate’s tongue traveled around his lips.

"You kissin’ me," he wondered aloud. "Or tastin’ me?"

The smile on her face might have been called "coy" on another woman. On Kate, it made
him feel like he had a sparkler in his pants.

"One is not exclusive of the other," she replied cryptically. The whiskey tasted good. And
surely that hint of it wouldn’t harm her milk. "I like tasting you." She snuggled against him.
"I can’t get my fill of you the way I usually do," she reminded him. "So I’m filling up in other
ways. Taste… scent…"

"Scent?" he asked, surprised by the idea. "Katie, I’ve smelled myself a few times and it
ain’t always a delight. Manure… dirt… sweat…"

She closed her eyes and breathed. "New mown hay, clover, leather… a bit of whiskey,"
she smiled, her snuggle turning a little slithery. "I love your scent."

Frankly, he thought her sniffer might be a bit out of kilter but didn’t want to belabor the
point. He was enjoying the slithering. She curved her arm around and cupped her palm
against his cheek. Stroking the bristles, her mind suddenly conjured the memory of that
feeling against the soft flesh of her inner thighs and… she removed her hand quickly,
letting it rest on the Kid’s leg.

"Oh, my," she breathed hard.

"Oh, yeah," he said, misreading her move. "I didn’t shave this morning. I was gonna but
Cassie woke up early and hungry and-"

"I miss you," she interrupted.

"Miss me? I’m right here!" he pointed out. Had he been slightly less tipsy, he wouldn’t
have needed her squeezing the part of him she was referring to in order to get her
meaning. As it was, she squeezed through several layers of quilts and blankets but he got
the message. "Oh."

"Yeah," she replied wearily. "Oh."

"Damn, Kate. How long do we have to wait?"

He knew, of course. Eight weeks. That was what Cora said. Kate’s body needed time to
heal from the birthing. Kate had pointed out that they didn’t need to wait eight weeks for
EVERYTHING. Still, most of the "everything" seemed to favor him and he thought that
was unfair. After all, Kate was the one who had carried the baby, endured the birthing. So
he’d vowed to wait. Of course, that had been a few days after Daniel’s birth and the weeks



were passing far slower than he’d expected.

"Too long," she grumbled.

 

Resigned, Curry tucked a finger under Daniel’s palm, grinning as the tiny hand gripped his
finger. Yep. Good reflexes. The infant uttered little cooing noises as he nursed happily.

"Ah, well," the Kid sighed. "Wouldn’t want to interrupt him, anyway."

"Did you talk to Heyes about the job?" Kate asked. "Did you decide anything?"

He tipped his head so it rested against hers. "Not ‘til I talk to you about it."

"Jed," she began hesitantly. "You’re the one who has to make this decision. You’d be the
one who’d be doing the job."

"You don’t think I could do it?" he asked, knowing full well that wasn’t her intent but
needing to hear it.

She shifted slightly, moving her head so she could see his eyes. "You know better than
that. I think you can do anything short of walking on water…" She paused, grinned, and
added. "Or giving birth." He laughed and conceded the point. "But it really bothered you
this morning, arresting those men. You might have to do more of that if you’re the sheriff."

He sighed. "Heyes thinks maybe we did them a favor." He explained Heyes’ theory of
judicial mercy. She didn’t look convinced but let it go. "Katie, I need a job and this is a job.
I’m no good with hammers and nails but…" he shrugged. "But I don’t even know what
sheriffs DO when they’re not leading posses or arresting someone."

She thought about it for a moment. "Most of the ones I knew spent a lot of time just
walking around, talking to people."

"About what?"

"I don’t know. Just saying hello, mostly, I think." Her hand was now on his thigh. Not
squeezing. "Maybe the idea is just to be sure people know you’re there, that they get
comfortable with you. So then, if they do have a problem, they feel like they can come to
you."

Daniel’s eyes began to close, his suckling becoming sporadic.

"And you’d be very good at stopping trouble before it gets out of hand," Kate added.

Curry’s brow wrinkled. It seemed to him he’d always been better at finding trouble than
preventing it.

"You show up where a couple of bullies are picking on someone and give them that
look… they’ll back off for sure," she explained.

"What look?" he scowled.

Kate eyed his face and laughed softly. "Daniel looks just like you when you do that," she
said. "Watch."

With that, she waited until Daniel’s sucking hit a lull and she eased her nipple out of his
mouth. Instantly his little brow etched in worry, a perfect miniature of a Kid Curry scowl.



Curry shook with quiet laughter. Mercifully, Kate touched her nipple to Daniel’s lips and he
quickly latched back on and his forehead immediately smoothed. She turned her head
and kissed her husband.

"It’s the other look that’ll stop trouble, though. That look you have when you face off with
someone," she told him. "It says ‘I know I can outdraw you and I really hope you don’t
make me prove it because, if you do, you’ll probably die’."

"That’s a lot of words for a look," he smirked. "And I wish I thought it’d be that easy."

Her skin was molten bronze in the lamplight, glimmering and tempting. Curry cocked an
eyebrow at her hand resting somewhere close to dangerous.

"So… how much longer?"

Groaning, Kate said. "Six weeks and three days."

The Kid groaned, too. Then he settled back and watched Daniel sucking away on her
breast for a moment before saying, "He does know I get those back eventually, doesn’t
he?"

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 11

So it was that on the 15th of February, Jedediah Curry, one-time outlaw and reported
fastest gun in the west, became the first duly appointed sheriff of Silver Lake, Colorado.
Outside of the Town Hall, it was snowing but that had not lessened the turnout for the
swearing-in ceremony. It was Daniel Curry’s first introduction to the world outside the
Taylor home and, while he was tickled and fussed over and cooed at by virtually every
female in attendance, the young Master Curry was less than impressed and slept through
most of the event.

The main floor of the Silver Lake Town Hall was comprised of a wide, open entry hall, a
good spot for mingling or for use as a dance floor on some social occasions. Behind that
was the actual meeting hall, where a slightly raised platform made a stage for the Town
Council, and a separate area held chairs for an audience to their meetings.

On either side of the entry hall, stairways curved up to the second story. The center office
on the second floor was the mayor’s. Then, on either side of Will’s office were two smaller
spaces. In the days when Tom Bentley was Mayor, the smaller rooms were occupied by
his "assistants", every one of whom had been convicted of conspiracy. Those men were
now serving time in prison, in cells the same size as Bentley’s.

Under Will Taylor’s leadership, the offices directly next to his were occupied part time by
Charles Emerson, the town treasurer, and Ezra James, the town secretary. Both men had
other full time jobs, Emerson as bank president and James as farmer, so they spent
minimal time in their offices. Will had offered Curry the office at the east end of the hall,
one that would afford him a view of most of Main Street and of the side street that ran
north and south next to the Hall.

Curry stood there now, in the middle of the office, HIS office, looking at it. It held a good-
sized desk made of heavy pine, a couple of bookshelves, a really nice, big chair with a
padded leather seat that swiveled around for a view out the windows. There were a
couple of smaller chairs, too, for guests. A respectable office. His.

In his role as Mayor, Will had performed the swearing-in ceremony in the entry hall. Will
had been even more nervous than the Kid but had played his part with appropriate
aplomb. He was dressed in his only suit, as was Curry. Will read the oath that had been
written by an ad hoc Committee that included the new sheriff’s wife. Her skills at English
tended to surpass those of most of the townsfolk. Will had participated, as well, and in the
end they had arrived at an oath that swore to protect and defend the citizens of Silver
Lake and to enforce the town’s statutes and ordinances. It was clear and simple and
without a lot of fancy words and flowery phrases, which suited both the Mayor and the
new sheriff just fine.

Kate stood next to him as Curry repeated the words Will read, inserting his name in the
pertinent "I, Jedediah Curry" spot. At the end of the swearing in, there was applause, and
congratulations. Refreshments of punch and cookies were served. On Jed Curry’s chest
was a newly crafted badge, a five-pointed silver star encircled by a narrow silver band.
Across the main body of the star was engraved the word "Sheriff" and, across the top of
the band were engraved the words "Silver Lake", along the bottom, "Colorado". The
blacksmith, Jergins had designed and created the badge as his contribution to Silver
Lake’s "arrival" as a "real, bona fide town".

Now, alone in his office, Curry looked down at the badge and ran his fingers along the
edge of the freshly polished desk. He sensed her presence even before her arms



encircled his waist and her cheek pressed softly against his spine.

"You have an office," Kate said. She sounded a bit stunned by the whole notion.

"Closest I’ve ever come to having an office," he replied, capturing her arms with his own
folded over his middle. "Was having the same saddle for two months."

He felt her laugh and turned around within the circle of her arms, looping his across her
shoulders. She smiled up at him, a sympathetic smile.

"What the hell am I doin’ here, Katie?" he asked.

"You’re sheriffing," she answered with determination.

Curry sat back against the desk and pulled her close, her face finding its spot of choice
against his neck.

"You know, downstairs by the cells, there’s another desk," he told her. "And it’s got a
stack of Wanted posters in a drawer that I’m scared to look through."

"Are you afraid your going to find your own?" she asked, nuzzling a little.

"Naw. Heyes’ and mine are no good now. I know that," he said. "It’s the others have me
worried."

Her arms tightened around him as she raised her head to look in his eyes. "Others?"

"I know some of those men. What am I supposed to do if Wheat and Kyle ride into town
some day? There’s a whole passel of men I know who are wanted by the law," he
paused, looking down at the badge. "And now I am the law."

She nuzzled his neck some more and he felt her breathing in deeply.

"Are you smellin’ me now?"

"Um-hmmmmmmmmm…"

It tickled a bit and he cocked his head to one side so she could sniff to her heart’s content.
"Well, I should smell pretty good today," he declared. Then he added. "Had me a bath last
night. Though I expect you remember that."

Indeed she did. He’d wanted to be cleaned up when he took on his new job and, once the
children were asleep, had hauled the big galvanized tub into the kitchen and built up the
fire in the stove to heat several pots and kettles full of water. Finally, with the kitchen to
himself, he’d undressed and settled into the steaming bath.

She said she’d come in to scrub his back for him. He’d gotten suspicious when she took
off her blouse. She didn’t want to get the sleeves wet, she’d explained. That made sense
but then she’d gone out of her way to press up against his wet back so her pretty, white
camisole got all wet and became nearly transparent.

She’d taken the wash cloth from him, soaped it generously, and worked it over his
shoulders, down his spine, rubbing, scrubbing, massaging… Yep. Damn fine back
washer, his Kate. And he probably hadn’t really needed her help with the front washing
but, when she dropped the soap and went hunting for it, things had gotten mighty
enjoyable.

"Oh," she’d said, gripping something smooth and slippery. "There it is."



Gasping and laughing, Curry had pointed out. "That’s not the soap."

"Oh?" she’d said, all serious-like. "It feels sort of like the soap." She then began to test the
non-soap to see if it would lather-up as she rubbed it. "Hmmmmm," she murmured,
considering the mystery object in her hand. "Can’t be soap. Soap gets smaller as you rub
it. And this gets bigger."

The Kid’s teeth dug into his lower lip and he struggled not to make noises loud enough to
be heard in the parlor. "Kate…" he growled.

But she noticed he wasn’t stopping her. "Jed…" she growled back, bending over the tub
to kiss him firmly on the mouth.

"This ain’t fair!" he muttered with something between a whimper and a laugh.

"Isn’t," she corrected, her voice all smoky and low.

Curry hooked a hand around her neck and drew her close but didn’t kiss her. Through
gritted teeth, he breathed. "You are a wicked, wicked woman."

She’d just grinned and kept doing what she was doing until his eyes rolled back and he
stuffed the wash cloth in his mouth to keep from roaring as he exploded in her hand. Then
he spent several minutes trying to get the taste of soap out of his mouth. She’d helped
with that, too by getting the honey jar, dipping her finger in it and then sticking her finger
into his mouth. He’d sucked on that a while before pulling her back into another kiss that
left her licking honey from both their lips.

Yep. One fine bath. So he figured he probably smelled pretty good this morning.

Now, in his arms, she tried to help with his announced dilemma. "Well," she offered finally.
"If you see Wheat and Kyle," she grinned a bit slyly. "You could pretend you don’t and get
Heyes to tell them to high tail it out of town."

He fought a grin of his own. "I’m supposed to be honest now."

"Oh, right," she nodded soberly. "That." She nuzzled again. "Don’t worry. We’ll figure it
out," she promised.

He loved that she said, "we". "You want to be my deputy?" he asked, only half joking.

She laughed. "I would but who’d look after the children?"

Which reminded him… Curry bent down and picked up the hem of her indigo skirt,
peeking underneath. "Where are they?"

Laughing, she smacked his hand. "Oh, they ran off," she teased, drawing him back up and
resuming their nice hug. "They’re forming their own gang. The Little Bitty Curry Gang."

"Uh-oh," he uttered, settling back, holding her. "Everybody hide your penny candy."

"Well, the posse will have an easy job," she said against his neck. "Only one of them has
any speed. The other two can’t walk, yet."

"Hmmmmmm," he murmured. "I’ll get right on it." He tilted her head up and kissed her.
"You realize it’s daylight and we’re actually alone?"

Smiling, Kate put her hand to his cheek and drew him into another kiss. A nice, deep,
heated…



"They’re smooching again!" Fin.

"Yeah. They do that a lot." Heyes. "Maybe we should throw a bucket of cold water on
‘em."

A small boy’s giggle and then a very enthusiastic. "Okay!"

Sighing in resignation, Curry peered over Kate’s shoulder toward the doorway where Fin
and Heyes stood observing them.

With pretended annoyance, Curry narrowed his eyes in his son’s direction. "You agreed to
that cold water idea pretty fast."

Kate turned in his arms, smiling at the sight of Heyes and Fin, with matching cookie
crumbs decorating their faces. Fin, distracted by the office, raced into the room and
peered out first the side window and then the front one.

"Do these open?" he asked.

"Far as I know," Curry guessed. "Kinda cold out there at the moment, though."

Fin eyed the tree in front of the Town Hall. "What if a bird flies in?"

Reluctantly releasing his hold on his wife, Curry went over to the window next to the boy.

"I suppose I’d leave the window open and it’d fly back out."

"What if it didn’t?" Fin pressed.

"Well, then," Kate suggested. "We could put crumbs on the window sill to lure it there and
then shut the window once it was outside." She joined them at the window. "And, if we
need crumbs…" She brushed Fin’s cheek, laughing. "How many cookies have you had?"

Carefully manipulating his fingers, the little boy held up three. "Two," he announced.

Kate counted fingers. "Two?"

Curry snickered and, from across the room, Heyes grinned at his partner. "Lemme guess.
You’ve been teaching him to count."

Ignoring Heyes, Curry asked his son. "So what kind of cookies have they got down
there?"

"Ginger saps," Fin answered quickly. "And sugar ones."

"Snaps, maybe?" Curry suggested gently.

"Yeah," Fin agreed. "Snap ones."

Salivating, Curry nodded. "Might need to try those out. You with me?" He held his hand
out toward Fin, who grabbed it and grinned.

As the two of them headed out of the room, Kate stopped next to Heyes, who was
slowing scanning the space.

"He’s got an office," Heyes pointed out.

"I know," Kate replied, standing close enough to identify the ginger snap crumbs around



his mouth.

"Closest we ever came to having an office was riding the same horses for three weeks."

Kate laughed.

Growing more serious, Heyes said. "He’ll do good with this, you know?"

"I know," she agreed. "Of the three of us, the only one who seems to doubt it is Jed."

"Well," Heyes began. "After years of me hollering at him not to show off with the gun
because it might draw the attention of the sheriff’, and diving for cover every time we went
into a new town and saw the sheriff, I think it might take some time for him to get used to
looking in the mirror and seeing…"

"The sheriff," Kate finished for him, laughing again, nodding. Then she held out her hand.
"Come on. How ‘bout a cookie?"

Heyes held up three fingers and asked. "Two?"

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 12

In the first week of March, the Railroad arrived in Silver Lake. In truth, what arrived was a
crew of 184 men. The track would come more slowly. There were twenty-six wagons,
some of a fairly normal size and other massive freight wagons pulled by teams of ten
oxen each. These carried monstrous stacks of wooden ties and iron rails as well as crates
of iron spikes, tents, both large and small, cooking equipment, tools, food stores for men
and animals and other supplies needed for this nomadic population.

They set up a massive campsite south of town. From that base, they would first clear the
land north toward their last camp site. Then they would lay track back in that direction to
meet up with already laid track. As they worked further from their camp, they would use
hand cars to haul men and tools to the site. When that link up was complete, they would
begin work in the other direction, eventually connecting to the main rail line that lead east
to Kansas City or west to Denver. With spring and summer approaching, progress would
speed up from the winter’s halting pace but the Railroad representatives who had met
with Will anticipated they would be in Silver Lake at least until fall.

The Railroad was a highly self-contained organization and the crew operated much like
an army, with their own mess tent and a company store where the workers could make
personal purchases, the price of which would be deducted from their pay and returned to
the Railroad. Heyes thought it sounded like a pretty good con, all things considered.
Despite the promised boon to the local economy, the Railroad did it’s best to discourage
the workers from fraternizing with the locals. They said it was to help keep relations with
the town professional and cooperative. Heyes thought it was because they wanted to
keep the workers from spending their hard earned money in town and keep it in the hands
of the Railroad. He’d learned they even had their own saloon tent where the men could
drink and gamble, with a cut of the pot going to "the house". If he’d harbored any guilt
about all of the times he’d taken money from the Railroad, it disappeared when he figured
out what a racket they had going with their own workers.

Heyes had come into town allegedly to pick up a new shaving brush. The truth was, he
was bored. Oh, he frittered around with farm chores and had even helped out some with
clearing the garden for spring planting but he had no real interest in farming. And he
missed the Kid. So he’d come to town for a new shaving brush… and maybe to stop by
Henry’s saloon for a beer… and maybe to stop by the Town Hall and see how the new
sheriff was doing.

Having accomplished the first two tasks, Heyes was just leaving Henry’s when a
wagonload of frills and ruffles and lace came rattling up the street, attracting all kinds of
attention. There was a smallish, skinny fellow driving the wagon and he had the look of
someone who had been on the trail for too long, haggard and dirty and worn.

But the skinny fellow wasn’t the one garnering most of the attention. In the seat next to
him was a woman with the most fiery red hair Heyes had ever seen on a head. It was
piled up in a mass of swoops and curlicues and ringlets intertwined with bright yellow
ribbons and little blue silk flowers and, well, it was one helluva hairdo and just admiring it
made Heyes grin. The woman under the hair was a fairly pleasing sight, too, as such
things went. She was closer to forty than thirty, Heyes guessed, but she had a nice smile
with lips nearly as red as her hair. Her cheeks were rouged and she had a painted on
mole near her mouth that had blurred a bit. Her curves were semi-covered by a flouncy
frock in a grass-green color, with a bodice cut low enough to reveal the hills and valleys of
tempting terrain.



In the rear of the wagon were six more females, younger than the one riding shotgun.
Blondes, brunettes, and another redhead not quite as fiery. They, too, were made up and
decked out to make an impression and, judging from the looks they drew as the wagon
approached Henry’s, they were highly successful. Of course, the type of attention seemed
directly related to the gender of the attention giver. The ladies of Silver Lake seemed to
utter a collective gasp at the recognition of who, or more precisely what, had entered their
midst. The gentlemen, on the other hand, were smiling, one and all… at least until the
ladies attached to some of their arms made it clear that smiles were NOT the approved
and appropriate response.

Heyes, on the other hand, was without his particular lady on this day so he was openly
admiring of the view. Abby had been working on a letter to her grandmother and had
opted not to join him. It had to do, Heyes knew, with an idea that he, himself, had planted
in her head. Lately, every time something occurred in Silver Lake, from Daniel’s birth to
the bank robbery to Curry’s appointment as sheriff and the arrival of the Railroad, Abby
would comment about how much Silver Lake needed a newspaper. The growing town,
she would declare, needed a more reliable source of information than gossip and rumor
spread by word-of-mouth.

She had mentioned to Heyes that her grandmother was an old friend of the current
publisher of what was apparently a big newspaper in New York, something called the New
York Times. Heyes wasn’t sure if the times were really so different in New York that it
warranted comment but he’d made the suggestion to Abby that she write to this publisher
and see if he’d be interested in starting a paper in Silver Lake. Taken with the idea, she
was now trying to set the stage with her grandmother. This left Heyes in town alone, as
luck would have it, and he could stand here on the street and smile at the newly arriving
women without any distracting guilt to get in the way. So he did.

The scrawny man pulled the team to a stop in front of Henry’s place and set the brake.
He looked down at a smiling Heyes.

"Howdy, friend," the fellow greeted. His teeth were tobacco-stained brown but the smile
seemed genuine. "This the only saloon in town?"

Heyes nodded. "Henry’s is it."

The man squinted at the building as if that would allow him to see past the closed door.
"Looks quiet."

"Farm town." Heyes explained. "Folks are at work this time of day."

The red-haired woman licked her lips and adjusted her heavy woolen shawl to carefully
frame her cleavage. Her smile was lascivious. "Honey, you don’t look like no farmer."

"Stay here, girls," the wagon driver said, hopping down from the wagon. He extended his
hand to Heyes. "Jimmy Arp."

"Earp?" Heyes questioned. He knew that name.

"Arp. A-R-P. No relation," Jimmy clarified.

"Joshua Smith," Heyes countered, shaking the man’s hand. Sometimes, it was just easier.
He nodded toward the bar. "Owner’s behind the bar. Henry Clark."

After a curt "obliged", Jimmy headed into the saloon leaving Heyes alone with a wagon
full of luscious. The girls in the back quickly slid over to the side nearest Heyes, flirting
openly. The bright red-haired one held her hand towards him.



"Help a girl down, would ya’, sugar?"

He did.

She smoothed her skirt, touched at her hair and stretched languidly, watching his reaction
and the movement of his eyes the entire time. "Lordy, we been in that wagon for a couple
hundred miles. I got me a hitch in my getalong!"

Heyes gave her the twice over. "Your getalong looks like it weathered the journey real
well."

Her laugh was deliciously bawdy. "Joshua Smith, if you’re an example of the men in this
town, me ‘n’ the girls are gonna have us a fine time." She held out her hand positioned for
a kiss on the fingers. "May Houston," she said.

Heyes took her hand and drew it to his lips, keeping his eyes on hers. "A pleasure, May."

Pleased, she nodded toward the girls in the wagon and rattled off. "That’s Leticia,
Bethann, Jeanie, Ruthie, Charmaine and Suzanna."

Heyes tipped his hat to the women who all giggled and did the same sort of feigned
coyness that May had attempted. It was difficult to pull off coy with painted faces and
frocks cut up to trouble and down to deadly. Heyes guessed none of the girls couldn’t be
more than 20.

"Ladies, it’s a pleasure," he said, meaning it. "You folks planning on staying?"

Now that, he thought, might be interesting. Henry’s saloon closed each night at 9:00 P.M.
and was usually empty a good hour before that. Heyes had, on occasion, tried to talk
Henry into later hours but Silver Lake was, as he’d just pointed out, a farm town. Local
men might indulge in a quick game of small-stakes poker and a beer but they rarely over-
indulged. They knew they had to get up at sunrise the next morning to milk cows, feed
stock, plow fields. Henry was fine with that. He’d retired from a long military career and
opened the saloon on a whim just to get some socializing in after his wife passed away.

As for the services offered by May and the girls? Heyes had no doubt that there would be
men in town who might relish the thought of an indiscretion. However, relishing the
thought and actually acting on it were two different things in a town the size of Silver Lake.
Abby thought they needed a newspaper. But Heyes bet that the gossip mill would spread
news of a man’s dalliance faster than any newspaper could print it. He didn’t hold out
much hope for May, Jimmy and the girls if they thought they’d be able to set up shop at
Henry’s.

"We heard the Railroad was setting up camp here," May said, looking around for some
sign of it.

Ah, Heyes thought. THAT explained it. "Oh, yeah. They’re here. You’re about two miles
north of where they set up camp."

May continued to look around. "I guess it gets busier once they stop work for the day,"
she said hopefully.

Heyes’ finger nudged his hat back. "Well, to tell the truth, we don’t see much of them in
town. They’ve got their own store, their own saloon. They don’t seem inclined to mingle
much."

May sighed and nodded. "One of those bunches." When she saw Heyes’ questioning



look, she went on. "Some of the railroad crews kind of take over the town. Others got
their own traveling town, I guess you’d call it. Suppose it depends on the size of the crew
and how much money the Railroad can make off the deal." She shook her head in
admiration. "I’m tellin’ you, those boys know how to make a buck."

Jimmy emerged from Henry’s looking discouraged. He caught May’s eye and shook his
head. She waved in dismissal.

"Aw, Jimmy, it’s alright. It’s one of those big camps with their own saloon. It’s…" she
looked at Heyes. "What’d you say? Two miles?"

Heyes pointed back down the street toward the Town Hall. "Head back that way. See the
Town Hall there? Go left on that road right before it. Follow that about 2 miles."

"Thank you, sir," Jimmy acknowledged. "Come on, May."

May climbed back onto the wagon seat with a boost up from Jimmy. He followed her. As
he untied the reins from the wagon brake, May winked at Heyes.

"Listen, hon, don’t you be a stranger. You get a hankerin’ for some company, you head on
down to the camp. I’m sure those boys won’t mind sharin’ the wealth!"

Heyes grinned and nodded, waving at the girls in the back as Jimmy began to turn the
wagon around. The girls shifted from one side of the wagon to the other so they could
continue their flirtation with Heyes, who enjoyed every wink and licked lip of it. As his eyes
followed the path of the wagon, he spotted the Kid headed down the street toward him.
When the wagon drew abreast of Curry, the sheriff tipped his hat to the ladies and they
altered their flirting to his direction.

May eyed the Kid and then leaned out from the seat, calling back to Heyes. "Lord, sugar,
you didn’t tell me ALL the men in this town was so handsome!" Then she turned to
address the girls. "Ladies, I think we’re gonna enjoy this place!"

By the time the Kid reached Heyes, the wagon was turning the corner. Heyes stood
watching, his arms crossed over his chest, a crooked grin on his face. Curry turned and
stood next to him, in an identical posture, his head cocked to one side.

"Well," he said finally. "That ought to liven things up around here."

Heyes’ grin strengthened. "I was just thinking about how it’s going to go over with the
church ladies’ league."

"Mrs. Geary’s group?" Curry shook with laughter. "Oh, yeah. They’re going to love this."

"I’d kind of like to be there when she hears about it," Heyes chuckled. "I figure she’s likely
to slip right into a state of apoplexy."

Down the street, a man exited the bank just as the wagon full of women was turning the
corner. Pausing with his hand still on the door handle, he felt his pulse quicken at the
sight. They were young women. Not as young as he liked but young enough when one
had few options. Voluptuous, a couple of them. As another customer approached, the
man tipped his hat and held the door but his attention to the wagon never wavered. This,
he told himself, was a very pleasant turn of events.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 13

Two weeks after the arrival of a wagonload of women who were alternately referred to as
"heathens" and "Heaven sent", depending upon who was evaluating, much of the hubbub
surrounding their arrival had died down.

Oh, there had been a timely sermon by the good Reverend Murdock, no doubt
encouraged by the ever opinionated Mrs. Geary, about "sins of the flesh" and how God
rewarded fidelity. And there had been no shortage of street corner conversations between
men reduced to the maturity level of 6-year olds and women worrying aloud about
protecting their adolescent sons from the scourge of fleshly allure while worrying silently
about the cryptic smiles on their husbands’ faces.

But then the winter had demanded its share of attention, delivering sleet-filled winds and
another foot of snow. Heated tempers and appetites were rather quickly cooled by
March’s in-like-a-lion weather that tended to keep people close to home, including
cryptically smiling husbands.

Work on the rail line stalled during the worst of the storm and bored Railroad workers,
with no home hearth to attend, drank too much and enjoyed the newly arrived female
companionship. It was a profitable interlude for Jimmy, May and the girls.

Curry, taking his lawman duties to heart, made his presence known around the Railroad
camp. Drunken poker players, he knew from experience, tended to get rowdy and
rambunctious. Losing hands were blamed on cheating rather than too much beer and
fights were quick to erupt. Knowing that Kid Curry might be arriving to break up a conflict
proved to be a pretty good deterrent.

The Kid had first gone to the camp with Heyes. Heyes was, of course, not a deputy. He
was always quick to point that out. But he couldn’t get the ground in the garden ready for
planting with a foot of snow on top of it, gosh darn it, so he had to find something to do
and hanging around with the Kid kept them BOTH company.

On their initial visit, Heyes and Curry had been impressed with both the size and the
orderliness of the camp. There were tents everywhere, sleeping quarters that held four or
six men, much larger supply tents, and a mess tent that was about the size of Will’s
general store, with long plank tables and benches with hinged legs. When they were
ready to move to the next location, the legs would simply fold up and flatten, the tables
and benches becoming easily stacked and loaded onto a freight wagon to haul. That
same tent, after work hours, became the camp saloon. One of the tables from which the
meals were served was transformed into a bar and the eating tables became poker
tables.

Heyes and Curry had paid a call on the bosses of the project, too. Curry had wanted to
introduce himself, let them know he was the law for the camp, too, should there be a
need. Heyes had gone along primarily for the amusement factor.

They’d been directed to a long, rectangular tent and, when they entered, they found the
tent sectioned off. The front part wasn’t much different than Curry’s own office, a nice
desk, a few chairs. A canvas wall separated the back section.

When they entered, the man sitting at the desk looked up and smiled. He was a bookish
sort, with spectacles perched on the tip of his nose and a balding head. What hair he did
possess was gray and scraggly but he was very neatly dressed in a suit the color of rust.



"May I help you?" the man asked pleasantly. He held a quill in his hand and was hunched
over a ledger of some kind. Lines squirmed across his forehead in what seemed to be a
permanent state of concentration.

Curry stepped forward. "Are you the boss of…this?" he asked, gesturing broadly to
indicate the camp.

The man stood and set down the pen, noting the Kid’s badge. He was taller than he had
looked while sitting, standing several inches taller than the Kid as he extended his hand.
"Alvin Bishop," he introduced himself, shaking Curry’s hand. "I’m in charge of the finances
for this project."

"Nice to meet you," Curry said. "I’m the sheriff here in Silver Lake," he said. Then, with
marked hesitantly, he added. "Jed Curry."

It was a moment before the name registered and Bishop’s smile faltered a tad. He
recovered quickly. "Sheriff…" he laughed nervously. "I… uh,… we heard that you were
the local law. It… uh,…" Bishop stammered and then laughed a little more authentically.
"Well, this is a bit awkward, isn’t it?"

Curry smirked apologetically. "I can make it worse," he said. "This here is my partner…
Hannibal Heyes."

Bishop stared at Heyes for a moment and then cautiously extended his hand. "Mr. Heyes.
It’s…uh,… a pleasure."

"Mr. Bishop," Heyes grinned. "That was almost convincing."

Then Bishop laughed and rubbed a hand over his face. "Well, I must confess, I was a little
afraid but also rather tickled to learn that you two lived here. You’re… well, I don’t think
‘legendary’ is too strong a word."

At that moment, the flap in the canvas wall separating the rear section of the tent parted
and another man entered the room. He was an imposing figure, as tall as Bishop but with
squared shoulders, a broad chest and a military-like bearing. He stood almost rigidly, with
his hands clasped behind his back, as he took in the group curiously. Curry guessed him
to be in his mid-to-late forties, his light brown hair graying heavily at the temples but still
thick and neatly combed. Intense gray-brown eyes reviewed the two newcomers.

"John," Bishop said, turning to the man. "You’ll never believe who these men are."

The man, John, broke into a gracious smile. "I overheard." He looked from Curry to Heyes
and back again. "You’re Kid Curry?" He held out a hand.

Curry shook it. "Yes, sir."

Extending his hand to Heyes, John said. "And you’re Heyes." After shaking Heyes’ hand,
Richards’ hands returned to their spot behind his back. "You match your descriptions…
inadequate though they were." He kept his smile. "I’m John Richards," he announced,
bowing slightly. "I’m the commander… I’m sorry, the manager of this project." He shook
his head and explained in a self-effacing tone. "Too many years in uniform."

That explained the militaristic bearing, Heyes thought.

Gesturing to the chairs in the tent, Richards bade them to have a seat. "It’s not often we
get to meet, as Mr. Bishop put it so accurately, legends."



"Aw, shucks," Heyes said, reaching for a chair and pulling it closer to the desk.

When they were all seated, Heyes regarded Richards slyly. "You know, we were a little
worried about you guys holding a grudge."

Richards laughed. "Well, I expect there are a few company officers who still use your
wanted posters as dart boards but… well, I haven’t been with the Railroad that long."

He had, he explained, spent over twenty years in the army. He’d retired three years
earlier to Denver.

"I thought I would enjoy retirement but," he hesitated and then, in a softer voice, said. "My
wife passed away."

"I’m sorry," Curry replied sincerely.

"Thank you. She had been frail for many years but,… still,…" He forced his smile back in
place. "It was a shock and left me feeling… I needed something to do. Then, some
months back, this spot opened up. Fortunately, a friend of mine, who’s been with the
Railroad for years, thought of me and," he shrugged. "Here I am."

"Your background explains this camp," Heyes told him with admiration. "It all looks pretty
orderly."

Richards nodded. "Not all my doing though," he confessed. "The Railroad figured out
some time ago that, to keep these projects on budget and on time, a certain amount of
discipline was needed." He nodded toward Bishop. "Alvin, here, oversees the purse
strings with an iron hand. And I look after the rest."

A certain amount of discipline was needed, he explained, just as with an army.

"With this many men," Richards said. "Many of them young, far from their homes, wives,
sweethearts," he smiled sympathetically. "It can be difficult to keep them on the payroll.
It’s decent wages but, being so far from home can erode the spirit."

"I expect the arrival of the ladies has helped with that," Heyes suggested.

Richards’s cheeks reddened but he smiled. "Yes, well… As a God-fearing man, I suppose
I should frown on such impropriety but," he chuckled. "The truth of it is, they make my job
a good deal easier."

The men visited a while longer, with Richards inviting Sheriff Curry and Heyes to drop by
any time. Heyes asked about poker and Bishop assured him that there were nightly
games where the pots grew in direct proportion to the amount of beer consumed.

"I don’t play, myself," Bishop injected quickly. "I may be in charge of the money here," he
said. "But Mrs. Bishop audits the books at home." He laughed. "She doesn’t take kindly to
me gambling away our nest egg." Then he added. "But I’m sure the men would find it
worth losing to say they played poker with THE Hannibal Heyes."

As they left the tent and headed for their horses, Heyes was grinning. "You know, there
might actually be a plus side to being THE Hannibal Heyes."

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 14

The snow had stopped but the cold spell remained. It was so frigid that, even though the
sun reappeared from time to time, the ground remained white or, where trafficked,
brownish, as snow mixed with underlying dirt and formed icy trenches that wreaked havoc
with wagon wheels.

Curry had taken to riding into town each day rather than walking. Between the cold and
the distances he wandered to keep an eye on things, it was a comfort to have the
chestnut ready in the small stable behind the Town Hall. It was generally used to house
the Council horses when there was a meeting but it also offered shelter to Curry’s
chestnut… and, frequently, Heyes’ bay. On most mornings, the Kid would head to town
early with Will and, sometime later, Heyes would wander in, his self-assigned household
chores completed for the day.

This morning, though, all three men had gone into town together at Will’s request. The
table that was used for the Town Council had been moved into the entry hall as the
refreshment table for Curry’s swearing-in ceremony and hadn’t yet been returned to the
meeting hall.

"I keep meaning to do it," Will grumbled. "But then it slips my mind."

The Council was due to meet later in the week and Will needed to get the table back in its
official position. If Heyes would accompany them, the three men could move the table and
be done with it. As they headed toward the Town Hall’s stable, however, they were
interrupted.

"Sheriff!"

At first, with the wind blowing hard as it was, Curry wasn’t sure he’d actually heard
anything. But when the second cry sounded, both he and Heyes turned in their saddles.

It was one of May’s girls, one with hair the color of apple cider. She ran toward them
breathlessly, her tresses mussed and nothing more substantial than a wool shawl as a
wrap.

As Heyes and Curry moved their mounts in the girl’s direction, Will pulled his wagon to a
halt and looked on. When they reached her, Curry dismounted and pulled off his coat,
wrapping the warm sheepskin over her shoulders. She was breathing so hard that her
face was almost lost in the fog of her own breath in the frozen air.

"You’re…Suzanna. Right?" Heyes asked from his saddle.

Gulping air, she nodded. But her red-rimmed eyes were on Curry. "Sheriff, is there a
doctor in town?"

Curry glanced at Heyes. "Yes’m," he told her. "There’s a surgeon out at the boarding
house. Someone sick?"

"Not sick. Hurt," she said, barely able to speak as she choked in the cold air. "How do I
get there?"

"I’ll fetch him," Heyes offered. "Out at the camp?"

Suzanna nodded, her hair flying in a dozen directions as a wind gust hit them. "It’s Ruthie.



She’s beat up bad. She was in the snow…" Her lungs felt frozen.

Heyes and the Kid exchanged a look. "I’ll get him," Heyes assured them both, turning the
bay and kicking him into a gallop.

Will had gotten down from the wagon and made his way over, catching enough of the
conversation to know there was trouble. Curry mounted up, asking Will to take Suzanna
inside to get warm and then take her to back to the camp in the wagon but the young
woman quickly declined.

"I gotta get back. She’s bad off. I gotta get back."

Curry considered arguing but she looked him in the eye with a look he knew too well.
When a woman gave you that look, you were smart to do what she wanted. He took his
foot out of the stirrup and reached a hand down to help her up behind him.

They were gathered outside one of the tents at the periphery of the Railroad camp. Each
of the girls had her own quarters for conducting business but now all of them except May
were huddled together outside the one small tent. They shared blankets for warmth and
comforted one another in hushed voices as Curry and Suzanna rode up.

"How is she?" Suzanna asked, scrambling down from the saddle before Curry could
assist and hurrying to her friends.

"No change," one of the women answered, her voice cracking. She looked at the Kid
hopefully as he dismounted. "Is there a doctor?"

"My partner’s gone to get him," Curry nodded. He turned toward the tent and hesitated,
feeling like he needed permission to enter, feeling like he should knock. But it was a tent.
He pushed back the tent flap and went inside.

The interior of the tent offered protection from the wind but little warmth. And before
Curry’s eyes had adjusted, the odor hit him like a wall, a stale, sour, coppery smell that
mingled with the stench of human waste, stale whiskey and sweat. It was the kind of
smell that, once it was in your nostrils, it lingered.

A very still form lay on the narrow cot. She was covered with blankets from foot to chin but
Curry could see her face, swollen and bruised, her eyes both blackened. The skin that
wasn’t purple from bruising was ashen. Her eyes were open slits but they were
unfocused, staring at the tent ceiling unseeing.

The red-haired woman, May, knelt next to the cot, gently washing caked blood from under
the girl’s nose and the corner of her mouth, speaking softly to her. Behind her, standing
with his hands wringing relentlessly, was the man Curry had seen driving the wagon. Both
of them looked up hopefully as he entered.

"Ma’am," Curry said, quickly removing his hat. He nodded at Jimmy. "I’m sorry to intrude
but I’m…" he looked down toward where his badge should be but then realized he’d
pinned it to his coat and that was still on Suzanna. "I’m the Sheriff here."

"We don’t need the law," May said sharply, her voice almost a sob. "We need a doctor!"

"My partner’s gone for him," Curry advised her quickly. "He’ll be here soon."

"For all the good it’ll do," Jimmy said very softly. May flared a look at him and he looked
away, ashamed.



Curry moved a step closer, unable to tear his eyes from the girl on the cot. "The doc," he
began. "He’s good. A couple years back, he patched me up…" He stopped, feeling like
whatever he said, it would offer little comfort.

May sighed and shook her head. "I didn’t mean to snap," she apologized. "She’s just…
she just stares like that." She nodded toward the girl, Ruthie.

Curry braved another step so he could more clearly see the young woman in the dim light
of the tent. Her dark hair was ratty and matted with blood and mud. The pillow beneath
her head was a mess and more blood ran from her right ear. Her eyes stared emptily and,
for a moment, Curry thought she might already be dead. Then he heard her wheeze in a
ragged breath and he felt his own chest tighten. The odor of the place assaulted his
senses and bile rose in his throat.

"Do you have any idea who did this?" Curry asked, fighting the urge to put his fist through
something.

May and Jimmy shook their heads in unison.

"One o’ the girls found her this morning," May said, her eyes tearing as she gently stroked
Ruthie’s battered cheek. "She must’ve been out there all night… lying in the snow…" She
broke down, then, sobbing openly.

Jimmy moved over and put a hand on May’s shoulder. He turned to the Kid. "I seen ‘er
when her last customer left. Young fella. He headed on back to the camp and Ruthie
came on in here. Last I seen ‘er…" then his voice, too, cracked. "Til this…"

Curry nodded, feeling helpless and invasive. "I’ll leave you to tend to her. Doctor Monroe’ll
be here soon." For all the good it would do, he thought. He didn’t say it but he thought it.

Needing air badly, Curry ducked out of the tent. He shoved his hat back on his head,
closed his eyes for a moment, and breathed in cold fresh air, still smelling the tent.
Smelling death. He didn’t know how long Suzanna was standing in front of him holding
out his coat before he took note of her. She thanked him and he saw she was now
wrapped in a heavy blanket. Taking the coat, the Kid jammed his arms into the sleeves,
staring at the group of women.

"Which of you found her?" he asked, trying to keep his voice gentle and not letting his
rancor show, not letting it be directed at the women.

A girl with mousy brown hair stepped forward almost shyly. She looked about 18, Curry
thought. She wore her nightgown under two layers of blankets. Her upswept hairdo from
the night before had collapsed into untamed frizz and her face paint was smudged and
etched with tear tracks. They all looked like that, he realized, their eyes red and puffy. The
Kid tried to recall what she’d looked like in the wagon but couldn’t. Now she just looked
like a fairly pretty young girl with too much grief weighing down on her.

"I did," she said. "I found ‘er."

She seemed afraid of him and Curry tried to soften his expression. He wanted to hit
something but it certainly wasn’t her. "Can you show me where?"

She nodded and he glanced at her feet which were shod only in thin slippers.

"You have any boots?" he asked, catching her arm before she started through the snow.

The girl shook her head. "But we kinda made a path," she told him, starting off aiming her



steps at earlier footprints where the snow was packed down.

"What’s your name?" Curry asked, after a moment of walking at her side.

"Beth," she replied, casting a curious glance at him. "Bethann."

"Well, Beth, you be sure you stick to the packed snow," he urged. "We don’t need the doc
having another patient because you catch pneumonia out here in your slippers."

Again, she glanced at him, her look a degree bolder. Finally, she asked. "Are you really…
him?"

Curry kept his eyes focused on the ground as she led him away from the women’s tents
on a path toward a brushy area about 20 yards away, about midway between the
Railroad’s mess tent and the area claimed by the women.

"Him?"

Either grief or cold was making her nose run and she sniffed, wiping at it with a blanket-
wrapped arm. "Well, some o’ them Railroad boys said that Kid Curry, the outlaw, is the
sheriff in these parts."

Curry kept walking. "Former outlaw," he replied softly.

Now she did more than glance at him. "So you quit? Just like that? And you ain’t an
outlaw no more? You can do that?" There was something in her voice that struck him. It
sounded hopeful.

The Kid scowled. "It was a little more complicated than that but, yeah, I guess that’s
basically it."

"And now you’re a lawman?" she asked incredulously.

Now Curry sniffed. He was still having some trouble believing that, too.

They walked a few more steps before Beth said. "Most o’ the lawmen I met… I guess
there ain’t that much difference."

A moment later, she pointed some distance off where the ground seemed to drop. "The
latrine’s back that way. I think Ruthie was out emptyin’ her piss pot. She changed the
direction of her pointing to a spot close to a stand of a few young cottonwoods and some
tall brush. There was a spot where the snow was packed down hard… and stained red.

"That’s where she was," Bethann told him, tightening her grip on her blankets like they
could shield her from more than cold.

Curry moved toward the spot, his stomach tightening as he took in the blood on the snow.

"She was just lyin’ there," Beth said, keeping her distance.

"She say anything?" the Kid asked.

"No, sir," Beth replied. "Her eyes was open but I don’t think she was seein’ me… or
nothin’."

Curry squatted down, studying the snow, waiting for it to supply some answers. He looked
around and noticed a trail, as though something had been dragged to this spot from
behind the tall bushes. Standing, he followed that trail and noticed more red-stained snow



and odd indentations along the path.

"She dragged herself," he said softly, realizing the indentations were from elbows and
knees as she’d crawled.

"What?" Beth called out. She had moved no closer, fearing to learn more than she already
knew.

As Curry turned back toward the girl, he caught movement in the distance and realized
that Heyes had already arrived with Quentin Monroe. The doctor was accustomed to
moving fast. Monroe was on Kate’s horse, Pearl, and, as Curry watched, he realized that
Heyes was sharing his own horse with Cora. As they all dismounted, Cora and her
husband hurried into the tent where Ruthie lay. Heyes spoke with the women and then
looked in the Kid’s direction. Curry waved to get his attention.

"You should head on back," Curry told Bethann. "The doc’s here. You should be with your
friends."

"What are you gonna do?" she asked the Kid.

With more assurance than he felt, Curry replied. "I’m going to find the son-of-a-bitch who
did this and put him behind bars."

It was, he knew, a brazen statement. But it was also his intent. As Bethann made her way
back to the camp, she passed Heyes en route. He touched his hat in an
acknowledgement of her but was busy watching the Kid from a distance, saw Curry
studying the ground and then walking behind the bushes and out of view. By the time
Heyes reached him, the Kid was again squatting and studying the packed snow.

"What are you do-"

"Look at this," the Kid interrupted tightly. He nodded toward the tip of a rock that protruded
from the snow.

Heyes moved closer and bent to look at the rock. Wrinkling his nose, he leaned closer.
"What’s that?" he asked, pointing.

"Blood."

Heyes pointed again. "No. That."

Curry stood up. "Her hair," he answered. "That’s her hair. That’s where she hit her head."

"Hit her head?" Heyes questioned, standing straighter. "I thought she was beaten."

Still staring at the rock, Curry nodded. "She was. Beaten… head cracked open… It’s bad,
Heyes. She’s… And this is where it happened. He must’ve grabbed her and pulled her
back here out of view."

The snow where they stood showed clear signs of disturbance. Even with a foot of snow
on the ground, the dirt and dried grass beneath had been dug up. There were more
bloody patches, too, where Ruthie’s body had lain.

Heyes felt the hairs on the back of his neck standing on edge and turned around,
scanning his surroundings. His instincts were well honed and he felt like he was being
watched. There were workers from the Railroad moving around the camp, heading out of
the mess tent toward the work site but none seemed to give more than a passing glance



to the activity at the women’s camp. At least none that he could spot.

Curry was moving slowly toward the other side of the patch of brush, the side nearer to
the Railroad camp. Even in the cold air and from some distance off, the foul odor of the
latrine ditch assaulted his senses. Continuing to study the ground, he stopped and
squatted again. He repeated the motion, moving a few feet, stopping, squatting, studying
the ground.

"Heyes, come here," he beckoned. But then he held up a cautious hand. "Come behind
me. Look at these foot prints."

"You think those are his?" Heyes asked, trying to shake off his uneasiness.

"Have to be," Curry surmised. "There’s only one set of prints on this side." He pointed to
where the prints tracked back toward the camp.

The Kid stood up and placed his own boot into one of the prints. The snow print was at
least an inch longer than Curry’s boot and a half an inch wider. Curry, his expression
stern, looked at his partner. "You see this?"

Heyes was not overly impressed. "I see he’s got bigger feet than you."

Curry ignored at him and went back to studying the prints. His wife was the best tracker
he’d ever known but it didn’t take an Apache to track through snow. Careful not to step in
any more of the prints, the Kid began to follow them, looking at each print, as Heyes
trudged impatiently behind him. This, as far as he was concerned, was a foolish
endeavor. He could point out the path of the prints all the way to where they disappeared
into the heavily trafficked area that led from the mess tent to the trench.

"Look at this," the Kid said again, pointing down into one of the prints. "Look at the heel."

Heyes patiently bent over and looked at the imprint of the heel. A small ridge ran down it,
a bit to the left of center.

"I’m lookin’," Heyes said.

"There’s a crack in the heel," Curry told him, as if it was somehow important.

Heyes leaned closer to the Kid and said, very pointedly. "Or the snow just stuck like that."

"No," Curry replied quickly. "It’s that way with all of them. The left boot heel. See?" He
gestured toward the already examined trail.

After checking a few more prints, Heyes grudgingly acknowledged that, yes, indeed, the
left boot heel probably had a crack.

"So what?" Heyes asked finally.

Curry looked astonished. "So what?! Heyes, we know the guy has bigger feet than me
and a left boot with a cracked heel. That’s something."

The Kid followed the tracks a few more feet before realizing that Heyes was no longer
accompanying him. He turned back and found his partner watching him oddly.

"What?" Curry asked, perturbed.

"KID-," hearing his own abrasive tone, Heyes softened it. "Kid, you remember how many
men are working on this railroad thing? Near two hundred or so? Now, I appreciate that



you have a reputation that’s bigger than life but in actual feet ‘n’ inches, you’re about
average. I figure there’s got to be at least 50 to a hundred men in that crew who have feet
bigger than yours. And, out of them, there have to be more than a few with cracks in their
boot heels."

Curry, with his jaw fixed, moved closer. "Left boot heel," he said.

"Okay, so it’s just the left boot heel. That’s still maybe 30 men."

Curry’s eyes narrowed. "That’s a lot less than a couple hundred."

"You really think you’re going to be able to tell which of ‘em beat up that girl by looking at
their boots? You’ve been reading that fairy story too much… that cinder one… with the
glass shoes."

"It’s ain’t just his boots, Heyes!" Curry growled, stepping closer. "Whoever beat that girl is
gonna have bruised knuckles and probably some scratches! I don’t imagine she went
down without a fight!!"

"Kid, they’re building a railroad!! There’s not a man on that crew without bruised knuckles
and scratches!!"

Curry was right in front of him. "You didn’t see her, Heyes. He beat her head in! It smells
like death in that tent!!"

"And I’m sorry," Heyes tried for appeasement. "But things happen. You can’t fix-"

"Go home, Heyes." The Kid’s voice was softer and scarier as he leaned in even closer. "If
you ain’t gonna help me, get out of my way."

The last time the Kid had closed in on him like this, as Heyes recalled, they’d nearly come
to blows. It had been over something stupid… like food… or the Kid’s stubbornness or his
pride… or his courage. Heyes didn’t recall exactly. He just remembered being somewhat
surprised by the sight of his own fists raised and ready and the Kid looking at him like he’d
lost his mind. Heyes had been the first to blink then and history repeated itself.

"Look, Kid," he began, raising his hands in submission. "I don’t mean to be discouraging
here. I think the odds are pretty lousy, is all. Unless somebody saw something or the guy
is suddenly overcome with remorse and decides to confess-"

What was sounding like an apology was interrupted by a sudden, horrible sound, a
keening, wailing sound that came from the direction of the women’s camp. Both men
moved from behind the bushes and looked toward the tents.

The women stood in a cluster, their arms wrapped around one another’s shoulders as
they wept and sobbed. Standing back from the group was Cora, her own shoulders
drooping as her eyes searched the distance for the two men. When she saw them, she
slowly shook her head.

As the meaning of that simple gesture hit them, Heyes felt a heaviness in his chest.
"She’s dead?" he asked the morning.

"You didn’t see her, Heyes," Curry repeated from behind him.

Dead. Heyes had been beaten up on more than one occasion. He’d been bruised and
bloodied, even knocked out. But… He turned around and laid a hand on the Kid’s
shoulder.



"You want my help," he said. "You’ve got it."

* * *

 

Keeping himself well hidden, the man watched as "Sheriff" Kid Curry studied the ground.
Kid Curry belonged in jail, not running one. But there he was, looking at the ground as if it
held secrets. The man smiled to himself at the memory of her struggle. She was
delightful. He felt some regret over bashing her head in. That hadn’t been his intent.

Unfortunately, the spot he’d taken her to was too close to the other tents to allow her to
scream. When she’d tried, he had quickly and forcefully rammed his hand over her pretty
bow of a mouth and pushed her to the ground hard, forcefully. He hadn’t known about the
rock until he heard the sound, rather like a watermelon hitting the ground after rolling off a
wagon. She hadn’t screamed after that. She’d stopped fighting and his arousal had
cooled. It was, of course, unfortunate.

What would it be like, he wondered, to stand in a street and face off against Kid Curry. He
touched absently at his own revolver. He could handle a gun. What would it be like to face
a man like that, a man with a hard edge and eyes that showed no fear? The idea sent a
chill through him that he suspected was not related to the weather.

The man shifted his position a bit, so he could see the women gathered outside of the
girl’s tent while remaining unseen. Unfortunate, about the girl, yes, but hardly a
devastating loss. She’d been nothing special. And there were other lovelies waiting their
turn.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 15

The sobs were more muffled by the time Curry and Heyes returned to the tent, the
women regaining control or, perhaps surrendering to shock. May was with them,
consoling them in a maternal manner, she the older, wiser one, she, who had seen more
death than the rest of her girls, more tragedy, more pain. Jimmy stood with them, looking
every bit as distraught as the women.

Cora, buttoning up her coat, approached Heyes and Curry, her own face drawn and
strained. It might have been from the cold.

"Quentin did all he could," she said without preamble. "But her head injury was… There
wasn’t much to be done."

Neither Heyes nor the Kid doubted that, if anyone could have saved Ruthie, it would have
been Quentin Monroe. He had resurrected the Kid when Curry had faced odds nearly as
great as those that worked against Ruthie.

"He still…?" the Kid asked, nodding toward the tent.

Cora nodded and led the men inside. At the sight of the girl lying on her meager cot, they
quickly and respectfully removed their hats. Neither wanted to look at her but neither
could look away.

The blanket had been pulled back while Quentin examined his patient and it remained
draped over the foot of the cot. Ruthie still wore a tattered yellow satin frock that ended
about mid-calf and exposed a significant amount of breast. The gown was old, the luster
of the satin muted, the burgundy lace trim torn in places and repaired with thread that
didn’t match, green in one spot, gray in another. The dress was stained with her blood
and still wet from the snow and there were new tears on the skirt. The gown had no
sleeves, only straps a couple of inches wide, and one of them had been torn loose in the
front which let the bodice droop dangerously low. Her visible skin showed massive, horrid
bruising, on her chest, her shoulders, her legs, her arms. That skin which wasn’t bruised
was pale and bluish. Quentin had placed coins over her closed eyelids but otherwise her
face looked as it had when Curry saw her earlier. Behind him, Heyes drew a shocked,
ragged breath at the sight.

Perched on the edge of the cot, Quentin Monroe sat wearily with his head in his hands.
His coat was off, his shirt sleeves rolled up despite the cold in the tent. His hands had
been wiped off but not washed and the girl’s blood edged his fingernails. As his wife
entered with the men, he looked up, shaking his head.

"I’m sorry," he told them. "Between the crushed skull and the cold…" His voice trailed off
and he pushed himself to his feet. Looking Curry in the eye, Monroe said. "I’ve taken care
of men in war who weren’t brutalized as badly as this poor girl."

"She’s just a kid," Heyes muttered softly. He’d realized that when he had seen the wagon
arrive, known that the girls were young. But seeing Ruthie now with the face paint wiped
away, he doubted she was much older than Molly.

"He broke at least 3 of her ribs," Monroe began, shifting into a clinical mode that almost
hid his emotions. "Also her left wrist, three fingers on that hand, and her jaw."

"What about the head wound?" Curry asked. "We found where he beat her and there’s a
rock with blood and hair. Could she have hit her head just trying to fight him off?"



Quentin considered it and shook his head. "I don’t think so. Her head hit that rock with
enough force to fracture her skull." He kept to himself that bits of Ruthie’s brain had
leaked onto her pillow. "I don’t think she could’ve caused that much damage without
help."

"Help," Heyes coughed out the word. The smell in the tent was suffocating.

Curry felt the bile again rise in his throat. Neither he nor Heyes was a stranger to the sight
or the smell of death. But some deaths were harsher, uglier than others. This ranked
among the worst.

"What about…" Curry stole a look at Cora, who was putting instruments back into
Quentin’s medical bag and appeared disinterested in the conversation. But she was only
two feet away. "Was she… Do you know if she was…" He closed his eyes.

"He’s trying to ask you if she was raped," Cora said, not looking up from her work.

Quentin reached down to pull the blanket up over Ruthie, to cover her body, her face, as
though to protect her from the horror of the conversation. Then he turned back to the Kid.

"That’s… difficult to…" Rubbing his forehead, Monroe tried again. "Considering the young
woman’s line of work," he said. "It’s difficult to tell if she…"

Hearing his struggle, Cora turned toward the men. "May told us Ruthie had at least 8
customers last night," she said bluntly. "She has bruising… abrasions. But even a true
romantic interlude can result in some of that."

Heyes shifted uncomfortably, not enjoying a conversation with his "fiancé’s" parents about
such matters. He could see Curry squirming as well, both men thinking about the
enjoyably obtained bruises and abrasions they and their respective ladies had sported on
more than one occasion.

"But my guess is," Quentin began finally, reluctantly. "Yes. My guess is that he brutalized
her that way, too."

* * *

 

Arrangements were made with Will Taylor’s help. A man who built furniture served as the
local undertaker. Ruthie’s body was removed to his shop where he would build a coffin.
Until the ground thawed, she could not be properly laid to rest but her remains would be
kept safely and respectfully in his cold cellar in the meantime.

 

In the Railroad’s mess tent, there were coffee cups in front of each person at the table
and a half full bottle of whiskey near May. She periodically dosed her coffee with the
whiskey as she, Jimmy and the girls talked with Heyes and Curry.

"That was nice of the Mayor to help out like he did," Jeanie said, sipping her coffee and
occasionally dabbing at her eyes with a wadded kerchief.

"Town’s full o’ surprises," May said quietly. She looked pointedly at Heyes. "Joshua
Smith, my Aunt Fannie."

Heyes offered an apologetic smile. "Sorry. I’m a little worn down by the reactions when I



say…"

"Hannibal Heyes," she finished for him. She held his eye for a moment but then waved
her hand in the air dismissively. "Oh, it don’t matter. I understand. Most times I get tired of
the reaction I get when proper folks discover what I do for a livin’." She took another swig
of the coffee mix and turned her attention to the Kid. "You said you had questions."

He nodded. "If you’re up to it." When she didn’t decline, Curry went on. "First off, do you
know if Ruthie had any kin? Someone we should notify?"

May shook her head. "Had herself a husband for awhile but he runned off and left ‘er
alone in Tulsa."

"They eloped," the one named Charmaine volunteered. Her eyes were red and, like
Jeanie, she occasionally wiped at them. Her handkerchief, too, was wadded into a damp
ball and, as she spoke, she absently tried to straighten it. "They was real young and ran
off to get hitched. From Ohio, right, Leti?"

Auburn-haired and petite, Leti was nicely rounded where it mattered. She held her coffee
cup in two hands and stared into its depths. "That’s right. Ohio. They was only 15, I think.
They had one horse they was sharing and I think she said they had about six dollars.
They was comin’ west to strike it rich."

"How?" Heyes asked, always interested in the phrase "strike it rich".

Charmaine, shook a strawberry-blonde mane and smiled sadly. "Let’s just say their plan
had a few holes in it. By the time they got to Oklahoma, they was stone broke."

"Talked the stable boy into feedin’ their horse and lettin’ ‘em sleep in the barn in exchange
for cleanin’ out stalls," Leti resumed the tale. "But, in the mornin’, Ruthie woke up and her
husband was gone… took the horse and all their stuff and vamoosed."

May leaned back in her chair. "Poor thing was wanderin’ the streets and sleepin’ in alleys
when me ‘n’ Charmaine found ‘er and got ‘er a job with us in the saloon."

"You noticed any men paying close attention to her? More than the usual, I mean," Heyes
asked. He sat on the bench next to the Kid, with Suzanna on his left. She seemed to be
sitting especially close to him but it helped keep him warm in the cold tent.

The women looked at one another, then at Jimmy, and finally they all shook their heads.

"Nobody in particular," May answered for all of them. "But you gotta understand, these
boys here hadn’t had ‘em any females around for a few months so they was pretty
pleased to see all of us."

"Anyone especially… rough?" Curry asked with obvious discomfort. "I mean…" He didn’t
know how to explain.

Bethann took pity on him. "We know what you mean." She looked at each of the other
women who, again, shook their heads. "Nothin’… out o’ the ordinary, I guess. Some fellas
is just naturally rougher than others. But they don’t really hurt ya’ much."

Much. Heyes took a drink of hot coffee and warmed his hands around the cup. "May,
what did you mean that they’d been without females for a few months? This crew’s been
around longer than that."

It was Jimmy who answered. "Oh, yeah. They been together for a year back, I reckon. But



there was other women travelin’ with ‘em for awhile," he said. "We was down with another
crew in Oklahoma. They was finishin’ up that stretch of track and the crew was breakin’
up. You know. Job’s over, men go their own ways. Me ‘n’ May was wonderin’ what we
was gonna do next when we heard from one of the bosses that the crew up here didn’t
have no women no more."

Curry and Heyes began to speak at once.

Curry said. "Wait a sec-"

Heyes said. "What happen-"

The two men looked at each other. Curry cocked an eyebrow. Heyes acknowledged him
with a nod.

Curry turned to Jimmy. "Are you tellin’ me that the Railroad arranges for women for their
crews?"

Jimmy sniffed and scratched his neck. "Well, not exac’ly ‘arranges’," he said.

May leaned forward, holding on to her cup of spiked coffee. "Look, it’s like this. The
Railroad knows a lot of these fellas are leavin’ wives and sweethearts for months to work
on this project. They can be gone for a year or more. Like leavin’ for a war or somethin’.
Lot of times, they’re camped far from the nearest town. They got nobody to… socialize
with. Men get tense, they don’t have some skirts around to lift. They start takin’ off. What
is it they call in the army? Deserting?"

Heyes nodded. "That’s what they call it," he said. Or escaping. Sometimes they call it that,
too.

"Well, that’s what happens," May went on. "They desert. Pretty soon, ain’t enough men
around to lay the track."

"They don’t ‘arrange’ it," Jimmy repeated. "But they sort of encourage it." He gestured to
the tent itself. "Let us get our meals here… that kinda thing."

"What happened to the last women who were with this crew?" Heyes asked, taking his
turn.

"Don’t know exac’ly," Jimmy said, scratching again. "Fella said they left ‘cause a couple of
the girls…" he stopped speaking, his expression transforming as if some dreadful thought
had occurred.

"Was hurt," May finished for him, her own expression mirroring Jimmy’s. She put her
hand over her mouth and murmured. "Oh, good Lord."

"Hurt how?" Heyes and the Kid asked in harmony.

Jimmy’s eyes grew teary again. "I don’t know," he admitted. "I just… He said a couple of
‘em was hurt, ya’ know? I figured a wagon turned over or somethin’, both of ‘em hurt in a
accident or somethin’. I never thought…"

Heyes had assumed that Jimmy’s interest in the women was somewhat prurient,
somewhat financial, that he’d found a good way to make a buck and take his pleasures
without having to do much beyond occasionally driving a wagon or putting up a tent. But
the anguish in Jimmy’s eyes was real as he looked first at the Kid and then at Heyes. He
cared about these women.



"You don’t think them other women… that this same fella might’a hurt them, too?" Jimmy
asked softly.

The only reassurance he received was from May. She patted him on the arm.

"This ain’t your fault, Jimmy," she said softly, sniffing as her own tears reappeared. "You
can’t watch all of us all the time." She managed a sad smile. "Couple years back, we was
workin’ in a saloon down in Oklahoma… me ‘n’ the girls. Railroad was goin’ through there,
too, and Jimmy was on the crew." She nudged Jimmy lightly with her elbow. "He was a
regular customer, weren’t ya’, Jim?"

Jimmy blushed and peeled a thin splinter of wood from the edge of the table, not raising
his head.

"Girls ‘n’ me weren’t making much. Workin’ out of a saloon, the owner takes hisself a big
cut… then charges for meals." May shook her head and then gave a general nod to her
surroundings. "Kinda like the Railroad does with the workers here… pay ‘em with one
hand, then take it back with the other. Keep folks so in debt to you, they can’t afford to
leave."

Leti picked up the story. "Jimmy ‘n’ May started talkin’ ‘bout how this weren’t no way to get
rich. Then Jimmy says somethin’ ‘bout how, once the Railroad moved a bit further down
the line, he wouldn’t be able to come callin’."

May nodded. "That’s when we got the idea. If we spent what money we did have on a
wagon and team and some tents, we could follow the Railroad, do our business, and not
have some fella takin’ hisself a big cut for doin’ nothin’."

"I heared from some of the boys on the crew that there was other groups o’ women doing
that with other crews. Seemed like a good idea," Jimmy explained. "I figured I’d be there
to do the heavy work and…" his voice choked up. "Look after the girls…" He put his face
into his hands and, again, May touched his arm.

Curry noticed movement from the front of the tent and saw Richards and Bishop enter.
The tent was nearly empty, except for a few men at the far end still cleaning up after the
breakfast meal. Richards and Bishop, solemn-faced, approached the Sheriff’s table.
Curry stood up to greet them but Richards quickly waved him back into his seat.

"Please, Sheriff, don’t get up," Richard said, He removed his hat, as did Bishop, and used
a gloved hand to brush snow from the brim. "Snowing again," Richard mumbled absently.
Then, straightening his shoulders, he inclined his head toward May. "Ma’am, we just
heard that one of your ladies passed away this morning," Richards’s voice was quiet and
respectful. "We came to extend our sympathies and those of the Railroad. If you need any
assistance with… expenses or… anything…"

May was clearly surprised by the generosity. She drew her shawl up around her
shoulders. "Thank you, sir," she replied with dignity. "But she didn’t exactly ‘pass away’."

Bishop and Richards regarded her with confusion. It was Bishop who spoke up.

"I… we heard that she had been found in the snow… I thought she must have slipped
and-"

"She didn’t slip," Curry said flatly. "She was beaten to death."

"Beaten?!" Bishop stared first at the Kid and then at the women.



Richards appeared equally shocked. "I’m sorry. Truly. The impression we had was…" He
waved it off. "Well, it doesn’t matter." He turned to Curry with an authoritative tone. "Do
you have any idea of who did this? Do you suspect one of my crew?"

My crew, Heyes noted. Like "my troops". Once a commander, he supposed, always a
commander.

"The tracks we found led toward your camp but right now I suspect everybody," Curry
said honestly.

"So you’re not excluding locals," Richards said. He sounded reassured by the thought.

Curry sat up straighter. "I’m not excluding anyone. But, considering where it happened,
I’m hoping one of your crew might’ve seen something."

"You’d like to talk to them," Richards nodded. It wasn’t a question. He considered it for
only a heartbeat before issuing a curt nod. "Of course. We’ll cooperate in any way we can.
I’ll get word to the crew foremen." He was working it through in his head. "I’ll have some
space provided for you in one of the supply tents. It’ll offer some protection from the
elements."

Considering his and Heyes’ history with the Railroad, Curry was taken aback by the level
of cooperation. Richards had said he held no grudge against the former outlaws but the
Kid hadn’t quite trusted it to be true. And, after years of finagling and conning people into
unwitting aid, such open cooperation took some getting used to. Amazing, the power of a
badge on one’s chest.

"I appreciate that," he told the Railroad man honestly. "Right now, all I’ve got to go on is a
footprint so I need all the help I can get."

Both men appeared skeptical. Bishop said. "A footprint?"

Curry explained about the large boot print and the crack in the heel. Heyes sat next to
him, mildly embarrassed as the Railroad men looked first at him and then at each other.
Richards, after all his years in the army, undoubtedly knew something about tracking and
he tried hard not to smile.

"Sheriff, I suppose it’s occurred to you that many of the men here have larger feet than
you and cracked boot heels are hardly uncommon."

Curry kept his head high. "Yes, sir. That has occurred to me." He looked across the table
at May and then scanned the faces of the other women. "That’s where that ‘needing all
the help I can get’ part comes in."

Taking pity on his partner, Heyes shifted the topic. He asked about the group of women
who had been entertaining the railroad crew previously and what had happened to them.

"Jimmy heard that they left because a couple of the women got hurt," Heyes said. "You
know anything about that?"

Bishop rubbed his temple, concentrating. "A couple, you say? I… I do recall that they left
rather abruptly and I remember one of them with her arm in a sling. I didn’t know there
were two." He turned to Richards who nodded concurrence.

"That’s what I remember, as well," the head of the project said. Then he added. "But I was
very busy with the project. I confess I didn’t pay much attention to matters outside that
purview."



"I’m sorry we’re not more help. I’m afraid John and I are often times the least well
informed men here. I knew the ladies were there, of course." Bishop blushed. "And I am
not immune to their lure. But I’ve been married for nearly 30 years and thus far, I have
maintained my fidelity." He smiled at his feet. "One of the best tools I’ve found in that
regard is avoiding temptation as much as possible."

Several of the girls at the table managed smiles over his embarrassed devotion and
admission of vulnerability.

Richards, although about the same age as the gray and balding Bishop, was a younger-
looking and more virile-appearing man. The look he gave Bishop was one of admiration.

"I was married for 26 years," he said softly. "And I regret that I lacked Mr. Bishop’s
fortitude. I strayed on more than one occasion, I’m afraid." He squared his shoulders. "I
had hoped to make up for it with my dear wife when I retired but…" his voice faltered. "It
was not to be. I missed my opportunity to make amends. I suppose I’m engaging in a
form of self-punishment but, like Mr. Bishop, I have not availed myself of the young
ladies. But the men may be able to help you… provide more detail about what happened."

As Richards and Bishop again offered their sympathies and left, Curry took a long, slow
drink of tepid coffee. As he set the cup down, he realized that everyone at the table was
watching him, waiting, wondering what the new sheriff would do next. Staring into his cup,
he asked Heyes softly.

"You want to be sheriff?"

One corner of Heyes’ mouth turned up slightly as he replied. "After you."

* * * * * * * * *



Chapter 16

Kate laid Daniel back in his cradle, waiting with trepidation as he stirred and threatened a
fuss. She rocked the cradle slightly until he settled back into slumber and then she
continued to watch him as his facial expressions shifted. She savored it all, each new
gesture, each new discovery. The first time he’d smiled at her, smiled AT HER, she had
found herself in tears and laughter, all at the same time. And just the day before, he had
laughed. She was sure of it. No one else heard and she hadn’t been able to get him to
repeat it but the sound had filled her heart. For the first few weeks, the relationship with
the newest man in her life had been extremely one-sided. He needed relentlessly. She
gave. He took. She gave more. But now he recognized her, recognized the Kid,
responded to different people differently. It was joyous.

And as Daniel learned to laugh, Cassie was learning to walk. She hadn’t quite been able
to launch herself forward but she had the idea. Holding on to Abby’s fingers while Kate sat
on the floor a few feet away with arms extended, Cassie would giggle in that sparkling
way she had that felt like bubbles in the air. She’d bounce and lift one leg, then the other.
Sometimes, Abby would grip her little fingers and help her get the forward movement. Any
day now, she’d be running around the house on two legs and these moments touched
Kate more than she’d ever anticipated. Motherhood agreed with her.

So did wife-hood. But the gentleman who made that so enjoyable was noticeably absent
from their bedroom at the moment.

Curry and Heyes had been quiet throughout dinner but then Silver Lake’s first murder had
cast a pall over the entire household. Quentin and Cora had returned home looking
stricken after Ruthie’s death. And the Kid and Heyes had interviewed about 15 men
during the day but had gained no insight into the murderer’s identity. Conversation about it
all had been tempered by the presence of 4-year old ears but Kate had heard enough to
know that the day had left both men unsettled. The news of the murder had set Kate adrift
with her own memories, haunted by the ghosts of her past. Fin had noticed.

"Are we sad?" he’d asked at the lunch table.

"I guess we are, sweetie," Kate had replied.

"Because the girl died?"

"Yes, Fin," she said finally. "She was very young and it’s sad that she died."

"But there wasn’t a storm," he’d said, waiting for confirmation. He knew about storms. It
had been a twister that had taken his first mama from him and he feared dark clouds
more than he feared a rattler.

Kate had reassured him. There had been no storm. The girl had been injured, she’d told
him, leaving out that she had been beaten to death, that some human storm had stuck
without mercy.

Now, as she watched Daniel sleep, Kate suspected that the Kid and Heyes might be in
the kitchen with a whiskey bottle between them. He had put Fin and Cassie to bed while
she fed Daniel but she’d not seen him since. Grabbing one of the quilts off the bed, she
wrapped it around herself both for warmth and to cover her long johns, and left the lamp
burning low in the room as she padded barefoot into the hall.

There was no light coming up from the kitchen stairs. Nor was there the sound of voices



or glasses being filled. She did hear something, though, coming from the children’s room.

Lit only by blue moonlight filtered through a gauzy layer of clouds and lace curtains, Curry
sat in the rocking chair with Cassie curled up against his chest.

It was her favorite spot to sleep. Cassie would lay her head on her father’s shoulder and
draw her knees up so her body became a little ball. As her sleep deepened, her head
would sink down onto his chest as it was now. Curry’s cheek rubbed ever so slightly
against the little girl’s silken hair. He stared at nothingness as the wood-on-wood creaking
of the rocking chair sang a lullaby.

Kate stood in the doorway, unobserved and observing. She could hear Fin snoring softly
and noticed one of his feet protruding from under the layers of covers. Curry rubbed
Cassie’s back in rhythm with the rocking, his arm holding a soft blanket over her to keep
her warm in his arms.

What he had witnessed today had touched him deeply. The depth of his compassion no
longer surprised her. His legend was as a gunman, an outlaw. It wasn’t wrong, this
legend, but Kate knew it to be incomplete. He was much more than legend.

Finally, wordlessly, Kate moved into the room. She went first to Fin’s bed and tucked the
boy’s foot back under the blanket, bending to kiss his forehead. When she stood up, she
found the Kid watching her, the sadness in his eyes almost palpable. He continued to
rock Cassie as Kate approached and placed kisses first on Cassie’s head and then on the
Kid’s.

"Come to bed, Jed," she urged.

After a moment, he rose, holding Cassie with the delicacy of glass. He lowered her into
her crib tenderly as Kate pulled the blankets up even as Cassie rolled onto her tummy and
resumed her balled-up position. Then Kate took her husband by the hand and led him
back to their own room.

While she climbed onto the bed, Curry took off his shirt and then sat on the edge and
pulled off his boots. That was as far as he got before again succumbing to the numbness
of his thoughts.

"I’m not very good at this," he said vaguely, talking to the dresser.

She knew he didn’t mean taking off his boots.

"At what?" she asked.

"Sheriffing," he answered.

"You’ve only been a sheriff for a few weeks," she pointed out. "Maybe you’re being a bit
hard on yourself."

He turned a hard look on her. "A girl’s dead, Kate. I’m supposed to be protecting people
and a girl’s dead."

He quickly looked away and, for a long moment, neither of them spoke. Then, very softly,
he said. "She was just a kid… couldn’t have been much older than Molly." He shook his
head slowly, unable to find any reason, any explanation for something so cruel. Closing
his eyes, he rubbed a hand over his face. "He beat the hell out of her, Kate. What kind of
a man…?" He shook his head, unable to finish the thought, and turned to look at her.
"You were even younger."



Kate moved closer, sitting cross-legged next to him and slipping her hands under his arm,
as much for connection as for warmth. She was even younger. Younger, the first time she
was beaten by a man. Younger, the first time she was raped by a man. Younger, when it
happened over and over again. Younger, when, lost and alone, she had been left alone in
the world and had found a way to survive by renting her body out to needy, drunken trail
bums. She had no answer to the question of "what kind of man…". She’d been beaten
more than once, by more than one man. And she’d never understood "what kind of
man…". One of her thumbs stroked his bicep.

Curry shook his head again, talking as much to himself as to Kate. "Just a kid and the
bastard beat her head in and then left her lyin’ there in the snow to freeze to death… all
alone," he spoke through a jaw clenched so severely that it hurt her to look at him. "I’m the
sheriff, Kate. I’m supposed to protect people." He stared at the floor. "I keep seeing her
face. Then I see your face. Then Molly’s and Emma’s and Abby’s and…" He closed his
eyes for a moment and, when he opened them again, he turned back to her. "Kate, you
are the strongest person I’ve ever known," he pressed a finger to her chest. "in here."
Drawing back his hand, he went on. "But you know and I know that, if I had a mind to, I
could pick you up and throw you across the room."

Kate didn’t blink. She didn’t smile. "And then," she replied evenly. "You could learn to
sleep with both eyes open and a cast iron kettle over your friend down there." She
nodded toward his crotch.

That, at least, pulled a hint of a smile out of him.

"I think you’re missing my point," he suggested.

"No, I’m not," she told him, smiling a little but serious. "From the standpoint of brute
strength, most of you men are stronger. I know that. All women know that."

She knew about it all very well. Only a year earlier, she had been badly beaten while
Curry and Heyes sat tied to chairs, unable to help her, unable to defend her. They had not
talked much about it afterward but she suspected that it haunted him still.

"I don’t know how to make it right," he said vaguely. "I don’t know how to protect you. I’m
the sheriff and I don’t know how to protect you or Molly or Emma or those women out at
the camp-"

"You’re just one man, Jed," she said strongly, gripping his arm. "You can’t be everywhere
all the time. No one can do that. Not even Kid Curry."

But he wanted to, he needed to. He looked across the bed to where he could see the top
of the cradle. "What about him?" he asked. He nodded in the direction of the children’s
room. "And them? They’re innocent… little innocent angels. How do I protect them?"

For Kate, the conversation had taken an abrupt left turn somewhere and they’d shifted
from a sheriff protecting his township to a father protecting his children. But then she
understood that was the circuitous track his thoughts had been on all day. That was the
job he wanted to do, the one he thought he should do, protect them all, his family, his
friends, his town.

"All of a sudden, everywhere I look there’s danger," he went on. "When it was just Heyes
and me, I worried about posses and the law and bounty hunters. I didn’t worry about
monsters hiding in the shadows and killing women or storms or twisters or hot stoves or
sharp edges… or bank robbers."

Kate pressed her lips together over that bit of irony.



"I knew who I was fighting," he continued. "But now… With the children, with the town…
there’s all these other things. There are bad people out there running around looking all…
normal! There’s runaway teams and drunks with guns and nails poking out of the
boardwalk and-"

Kate set her finger against his lips, stopping him from continuing with his list of
"stampeding cattle and steep cliffs and cactus plants and rabid rabbits and razor-sharp
falling leaves and…"

"What did you tell the women today when you left the camp?" she asked gently.

He stared at her for a moment. "Huh? Nothing. What do you mean?"

"I know you talked to them," she told him confidently. "What did you tell them?"

"I told ‘em Heyes and… (me…I…) I didn’t have any idea who hurt Ruthie," he frowned,
not sure where she was leading him. "I told ‘em to stick together, not to go out alone, to
be sure there were at least two of them or Jimmy was with them. Heyes said he figured
they should bunk together at night, too. You know, when they were done working. I
thought that was a good idea." He was still scowling, not sure how this related to their
topic.

"Sometimes," she said. "You protect people by teaching them how to protect themselves."

Then he got it. "I’m not sure that was any real big education. It’s just common sense," he
pointed out.

Resting her cheek against his shoulder, Kate said. "Sometimes sense isn’t all that
common."

He actually smiled for real at that one.

"And, you know, it isn’t just up to you to protect the children," she added. "I have a stake
in them, too. And there’s a whole house full of people who would take a bullet to keep our
children from getting hurt."

"If I could just lock ‘em in the house and surround the place with barbed wire," he
confessed. "I might feel better."

"Gee, there’s a good idea." The sarcasm dripped from her lips. "Or maybe we could teach
them to protect themselves. Maybe we teach them what to do if they see a twister or
there’s a lightening storm or if they’re caught in a blizzard. We teach them how to handle
rambunctious horses and rattlesnakes-"

"You and I disagree on that one," he mentioned. Kate preferred to stand still and quiet
until the snake realized she was harmless and went on its merry way. Curry preferred to
outdraw the slithering varmints.

"It will be good for them to have options," she said, not missing a beat. "And we’ll show
them how to hunt and fish and track and keep themselves alive on their own if they have
to." She regarded him seriously. "We teach them what you and Heyes and I know… how
to survive."

He smiled crookedly. "Not to mention shoot, throw a knife and crack open a safe."

"All valuable skills," she smiled back.



He kissed her forehead, then sighed, shaking his head wearily. "How did I not know what
a scary place the world is?"

Kate considered it for a minute. "Well, you have to remember, until very recently, you
were one of the things people were scared OF."

He chuckled. "Oh, yeah. That."

They sat there, simply smiling at each other for a long time, their smiles a little weary, a
little sad. She pulled him down into a tender, soft kiss that went on for awhile.

"Do you feel better now?" she asked him. His forehead was against hers, their lips almost
touching.

"Little bit," he admitted.

"I think you’re being a wonderful sheriff," she told him.

"Even though I’ve got no idea who killed Ruthie?"

"Because you care who killed Ruthie," Kate said.

Her eyes glistened and he kissed each eyelid slowly. Then she lifted her face, her mouth
searching for his, this time the kiss more hungry, probing. It left him breathless.

"That was real nice, darlin’, but you shouldn’t start something you can’t finish," he
reprimanded with a grin.

"I intend to finish," she cautioned.

"It ain- is-…ah, hell. It ain’t been eight weeks."

"Hasn’t been," she assisted. "But it’s close enough."

"Six isn’t eight."

"Six is almost eight," she argued, causing his eyebrows to knit across his forehead.

"No it isn’t."

Crossing her arms over her chest, Kate assumed her most school-marmy demeanor. "Six
equals almost seven, doesn’t it?"

"I guess."

She was up to something.

"And seven equals almost eight, correct?"

Hesitantly, he nodded. The problem was, whatever she was up to, he really wanted her to
win this little exercise but Cora said eight weeks and it wasn’t eight weeks yet.

"Ergo, six equals almost eight," she finished triumphantly.

Confused, Curry continued to scowl. "Air go? What’s air go? Or who?"

"It means ‘therefore’," she explained a trifle impatiently. "Therefore, six equals almost
eight." A sly smile was stealing it’s way onto her face.



"Cora said-"

"Jed Curry," she began with silken force. "Cora is not in this bed and I have no intention of
inviting her. She said ‘about eight weeks’ but I’m fine now and I miss you. I miss us. I miss
being husband and wife and not just parents. So are YOU going to take off your pants or
am I?"

Well, since she put it like that… As he took off his pants and then his long johns, she
peeled off her own top and pretty much put a stop to any further objections on his part. By
the time he climbed under the covers with her, her entire body was nicely bare and
delightfully warm. Curry stole a look back toward the cradle.

"What about him?"

"Let ‘em get his own girl," Kate said firmly. "Right now, I’m taken."

And so she was.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 17

Along the eastern horizon, a feathered band of rose merged with another of pale gold, the
first sign that daybreak was at hand. After a thin dusting of snow the night before, the
morning sky was mostly clear, the stars still faintly visible. Abby had awakened to an
empty bed, which was unusual. Heyes often had trouble sleeping and would be up for
hours in the middle of the night but he normally returned to bed before dawn, dozing
fitfully until she awoke. Smelling coffee, Abby guessed that Maggie was up and getting the
stove fired up for breakfast so she dressed and went downstairs, expecting to find Heyes
in the kitchen, sleepy-eyed over his coffee cup. Instead, she found only Maggie.

"He’s doing chores," Maggie told her. Then, seeing the expression on Abby’s face,
Maggie had laughed. "I know. Surprised me, too. But he wanted to get an early start so he
could help Jed again."

She found him milking the cow that Fin had named "Wonderful". That had occurred during
the trip back from Cheyenne after Heyes’ trial. The reality of amnesty had begun to sink in
and the stresses of the trial had lessened their hold. Around the campfire one evening,
there had been the passing of a bottle of Quentin’s good brandy. No one was completely
drunk but the grown-ups had gotten remarkably silly and launched into a raucous game of
trying to "out-pun" one another. They were all laughing like fools. Fin, who didn’t
understand most of the puns, had joined eagerly in the laughter. The impact of the puns
had been felt the next morning as Fin reminded his newly adopted father to milk
Wonderful before breakfast so Cassie would have milk.

"Milk who?" Curry had asked, bewildered.

"Wonderful," Fin had replied innocently enough, pointing at the cow.

"Why are you calling her ‘wonderful’?" Curry had puzzled, looking at Heyes, who could
only shrug his own confusion.

Fin had turned first to the Kid and then to Heyes. "Last night," he said, looking at Heyes.
"You said she’s Wonderful Udderly Wonderful."

And, what the heck. Every cow needs a name.

"You’re up early," Abby said, entering the barn with a steaming cup of coffee held carefully
in her gloved hands. "Maggie said you didn’t even have coffee, yet."

"I wanted to get chores done early so I could head into town with the Kid," Heyes
explained, patting Wonderful on the rump and pulling the bucket out from under her. He
grabbed the milking stool as well and moved it to it’s spot outside the stall.

Abby waited until he had poured the fresh milk into the milk can and tapped the lid in
place. Then she handed him the coffee.

"Thank you," he said, first taking a cautious sip of the brew and then kissing her. "And
good morning."

"Good morning," she repeated, slipping her arms around his middle. "You know, for
someone who isn’t a deputy, you sure are acting like one."

He smirked but it evolved into a real smile. "May not be his deputy," he said simply. "But
I’m still his partner."



The events of the previous day had weighed heavily on Heyes, too. He was better than
the Kid at hiding it, at keeping the cheerful, happy-go-lucky façade. But anyone who took
the time to look in Heyes’ eyes could see when the darkness was there. Abby had looked.
And, when they went to bed, she had loved him with such tenderness.

When they lay together afterward, both spent, sated, but neither sleepy, they had talked.

"Nobody deserves that," he’d told her. "Beaten like that, left all alone… Nobody deserves
that."

Abby had lain with her head on his chest, his fingers entwined in her auburn tresses.

"It must be… such a hard life… those women, I mean. I keep thinking about them," she
confessed.

Heyes felt her shiver and adjusted the blankets and his arms around her. "I don’t want you
to think about them," he whispered.

She pushed herself up and turned to look at his face. "Heyes, I don’t want to be ignorant. I
don’t want to be oblivious to… the world!" Folding her arms across his chest, she rested
her chin on them. "I spent all those years in New York knowing that there were poor
people, people who were hungry or lost or homeless… alone… I knew they existed. I
knew about ladies of ill repute but I never SAW them so it was easy to ignore it all,
pretend it didn’t exist. I don’t WANT to ignore things anymore."

"Alright," he acknowledged. "But, Abby, they don’t call it the world’s oldest profession for
nothing. Women have been selling their favors… forever. People have been poor,
children have been orphaned. None of it’s new," he pointed out.

She knew that. "But my… awareness, I guess... my awareness of it is new. My sense
of…" she was struggling but he didn’t rush her. "Responsibility? Maybe that’s it… a sense
of responsibility for those who are less fortunate. That’s new."

"You think you’re responsible for Ruthie?" he asked dubiously. "Abby, you didn’t kill her."

"Of course not. But… I think…" Grappling with her thoughts, Abby bounced her face off
his ribs a few times before looking up at him again. "Is it foolish to think that the world
could be a better place if those of us who have helped those who have not?"

She could feel his chest expand, contract with each breath. He said. "I never thought it
was foolish. That was actually my whole philosophy about robbing from the Railroad. They
were the ‘haves’, I was the ‘have not’." He chuckled silently but he knew she was serious.
"Abby, of course the world could be better. But it usually isn’t."

"So should we give up on it?" she asked contentiously. "Do we just shrug our shoulders
and say, ‘well, that’s the way it is’?"

His fingers combed through her hair. She usually wore it up, pinned into a soft bun at the
back of her neck. But loosed, it was full of soft curls and tendrils and was thick and
sensuous and wild. He loved the feel of it.

"How do you propose to change it?" he asked. He expected her to say, "Who, ME??" but
she surprised him. He was noticing her surprising him more and more frequently.

"I’m not sure how but there has to be a way. People can be made more aware. When
someone is sick in Silver Lake, their neighbors help out. We have it in us to help each
other. We just need to be more… organized, I guess. We need people to lead, someone



to take charge and say ‘here’s someone who needs help’," she had obviously given this
some thought. "Did you know that women in Wyoming are allowed to vote?" she asked
abruptly.

He grinned at her. "You want to move to Wyoming?" he asked, not certain how voting
would impact the world’s oldest profession because he knew of more than a few women
in that occupation in Wyoming, too. But, hey, he liked the way she was lying half-atop him
and the smell of her and the softness of her breasts against his stomach so he was more
than willing to spend some time discussing the matter.

"No," she replied quickly. "I want Colorado to allow women to vote."

Heyes had no objection. The truth was, he’d never voted. He’d heard you had to give your
name and, frankly, until recently, that hadn’t seemed like a real good idea around a whole
bunch of official folks conducting an election.

He wriggled a little beneath her and Abby got the distinct impression that he had other
things on his mind than the suffrage movement.

"Voting," she went on seriously. "Would give women a voice in the future… Their own
future. It would open up opportunities."

"I suppose it would," Heyes agreed, pulling her hand towards his mouth so he could kiss
her fingertips.

"That’s part of the problem, don’t you see? Women can’t just become cowhands or miners
or… or bartenders. If women were accepted in those jobs, we wouldn’t be forced onto our
backs just to make enough money to live."

He shifted position again and his grin widened. "You’re not on your back," he pointed out.
"You’re on my front. And I’m not forcing you anywhere."

Try as she might, she couldn’t keep a straight face. "Yes, well, I’m not engaged in this
activity to make a living."

"Maybe not," he replied. "But you definitely make living more fun."

At that, she stretched up to kiss him.

"I love you, Abby," he said.

She almost fell out of bed. Staring at him, she could think of nothing to say.

"I love you," he repeated, as much for his own benefit as for hers. They’d been together
for some time, now, but the words had never made it past his self-censoring lips.

"Well," she said finally. "It’s about time."

Abby had arrived late to the world of physical love and had found it highly pleasurable but
also very interesting. People used this act for a number of reasons. It was sometimes
play, sometimes need, sometimes affection. For the women at the camp, it was an
occupation and it could seem like a gift sometimes. But last night, the first time had felt
almost medicinal, like a balm to soothe an aching soul. The second time had felt like…
love.

Now, this morning, his mouth was heated and tasted of coffee as he reassured her that he
hadn’t changed his mind in the light of day.



"You’re going back out to the camp today?" she asked.

He nodded. "We’ve got a lot more men to talk to."

"Maybe I’ll see you, then. Maggie and I made some apple cake for breakfast and we
made an extra one. We thought we’d take it to the women… to May and the others. Do
you think that would be alright?"

Surprised yet again, he cupped her face in one hand and kissed her. "I think that would be
right neighborly."

Later, as Heyes and the Kid rode toward town, they were in no hurry. The sun was out
and the day was warming. Some of the snow was already turning to muddy slush on the
surface of the road.

They weren’t looking at each other when Curry asked. "You feelin’ better this morning?"

Heyes pushed his hat back on his head and surveyed the clear morning sky. "Yes,
actually. I am. How about you?"

"Yeah," Curry agreed. "Me, too."

They rode a few more yards before each of them cast a sideways glance at the other and
both began to chuckle quietly.

"They’re a wonder aren’t they?" Curry asked. Both men knew who "they" were.

"They are, indeed," Heyes agreed. A few feet further on, he added. "You know, Abby
wants to vote."

"On what?" the Kid wondered.

Heyes laughed harder. "No. I mean she wants THE vote."

Curry stared at him. "What vote? What are you voting about?"

"THE vote," Heyes repeated. "You know. The right to vote. Elections. Governors and
mayors and presidents and all those guys."

Curry pulled the chestnut to a stop and turned in the saddle. "Elections?"

Heyes stopped, too, and tugged his hat back down. "Yeah, elections. You know. Voting."

Leaning closer, Curry squinted in concentration, certain he was missing something. "You
mean they CAN’T?"

Heyes shook his head. "Nope. Not in the state of Colorado."

"Hunh."

They rode on a few more feet and the Kid stopped again.

"That don’t seem right, Heyes," he said. Then he punched his fist against the pommel in
irritation. "Doesn’t."

Heyes groaned. "You does know that I knowed what you meaned even when you say’d it
wrong, doesn’t you?"



Curry ignored him. "Women have to live here… obey the laws and follow the rules… all
that. Seems like they ought to have a say in it."

"That’s the way Abby sees it," Heyes admitted.

"Hunh," the Kid mumbled again, riding on. After a moment, he stopped again, prompting
another groan from Heyes and a snort from the chestnut. "Does Kate know about this?"

Heyes looked at him.

"Well, she votes on things with me all the time," Curry explained. "In fact, for about nine
months there, she figured she was entitled to vote twice. I lost most of those."

"I don’t think that’s the same as voting in an election," Heyes pointed out. "And, knowing
Kate, if she wants to vote she’ll put on her ‘man clothes’, strap her .45 to her hip and dare
anyone to stop her."

Curry cracked a smile. "I’m not gettin’ in her way."

Riding on, Heyes added. "You know, Abby’s gettin’ a bit feisty these days, too. I think
Kate’s rubbin’ off on her."

Shooting him a look, Curry countered. "Heyes, the only thing rubbin’ on Abby is YOU."

Heyes grinned and cast a glance back toward the house. "I don’t know, Kid. Women get
the vote and, next thing you know, they’ll be runnin’ the world."

They rode on in silence for a bit, each man contemplating that possibility. Then, in unison,
they each muttered, "hunh"… and kept riding.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 18

Back at the Railroad camp, Curry and Heyes returned to the frustrating task of talking to
the crew… and getting further along the route to nowhere.

As promised, the sheriff and his non-deputy had been given space in a supply tent as a
private location for their discussions with the men. It was Heyes who had looked at the
dirt floor and gotten the idea to brush the dirt smooth before each man entered so they’d
be likely to get a good footprint. Bishop, making good on the promise of cooperation, had
provided Curry with paper and pencil to keep track of names and make notes of
conversations or observations, such as who had big feet.

Unfortunately, other than foot size, there had been little to document. Oh, the men knew
about the women at the camp, although to Curry’s distress they had, to a man,
referenced the ladies not by name but by hair color or bosom size.

At one point, after one of the men had sucked air through a gap in his teeth and leered as
he talked about his wild night of adventure "with that light-haired one", Curry had nearly
put his fist through a crate full of railroad spikes.

"Heyes, they don’t even know their names," he growled.

Generally better at masking his irritation, Heyes remained calm. "Do you remember the
names of every girl you-"

Curry spun around fast. "I may not remember them all NOW but I sure as hell knew them
at the time! I don’t care if I was paying for the pleasure, Heyes! It wouldn’t have been
gentlemanly to just… well, you know… without saying ‘nice to meet you, Shirley’!" The
volume of his voice and the vehemence of his anger surprised even the Kid. His
expression shaded into sheepish.

Heyes stared at his partner for a long beat and then one corner of his mouth twitched
upward. "Shirley?"

"Laramie," Curry said quietly. "Long time ago."

Heyes searched through cobweb-riddled memories. Then a smile slowly spread and he
began to nod. "That one with the beauty mark…" he gestured to a spot low on his chest,
watching the Kid for confirmation.

"Yeah, that, and the longest legs I have ever seen on a woman." He reddened a bit and
then the sheepishness seeped into a grin. "Lord, Heyes, I’m a married man. I got no
business thinking about Shirley."

"Kid," Heyes replied wisely. "The present don’t erase the past… Doesn’t." He shook his
head and muttered. "Aw, hell, now you’ve got me doin’ it."

It was somewhere around the 8th or 9th interview of the day when one of the men said, if
they wanted to know about the last group of women who had accompanied the Railroad
crew, they should talk to Eddie, the bartender.

"Them women always hung around the bar when they wasn’t with customers," the man
said. "They’s always talkin’ to Eddie. There’s anyone knows what happened to ‘em, it’d be
him."



Which was how, after lunch, Heyes and Curry found themselves loitering in the mess tent.
They’d learned from Bishop that Eddie began his work day helping serve up the lunch
meal to the men. So, after a meal courtesy of the Railroad, Curry and Heyes remained in
the tent until the crewmen had returned to their work. Five men who had served up the
hearty beef stew were cleaning up.

"Excuse me," Curry began, edging up to the men. "Is one of you named Eddie?"

"Yup," replied one man. He was about Curry’s height but outweighed the outlaw-turned-
sheriff by a good hundred pounds. Judging from the way he lifted the cast iron stew pot
from the table, most of that weight was muscle.

When he didn’t continue, Curry edged closer. "You?"

"Yup," Eddie replied.

"Eddie, I’m Sheriff Curry," the Kid said. That statement on his tongue still tasted like a
mistake. "I’d like to talk to you." Eyeing the other four men who were hanging around
curiously, Curry nodded toward the "bar" a few feet away.

The bar was a rough collection of planks nailed to an equally rough collection of upright
two by fours to create a rib-high surface, fifteen feet long and two feet wide. After dinner,
beer kegs would be set on top of it and crates of whiskey stored behind it but, right now, it
was empty.

Curry led the way with Heyes at his heels but, when they got there, taking their
accustomed positions in front of the bar, it was without Eddie.

"Eddie," Curry tried again. "Over here."

It took a minute but, finally, grumbling under his breath, Eddie joined them, taking his
accustomed position behind the bar.

"We need to ask you about the last group of women who were traveling with the work
crew," Curry explained.

Eddie regarded him dully. "Ain’t no women on the crew," he uttered disdainfully.

"No," Curry began. "Not ON the crew. WITH-"

"Be pretty stupid," Eddie went on muttering under his breath. "Put women on the crew.
Couldn’t swing a nine pound, their lives depended on it."

"Not ON the crew," the Kid tried again. "WITH the crew. The women who… entertained
the men after work."

The two men stared at each other for a long moment while Heyes observed with
amusement.

"The whores?" Eddie asked eventually. "You mean the whores?"

Curry nodded.

"Why di’n’t ya just say ‘whores’, then?" Eddie wondered. "All that talk ‘bout women on the
crew…"

"I don’t like that word," Curry answered quietly, feeling his jaw beginning to clench. "But
now that we’re clear on that point… We heard that a couple of those women were hurt…



That they left after a couple of them got hurt." He waited.

Eddie waited.

Heyes put his hand over his mouth.

"Do you know anything about that?" the Kid asked, laboring to hold on to patience.

"’Bout what?" Eddie asked.

"About the women getting hurt," Curry replied slowly.

"That one got killed th’other night, ya’ mean?"

Something that might have been a snicker escaped from under Heyes’ hand and, when
the Kid turned a hard look on him, Heyes cleared his throat, tapped at it apologetically,
and muttered. "Frog. Throat." Then he waved the Kid back to his conversation.

"I mean the ones who were traveling with the crew before," Curry tried again, the tension
in his jaw growing worse and beginning to spread clear up to his temples. "Do you
remember them?"

Eddie thought. This was, it turned out, a rather long and tedious process that involved
examining, in order, the tent ceiling, a thumbnail, a knothole in the bar, something
scratched out of his ear, and the tent ceiling again. As he did all of this, his tongue played
touchy-feely with his front teeth.

"There was some women," he nodded at length.

Heaving a sigh and offering a silent prayer of gratitude for this major breakthrough, Curry
plunged on. "Do you remember any of them being injured?"

"Injuns? Don’t think any of ‘em was Injuns," Eddie replied.

Curry closed his eyes and told his hand NOT to go for his gun. "In-Jured," he repeated
slowly. "Hurt."

"Hurt how?" Eddie asked innocently.

Heyes’ snicker was unmistakable but, when the Kid snarled at him, Heyes pointed once
again at his throat and feigned a cough. Curry continued to glare.

"You can jump in here any time," the Kid offered.

Heyes shook his head. "Wouldn’t dream of interfering."

Curry pressed his lips together hard and returned his attention to Eddie. "Eddie, we’re
hoping you can tell us that."

"Tell you what?" Eddie puzzled.

Curry slowly lowered his forehead toward the bar and used it to repeatedly pound an
invisible nail into the wood.

Heyes patted his partner on the shoulder, admiring the restraint the Kid had shown thus
far and feeling overcome with mercy.



"Eddie," Heyes began congenially. "Do YOU know how the women, the ones who were
traveling with the crew before, do you know HOW they were injured… uh, hurt?"

"Yup," Eddie said.

Curry lifted his head. There was a round, red spot on his forehead. "How?" he asked.

"Got beat," Eddie said.

"Somebody beat them?" Curry pressed. "Do you know who?"

"Well, it weren’t ME!" Eddie jumped to his own defense.

Curry turned to Heyes and almost whimpered.

"No one is accusing you," Heyes assured the bartender, wondering how the man
managed to get dressed in the morning. "We’re just wondering if you know who beat the
women?"

"Which one?" Eddie asked.

Heyes opened his mouth but Curry’s hand on his arm brought him up short. The Kid, his
eyes narrowing, leaned across the bar.

"Either of them," Curry said. Amazing how clearly he could enunciate with his teeth
welded together.

"Naw, I don’t know who beat one of ‘em. She ended up with a busted arm and bruised all
t’hell."

"And she never said who did it to her?" Curry asked, as much to himself as to Eddie.

"You said you didn’t know who beat ‘that one’," Heyes said, picking up on Eddie’s
interesting choice of words. "What about the other one? Do you know who beat her?"

Curry glanced at Heyes and then turned back to Eddie with hope in his heart.

"Yup." …was followed by silence.

Curry’s right hand, all on its own, moved to the butt of his gun. Heyes patted his shoulder
again and, when the Kid looked at him pathetically, pleadingly, Heyes shook his head
slightly. Curry’s hand moved back to the bar.

"Who. Beat. The. Second. Woman?" Curry asked with the most profound sense of dread.

"Same fella that beat the other’n, I reckon," Eddie replied. "Beat ‘er senseless."

"What do you mean?" Curry asked, picturing Ruthie’s smashed skull, the bloody rock.

"Senseless. Means you ain’t got no sense," Eddie explained patiently. Seemed plain
enough to him.

"The woman," Heyes prompted. "Why do you say she was ‘senseless’?"

Eddie shrugged. "Didn’t talk no more. Just stared. They had to feed ‘er, walk ‘er around,
clean ‘er up." He shrugged again. "Senseless. Said they’s leavin’ to get her some help,"
he added. "But don’t know what kinda help you can get for senseless."



Heyes briefly entertained the thought that the woman might have a future tending bar for
the Railroad. "When did this happen?" he asked Eddie. "How long ago?"

Eddie resumed his thinking routine of examining his surroundings and working his tongue
over his teeth. "Don’t recall exac’ly," he said eventually. "Fall, maybe. The first ‘un. Other’n
month or so after… not long ‘fore we came here."

"You have any idea where they were headed?" Curry asked, wanting desperately to talk
to the first victim. If she could identify her attacker…

"The Hell would I know?" Eddie mumbled, picking at a stain on the bar. "I ain’t their
keeper."

Resigned, Curry nodded. He slapped the bar in lieu of Eddie. "Thank you, Eddie. You’ve
been a big help." He expected the sarcasm was lost on Eddie.

As Heyes and Curry walked away, Eddie called out. "Ya’ need any more help, come see
me."

Nearing the tent flap, Curry walked toward the exit with a determined stride, his quiet
voice directed at his partner.

"Heyes, if I even think of talking to that man again, just shoot me."

"Yeah," Heyes agreed casually, trying to keep a straight face. "It’d be a whole lot less
painful."

* * *

 

The man watched them leave the mess tent, feeling anxious. They were proving more
tenacious than he’d expected, these two outlaws. He’d thought they would shrug their
shoulders over the girl’s body and then return to presumed nights of whiskey, poker and
debauchery. This ongoing questioning of the Railroad crew, hanging around the camp all
day… he hadn’t expected that. Not that anyone would be able to tell them anything. He
was nothing if not careful. No one had seen him with the girl. No one had witnessed him
grab her or heard her initial response, sly and salacious, flirtatious, offering him the
comfort of her tent. She’d even reached for him, groping him through his trousers and
finding him flaccid. She’d smiled, tried encouragement, which had infuriated him and he’d
back-handed her across the mouth. Even then, she hadn’t been especially afraid. She’d
said something like, "not too rough, now" and smiled at him again and he’d hit her harder,
still with an open hand but hard enough to knock her down. He’d seen the first hint of fear
in her eyes, then, and felt the stirring heat in his groin. Then he’d smiled.

Just the memory of this drew his hand unconsciously to his crotch but as soon as he was
aware of it he quickly stopped. Self-gratification was sometimes necessary but it was not
nearly as satisfying as a soft, pliant body beneath him, the intensity of a woman in terror.
Soon, he would need another but he would need to be even more careful, now, with Curry
and Heyes hanging around. Still, they could not be everywhere. Not all the time.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 19

Later that night, with most of the household in bed, Heyes and Curry sat with Abby and
Kate in the kitchen talking, cups of chamomile tea in front of the women, cups of whiskey
in front of the men. It was another cold night and the lingering warmth from the dying
stove fire kept the room comfortable.

Heyes sat with one ankle propped on the opposite leg and a small bundle of baby cradled
in the crook of his leg, sleeping. He and Abby hadn’t come to any firm decisions on the
baby issue and, just in case, it seemed like a good idea to get a little more at ease with an
infant. Besides, he already had a good feeling for Fin and Cassie. It seemed like he
should give this new little Curry some attention.

"I don’t understand," Abby was saying. "Why she wouldn’t tell someone who had beaten
her. Why didn’t she go to the law?"

"I don’t know where they were camped," Curry answered. "There might not have been
any law nearby."

He and Heyes had relayed the day’s interview success, or lack of it, to the two women.
Although they had, albeit painfully, garnered some new information from Eddie, there had
still been nothing to help them identify the attacker. A few of the workers, when asked if
they remembered a woman with a broken arm, had a recollection of someone wearing a
splint, but no one was able to offer insight about the attacker.

"She could have told the Railroad bosses," Abby suggested. She sat next to Heyes,
noting the gentle way he had placed his hand atop Daniel’s little body, as though afraid
the boy might suddenly lunge off his lap. Daniel, in turn, had a firm grip on one of Heyes’
fingers.

"She was probably afraid," Kate responded, knowing something of the subject. Her chair
was scooted close enough to the Kid’s that he could drape an arm around her shoulders.
"It would have been her word against the man’s and… well, whores don’t have a lot of
credibility." She disregarded the Kid’s cringing at the word "whore".

"But the other woman," Abby argued. "The one he told you had been beaten…" she
turned to Heyes for the word.

"Senseless," Heyes filled in. "She was beaten senseless."

"None of the men remembered her?"

Heyes shook his head. "Not a one."

"Not surprising," Kate said, reaching her hand up to intertwine her fingers with the Kid’s
on her shoulder.

"You don’t think people would notice that?" Abby asked in disbelief.

Leaning her head back against the Kid’s arm, Kate smiled sadly across the table at Abby.
"Women in a saloon are a lot like the bottles of whiskey. A man might have his favorite
kind but, if that bottle’s empty, he doesn’t spend time mourning it. He just orders
something else. A woman with a broken arm or one who doesn’t respond when he looks
at her doesn’t warrant discussion or memory. He looks right past her for the one who
smiles at him and has two working hands."



"It sounds so grim," Abby sighed.

Kate continued to stare at the flame in the lamp for a moment, lost in her own past. "It is
grim," she said very softly. Curry’s arm on her shoulder shifted slightly, his fingers
tightening their grip on hers. It was enough to return her to the present. "He might have
threatened her," Kate suggested. "He could have threatened to kill her… her friends. She
might have been too afraid to tell anyone."

"You know, we’re all assuming, here, that it’s the same man," Heyes pointed out.

It was a valid point. There was no certainty that the same man had attacked all three
women.

Curry said, "Heyes, two of them have had head wounds… like he hit their heads on the
ground. Sounds like the same guy to me."

"I’m not arguing," Heyes told him. "I’m just pointing out that we’re drawing a conclusion. It
may not be the right one."

"Well, if it is right," Abby wondered. "Why would he suddenly start hurting them?" The
others looked at her encouragingly so she went on. "This crew has been working together
for a year, right? And, assuming that first group of ladies was with them much of that time,
why would a man suddenly start hurting them?"

There was silence at the table as they each considered the matter. Then Kate, her eyes
lowered to her lap, said. "He wouldn’t."

"What?" Heyes asked.

She looked up and met his eyes across the table. "He probably wouldn’t suddenly start
hurting them. But he might have suddenly started working for the Railroad."

Curry nodded slowly. "The crew may have been together for a year or so..."

Abby continued the thought. "But they would have lost some men… hired
replacements…"

Heyes continued the trail. "They bring in new men and the beatings start…"

Again, there was silence. Finally, Curry broke it, giving voice to the fear in each of them.
"And he’ll do it again."

"Unless you stop him," Abby added hopefully.

But Curry’s expression was grave. Even if he and Heyes could figure out the "who", trying
to prove it was something else again. So far, there was no witness to the attack on Ruthie.
And there was no evidence beyond the Kid’s memory of a footprint.

"If you could figure out who it is," Abby said. "You could at least warn the women."

Curry looked weary. That wasn’t enough. If they were right, the man had killed a woman,
gravely injured at least two others. "I want him in prison. But I can’t arrest him if I don’t
have any evidence," he uttered.

"You could arrest him," Kate said, her eyes clouding with thought. "If you caught him in the
act."

As the others digested this, she brightened a bit. "We could set a trap-"



"No," the Kid said firmly.

Kate stared at him. "No? That’s it? We can’t discuss it?"

Curry acquiesced. "Sure we can discuss it. Answer’s still gonna be ‘no’, but we can
discuss it."

His beloved wife continued to stare at him. "There’s no point in discussing it if you’ve
already made up your mind."

With remarkable calm, he faced her. "What sort of trap did you have in mind, Mrs. Curry?"

Across the table, Heyes directed his attention at Daniel and applied little effort to hiding
his sense of mirth. Abby watched the other couple with interest.

Edgy, Kate continued to meet her husband’s eye. "Well… we’d use the spot where he
attacked Ruthie," she began. "You and Heyes would be hidden where you could watch
the area." She swallowed hard under the Kid’s gaze, her voice growing less certain as she
continued. "And then… a woman… would act as… ummm…"

"Bait?" Curry suggested helpfully.

She raised her chin with a confidence she no longer felt. "Well,… yes. And-"

"What ‘woman’ did you have in mind for this, Kathryn?" Curry asked pointedly, knowing
full well the answer.

She blinked. He never called her Kathryn. "Well, it would need to be… well, someone who
can adequately take care of herself, I suppose…"

"You!" Abby interjected cheerfully.

Kate grimaced.

"Uh-huh," the Kid nodded knowingly. "That’s exactly the part of ‘we’ setting a trap that I
have a problem with."

"I am very good at taking care of myself," Kate replied adamantly. "And, besides, you and
Heyes would be there to protect me."

"As I recall," the Kid reminded her painfully. "About a year ago you ended up sporting
bruises on every inch of you because Heyes and I couldn’t protect you."

Across the table, Abby’s expression changed. Heyes had told her of those events, when a
stage coach ride through a blizzard had left Heyes, Curry and Kate stranded with other
passengers, one of whom had beaten Kate while Curry and Heyes had been bound up
and helpless to assist her. Suddenly the idea of anyone being "bait" lost its appeal.

"You should also recall," Kate said adamantly. "That I was not the one who ended up
trussed up like a Christmas goose and split from end to end."

Abby winced. Heyes had told her that, too, of how Kate, armed with a slender knife that
she kept in her boot, had managed to best the beast and leave him tied to a bed with a
shallow knife wound running from his chin to the tip of his pride and joy.

The fierceness in his wife’s eyes touched Curry. She wasn’t fearless but she sure was
mighty. He leaned over and kissed her on the forehead. The fierceness dissipated.



"Kate, what about him?" the Kid asked, nodding toward Heyes.

But she knew he didn’t mean Heyes. Curry was referring to the tiny boy asleep on Heyes’
lap.

"I could take him with me. I’m sure May and the others would look after him." Nodding
toward Abby, Kate went on. "And Abby would be here if Fin or Cassie woke up while we
were gone. Right?"

Abby opened her mouth to reply and then changed her mind, reluctant to enter into this
debate.

"No," Curry said again, softer now. When Kate opened her mouth to argue, he pressed a
finger to her lips. "No, Kate. I’m not putting you or any other woman out there as bait."

"And I don’t get a voice in this?" she asked.

"You get a voice in every husband-wife matter. A VOTE. You get a vote in every parent
matter," he assured her. "But this is a sheriff matter and, last time I checked, of the two of
us, I’m the one wearing the badge."

She wanted to be angry. He could see it. But it was hard to be angry with someone for
wanting to keep you safe. She rolled her eyes in defeat.

"Fine. But this Sheriff’s badge is going to make you completely unlivable, isn’t it?" she
asked.

Curry grinned at her.

Heyes grinned, too, but he was looking at Daniel. "Hey, he’s smiling!"

Abby leaned over to look. "Mother says it’s gas when they do that."

But Kate shook her head. "I think he’s having sweet dreams."

Heyes scoffed. "Dreams? All he’s done so far is eat and sleep. What’s he got to dream
about?"

Curry’s arm, still draped around his wife’s shoulders, drew her closer. "Think about it
Heyes. How does he eat?"

Heyes thought about it and then looked at Kate, first her face, then her chest. His grin
broadened. "Oh, right!"

Abby slapped him on the arm and Kate groaned.

"Oh, for Heaven’s sake," she muttered. "They’re just breasts."

Next to her , Curry sighed happily. "Kate, let me give you a little lesson in grammar, here.
For men, the words ‘just’ and ‘breasts’ don’t ever belong in the same sentence."

Daniel Curry continued to smile.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 20

 

"You know, it really wasn’t a bad idea," Heyes commented as he and the Kid sat on the
steps of the Town Hall.

"What? The trap idea?"

Heyes nodded.

After checking in on May and the girls, Curry and his non-deputy had spent the morning
back at the work site with the rail crew. May reported that she and the girls were
conducting their own share of the investigation. As May explained it, many of their
customers arrived for a visit smelling like a distillery.

"Whiskey has a habit of loosening tongues," she told them.

The girls hoped that a man might let something slip in the throes of passion that he
wouldn’t easily disclose to the local law enforcement. Thus far, however, their efforts had
yielded no results beyond customer satisfaction.

Keeping with the idea that the person who had attacked Ruthie and the earlier women
might have joined the crew after the work began, Curry and Heyes had stopped by
Bishop’s office. True to his word, he helped them put together a list of workers who had
joined the crew in the past eight months. Armed with their list, the partners had, once
again, engaged in futile interviews with the workers.

Needing a break, they’d finally lead their horses back to the to the Hall and sat down
feeling dejected.

"Heyes, I’m not letting Kate-"

"Not Kate," Heyes said quickly. "I’m not talking about Kate."

"Well, that’s a relief," Curry replied, taking off his hat and running his fingers through his
hair.

"I’m thinking of one of the girls… May’s girls."

Curry stopped combing and jammed his hat back on his head. Irritably, he faced his
partner. "I’m not asking any of them to be bait, Heyes."

Undeterred, Heyes went on. "I’m talking about asking for a volunteer."

Curry sneered at him.

"Look, Kid, the idea of using Kate wouldn’t work anyway. Whoever this guy is, he’s
probably seen every one of May’s girls already. All of a sudden someone new shows up,
he’d get suspicious." He chanced a look at the Kid who was, at least, still listening. "But if
one of May’s girls was willing…"

Now, the Kid groaned.

"Just hear me out," Heyes urged. When Curry said nothing, he continued. "Okay, so if one
of them volunteers and we get a few more men to help… Will would help. Quentin,



maybe. Barnes. That new guard at the bank. What’s his name?"

"Curtis."

"Right. Curtis. Anyway, we find a few locals that we trust. Make up a couple of teams, you
in one, me in the other. We take turns at night getting hidden, like Kate suggested. Then
one of the girls comes out alone, like Ruthie did. If the guy shows up and grabs her, WE
grab him."

Curry did not look happy.

"It could work," Heyes argued. "It could catch the guy in the act."

He hated the idea. Curry despised, deplored and detested the idea. And, try as he might,
he could think of nothing better.

"I’ll think about it."

The Kid didn’t look forward to more pointless interviews with workers and studying
endless footprints, of man after man denying any knowledge of Ruthie’s brutal murder, of
man after man talking about May and her girls with lustful disrespect. But the idea of
setting one of those girls in a position of risk was hard to accept as the only option.

Despite Curry’s mood, the day was bright and beautiful and felt like spring. In Colorado, it
could be deceptive. Spring and winter tended to play a long and tiresome game of tug-of-
war that could extend even into May. One learned to enjoy and applaud the warm days
with skepticism. Still, the earth was softening. The patches of dirty snow on the ground
were melting rapidly into increasingly spongy soil. It was a day when the men could
switch from winter coats to lighter weight jackets and it was energizing.

Earlier that morning, Will had gone with them to the camp. While Curry and Heyes visited
with Bishop to see about the list of newer employees on the project, Will took the
opportunity to invite both Bishop and Richards to Sunday dinner. He’d discussed it with
Maggie, the fact that both of "the bosses" had been gracious and helpful to Heyes and the
Kid in their efforts to find a killer. Far from home and not truly an integrated part of the
work team, the men, Maggie thought, might welcome a home-cooked meal and some
company other than each other. Both men had been surprised and grateful for the
invitation.

Now, however, it was Curry who was wishing for home-cooking and company, anything to
get his mind off of the unsolved murder. Standing and moving onto the yard in front of the
Town Hall, Heyes stretched broadly and scanned the town.

"I’m hungry," Curry said. "Let’s go home for lunch."

"I don’t think we have to," Heyes answered, smiling. He nodded down the direction of
Main Street. "I think lunch might be coming to us."

Kate drove the wagon with Abby in the seat next to her. Between them, Fin’s head was
visible, standing up in the bed of the wagon so he could peer over the seat. There were
also two fair-haired maidens in the back of the wagon, Molly and Emma waiving when
they spotted the men looking their way.

"Now that," Curry said, standing and waving back. "Is a truly welcome sight." His mood
had improved considerably.

Further down the street, the man emerged from Mrs. Baxter’s bake shop just as the



wagon passed. He carried a warm custard tart in his hand and was enjoying the first bite
as he looked absently at the wagon, his eyes first drawn to the two blonde beauties in the
back. They were young. He did like them young. He let his gaze linger on the girls until
the woman driving the wagon turned slightly to talk to them and he got a glimpse of her
face. The tart was forgotten.

For a moment, he stood there, not believing his eyes. Then movement caught his
attention and he saw the two men coming up the street, Heyes and Curry, clearly bent on
intercepting the wagon. Unnerved, the man quickly moved down the boardwalk to a
narrow alleyway between buildings. He ducked into the shadows and, dropping the tart in
the dirt, edged his way to a spot where he could see the reunion unobserved.

Was it really possible? He continued to watch as the wagon moved toward the Town Hall
and drew to a stop. The sheriff and Heyes were all smiles as they greeted the women and
helped them from the wagon. She was with Curry. He helped her down and kissed her,
right there on Main Street. Not a peck on the cheek, either, but a kiss on the mouth that
lasted long past proper.

The other woman, the older one with the auburn hair, was helped down and greeted by
Heyes with a somewhat more discrete smooch. But the man’s observance returned to the
Kid and his… wife. There was a ring on her ungloved hand. Heyes helped the two blonde
girls from the back of the wagon while Kid Curry lifted a small boy down, then reached
back into the wagon and lifted out a very small baby. Heyes picked up another baby, a
dark-haired girl about a year old, from the looks of her. The man couldn’t hear the
conversation but it didn’t matter. He watched in wonder, still half expecting her to turn
around and reveal it all an illusion, reveal that it was not really her at all. And yet when
she did turn, grabbing the boy before he ran off in front of the wagon and handing him
something to carry, he could see her clearly, see that it was her. His pulse raced, his
breathing hastened, and he stayed in the shadows… and watched.

"Can you carry the quilt?" Kate asked Fin, handing him the old, thin bed covering.

It was an armful but he held it carefully. "I can," he assured her proudly.

The Kid carried Daniel and Heyes carried Cassie while Abby, Molly, Emma and Kate
pulled out several baskets full of food.

"We decided it was too lovely a day to stay inside and we ought to have a picnic," Molly
explained.

"That’s a real nice idea," Curry told her. "But the ground’s a little damp."

"We can use the porch of the Hall," Emma suggested. "Pa won’t care. And he’s invited
anyway!"

Heyes bent toward the basket Abby carried, sniffing with gusto. "Chicken?"

"Still hot," she assured him. "Maggie made it. And there are biscuits and roasted potatoes
and bean salad and bread pudding for dessert."

With his mouth watering and the tensions of the morning temporarily forgotten, Curry led
the way to the Town Hall.

Leaning with apparent casualness against the wall of the building, the man in the alley
appeared relaxed, simply a man enjoying the warm day. Anyone passing by would see
nothing sinister. But from there, he could easily observe the group make their way to the
open porch that ran the length of the Hall. It was only two steps off the ground and wasn’t



covered so, at this hour of the day, it was mostly in sunlight. Moving to one end, the two
blonde girls spread out the old, tattered quilt and then one of them went in the building
while the others arranged a small feast. From such a distance, he couldn’t smell the food
but his mind was not on eating. He couldn’t tear his eyes from her.

The Mayor emerged from the building with the younger blonde girl, clearly delighted by
the prospect of this impromptu picnic. He joined the group, all of them sitting around and
eating with gusto.

The man in the shadows paid attention to the interactions, trying to determine the
relationships. He had thought the dark-haired girl might be Heyes’ daughter. But, as she
crawled around and pulled herself up on various shoulders, she continually looked at
Kathryn, at HIS Kathryn, for approval, for guidance. Could all three children be hers?
My… she had been busy, hadn’t she?

Once, she had looked in his direction. Sensing him, perhaps? Feeling his watchful eyes?
He had thought for a moment of stepping into the brilliant sunlight, of letting her see him.
What would she do? Would she run to him, admit to their relationship in front of her
husband? Or would she feign ignorance, pretend she didn’t know him? Could she do that?
Was she so good an actress? What had she told Kid Curry about her past?

It killed him to watch the scene, to watch her slender fingers wipe a speck of food off the
corner of Curry’s mouth, to see the smiles they exchanged that hinted of an intimacy that
ran full and deep. He felt jealous and angry and fearful, the emotions cycling through him
in a jumbled, dizzying swirl. And yet he couldn’t turn away, couldn’t stop watching the
scene even when the meal had finished and the little boy led Curry, Heyes and the two
blond girls into a game of hide-and-seek around the grounds of the Hall.

The smaller baby began to cry and the auburn-haired woman who had been holding him
quickly handed him off to Kathryn. Discretely, she draped a blanket over her shoulder that
covered her breast and the baby as she nursed him. The thought of that aroused him and
he looked again at the older boy, racing and laughing with Heyes and Curry. How old was
that boy, he wondered. Four? Five? He did the math in his head but knew it was
pointless. The child looked like Curry from the golden curls on his head to the line of his
chin. He had to be Curry’s son. That brought a new round of anger and jealousy, followed
again by the tingle of fear. What had she told him, he wondered again. That she was pure,
untouched? Again, he envisioned himself in the street facing Kid Curry, each with a gun
on his hip, each drawing and firing. It sent a shiver of fear up his spine.

 

It was a small town and he planned on being here for awhile. No matter how cautious he
was, no matter how evasive, there was a good chance that she would see him. And, if she
did, what would she do? Even more importantly, what would she tell Kid Curry… Sheriff
Curry?

As they packed up the wagon, Curry lifted Daniel over the rail and tucked the sleeping
infant into the bassinet. Cassie, too, was nearly asleep and the Kid took her from Kate’s
arms. Molly was already seated in the wagon bed and she gathered Cassie into her lap
for the ride.

"She’ll be snoring before we get home," Kate said, standing close to the Kid.

Curry lifted Fin into the wagon next.

"You’ll really give me a riding lesson tomorrow?" Fin asked.



"I promise. Right after breakfast," Curry assured him. "’Bout time you learned to handle
the reins."

Fin was bouncing up and down in the wagon and Kate laughed, slipping her arm around
her husband.

Curry tucked a finger under her chin to raise her face and kissed her quickly. "Thank you
for this. It was just what I needed."

"We needed it, too. It’s been a long winter. The sun feels good and we don’t see you as
much during the day lately," she told him, fingering the buttons on his shirt. "I know what
you’re doing is important and I’m not complaining. We just miss you."

"I miss you, too," he nodded toward the wagon. "And them." He gave her another quick
kiss. "You can bring me a picnic any day you want."

With the wagon reloaded, Kate climbed into the seat and guided the team into a wide turn
to head back home. Heyes, Curry and Will stood in the street for a few minutes watching
them go. None of them noticed the figure in the shadows who moved back down the alley
to circle around the buildings and follow… her.

* * *

 

For Sheriff Curry and Hannibal Heyes, the rest of the day found them with improved
spirits but no more success in their interviews of the Railroad workers. There were more
confirmations about the two women from the previous camp and their injuries but no one
admitted to any knowledge of who had caused those injuries or who had killed Ruthie. By
the end of the day, Curry was giving more reluctant thought to the idea of a trap.

After dinner, he and Heyes sat with Will at the kitchen table, discussing the idea. Around
them, Kate, Abby and Maggie cleaned up the kitchen. Daniel sat on Curry’s lap, awake
and studying fingers, while Cassie sat on the floor next to his chair playing with a couple
of wooden spoons.

"Curtis would help us," Will said, referring to the young bank guard. "And Barnes. I’ll bet
Barnes would help."

"Kibby?" Maggie asked from the sink. "You think Kibby Barnes can handle a gun?"

Kiberton Barnes was a fairly timid young man. He had, however, demonstrated a great
deal of integrity over the years, carefully guarding the confidentiality of telegraph
messages sent and received. And, at the last Founder’s Day shooting contest, he’d
demonstrated a fair talent for target shooting. Will reminded his wife of that occasion.

"It’s different to point a gun at a person," she replied.

"Kibby’s alright," Curry stated with assurance. "He’d do fine. And I’m hoping it won’t come
down to having to shoot anybody."

Cassie pulled herself onto her feet using the rungs of the Kid’s chair. He patted his leg
and smiled down into her cheerful eyes.

"You want to come up, too?" he offered, scooting Daniel to the other leg in preparation.

"No-no-no," Cassie told him. Then she turned around and walked unsteadily toward her



mother.

"Kate," the Kid said softly.

"Hmmm?" she replied, turning. Her eyes widened at the sight of Cassie’s monumental
moment. "Well, look at you, Miss Cassie!" she encouraged softly, not wanting to startle
her daughter.

Squatting down and holding out her arms in welcome, Kate urged the little girl forward as
the others all waited with grins and held breath. Six shaky steps later, Cassie, squealing
happily, arrived at her mother’s arms. Kate swept Cassie up in a hug and planted a kiss
on her cheek.

"You’re walking!" she cried, her eyes tearing. She looked at Curry and saw him sharing
the expression. "She’s walking!"

He nodded and slid his chair around as Kate set Cassie back on her feet and aimed her in
the Kid’s direction.

"Can you do it again?" Kate asked, her voice full of encouragement. "Go to Papa."

Hesitating only a moment, Cassie’s big brown eyes found Curry’s and, with a huge grin on
her face and babbling the whole way, she wobbled her way back to him. He picked her up
and brought her onto his lap along with Daniel, kissing her head as she patted out a
celebratory drum solo on the table.

His baby girl was walking. The sudden attack of emotions left Curry reeling. His eyes and
his chest burned with pride over something as simple and elementary as walking. The
total, unconditional love that he felt for Cassie and her brothers overwhelmed him.
Underneath it, however, was that lingering darkness that had hit him the day Ruthie died.
There were monsters in the world, monsters who were not cloven hoofed or covered in
scales. These monsters walked among them, disguised as ordinary men, scouted their
prey in open daylight and then lurked in the shadows to pounce. Heyes and Curry had
been thieves. Curry did not delude himself that what they had done was without
consequence. They’d stolen money and sometimes it haunted the Kid to think that their
actions might have impacted ordinary folks, not just the big impersonal entities named
Railroad or Bank. But their intent had never been malicious or vicious. These monsters
were personal. They robbed people of innocence, of joy…of life.

Curry hoped that his children would know him more as a father than a gunman, as a
peaceful, loving man. But that night, once the little ones were asleep, Kid Curry saddled
up and rode toward the lake where there was no one close enough to disturb. There, with
nothing more than the moonlight for illumination, he did something he hadn’t done since
Heyes’ trial. He practiced shooting.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 21

It rained during the night. It wasn’t quite cold enough to turn to snow and it didn’t rain long
but it was enough to awaken Fin and his sobs, in turn, awakened his parents. The little
boy remembered too well the day the previous summer when the sky had turned
greenish-gray and the air had smelled strange, the hairs on his neck had felt prickly. Then
the wind and rain had begun and the funnel had formed in the distance and all of the
adults had gone running. He and his mother… his first mother, had seen the giant cloud
from the upstairs window of the saloon and then she had grabbed Cassie off the bed and
hauled both of them downstairs, yelling to the rest of the people about a "twister". There
was a small cellar in the saloon where they stored beer kegs whiskey bottles. His mother
had opened the cellar door and tucked him inside, then handed him Cassie and said to
hold on to her. It was the last time he had seen his mother… his first mother.

But on this night, his second mother and the only father he’d ever known heard his cries
and came to him, drawing him close and then, when he continued to cry, taking him back
to their bed with them where he nestled between them and felt safe.

This morning, Fin awoke back in his own bed, happy to see that the storm had passed
and the sky was turning blue. He rose and got himself dressed without having to be told.
This morning, Papa was going to let him hold the reins.

But downstairs, Fin found his mother at the kitchen table with the Monroes and Maggie,
Molly and Emma. But no Papa. He ran into the parlor, looking anxiously. But no Papa.
Returning to the kitchen, tears threatening, he looked stricken and, at the sight of him,
Kate remembered.

"Oh, no," she said quietly. "The riding lesson."

She motioned Fin to come to her at the table. He did, all the while looking around and
noting who was NOT present.

"Where did Papa go?" he asked solemnly.

Kate put her arm around him. "Sweetie, I’m so sorry. He and Heyes and Will left early this
morning. He’s been so preoccupied this week, I think he forgot about your lesson."

Fin’s lower lip began to tremble. "But he promised."

Kate swiftly lifted him onto her lap. "I know he did, Fin. And he’s going to feel terrible
when he remembers. He’s had a lot on his mind." Fin was trying hard not to cry and she
kissed his head. "How about this? I know it’s not the same as a lesson with Papa but, if
we can find someone to watch Cassie and Daniel for awhile, how about a lesson with me?
We could take Pearl for a ride."

Across the table, Abby smiled at Molly and Emma. "I think there might be a few of us
willing to help out."

Cora heard Quentin chuckle as she added. "More than a few, I’d say."

Fin wiped a hand at his eyes. "Papa said I could use the reins."

"And so you shall. We’ll ride like you and Papa do, sharing the saddle. And you can hold
the reins. How does that sound?"



"Now?" he asked eagerly, sniffling.

A kerchief appeared in his mother’s hand as if by magic and she wiped it across his nose,
shaking her head. "Breakfast first. Then riding."

At that, Fin climbed off of her lap and onto his usual chair next to her. "Let’s eat!" he
suggested.

In an hour, Daniel was napping after his own breakfast and Cassie was happily mangling
a bit of dough as she "helped" Maggie and the girls work on mincemeat pies for dinner.
While she was distracted in the kitchen, Kate and Fin crept out the front door and circled
around toward the barn. Fin kept looking at his mother and breaking into giggles.

"You look like a boy," he told her.

Kate, dressed in her "man clothes" grinned back at him. "Let me tell you a secret," she
began. "Boys’ clothes are much more comfortable than girls’ clothes. And," she went on.
"They’re much better for riding horses! I’d wear them all the time but Papa rather prefers
me in skirts." She did not add that what Papa enjoyed most about her skirts was sneaking
his hands beneath them.

The morning air was brisk and indecisive, unable to decide whether to turn back to winter
or ahead to spring. In the west, clouds formed that might bring more rain or snow but
overhead the sky was blue and the sun felt warm on her face as Kate took her son’s hand
and they swung their arms while they headed into the barn.

At the sight and scent of Kate, the buckskin, Pearl, snorted and stuck her head out of the
stall. Fin reached up to rub the brown velvet of the horse’s nose and Kate patted her
neck.

"No apples until after the ride," she told her horse. "You’ve been spoiled for months. It’s
time you got back to work!"

"Back to work!" Fin echoed, all smiles.

Kate led the way to the tack room at the rear of the barn with Fin at her heels.

"What can I carry?" he asked, eager to help.

"How about her bridle?" Kate suggested.

He bobbed his head with enthusiasm. "Yeah. Her bridle!"

The tack room tended to look much like a giant spider web with harnesses for the wagon
team and the plow mule, bridles and rope leads. The saddles were normally set on
sawhorses near the walls when not in use. Three were empty, Will’s, Heyes’ and the
Kid’s. Kate pulled Pearl’s bridle from a wall peg and draped it across Fin’s outstretched
arms, careful to wrap the reins over his shoulders so they wouldn’t drag on the ground
and trip him. Once she had him situated, she lifted Pearl’s saddle and blanket.

"All ready," she said.

Fin led the way back into the barn. Kate watched him, ready to grab him or a leather strap
if need be. She wasn’t looking up so it was Fin who saw him first, the man standing just
inside the barn door with a gun in his hand.

"Who’s that?" Fin asked.



"Who’s wh-?" Kate asked. Even as her eyes drifted upward, the smile that had been on
her face froze in place and then changed, evolving into terror. "Oh, my God…" she uttered
in a whisper. Or maybe it was only in her head. Maybe she made no sound at all. She
wasn’t sure. All she knew was that the figure who haunted her nightmares filled her vision,
eclipsing the rest of the barn, the rest of the world, and she felt her blood freeze in her
veins. "You… What are you… How…??" Her thoughts were an incoherent muddle, like
someone had shaken her brain and words floated randomly. She couldn’t form a clear
though, couldn’t move, couldn’t scream or cry or run. She could only stand there,
paralyzed as the saddle dropped from her hands and her bowels turned liquid. She stared
at him, watched him smile at her the way he used to, like she was wounded prey.

"Hello, Kathryn," John Richards said, his voice warm and thick as molasses. "It’s good to
see you again after all these years."

* * *

 

Will and Heyes walked with the Kid around the area where Ruthie had been attacked.

"We’d have good cover from over there," Heyes said, pointing out an area where the
brush was dense. "We dress in dark clothes, at night, we’d be hard to spot."

Curry nodded. "One man there," he agreed. "And another there," he pointed to a cluster
of boulders they’d already identified as a good place for one member of the team.

May and the girls had been remarkably agreeable to the idea of playing the role of bait to
trap the man who had killed Ruthie.

"Long as you boys are around to watch over us," May had assured them. "We’ll do our
part."

They would talk to John Curtis, the bank guard, and Kibby Barnes, the telegrapher, later
in the day. For now, the three men were plotting the layout of their trap.

"We’ll need to keep our horses out of view, too," Heyes mentioned. "If he knows our-"

Curry stopped in his tracks. "Horses… Aw, hell," he muttered, looking disgusted.

"What?" Heyes asked.

"I forgot my son," Curry grumbled, angry with himself.

Will and Heyes exchanged baffled shrugs. Will queried. "What are you talking about?"

"Fin," Curry replied. "I promised him I’d take him riding this morning. He was still asleep
when we left and…" He shook his head.

"So you’ll take him riding later," Heyes argued, failing to see the seriousness of the
offense. "He’ll understand."

"No, he won’t. Heyes, he’s four. All he’s going to understand is that his pa broke his
promise," Curry countered.

Heyes looked to Will for support but the older man smiled and nodded his agreement with
the Kid. He’d raised children.

"I’ve gotta go," Curry announced, heading for the horses.



"What? Now?" Heyes hurried to catch up with him. "You’re going back to the house now?
Kid-"

Will followed at a slower pace.

"I didn’t keep my word," Curry muttered. "How do I teach him to keep his word if I don’t
keep mine?"

"But we’re in the middle of…" Heyes struggled to keep up.

"I don’t ever want my kids to think that something else is more important to me than they
are," Curry’s resolute tone said that the discussion was over and Heyes sighed.

Again glancing toward Will for support, Heyes found Taylor smiling.

"Smart man," Will said simply.

As Curry mounted up, Heyes stood for a moment and then, resigned, moved to his own
horse.

"You don’t have to come," Curry told him.

Heyes, already in the saddle, shrugged. "Aw, what the heck? Maybe there’s some
biscuits and bacon left from breakfast. You go riding with Fin. I’ll eat."

"I think I’ll head on to the store," Will told them. "You finish up with riding lessons, come
on by and we’ll pick up where we left off." He was chuckling to himself as he headed for
his wagon. "Welcome to parenthood, Kid Curry."

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 22

Walking across the pasture, still pocked with patches of crusty snow and muddy from the
rain, Kate fought to regain control of her mind. He was here. It was real. She had to deal
with it.

When she was thirteen, living with her grandfather in a fort in west Texas, Kate had been
trying hard to adjust to a very different life. Her first twelve years had been spent on a
reservation in the Arizona territory where her father was a teacher and her half-Apache
mother had been a resident. More white than red by blood, Kate had felt like an Apache.
She had dressed like the other children, played with them, learned the ways of the Indians
from her mother and grandmother at the same time she learned academics from her
father.

Then the smallpox epidemic had struck and her parents had sent her away to protect her
while they remained on the reservation to care for the sick and dying. But her parents,
too, had become victims of the sickness.

Her grandfather was a sergeant in the Army. Long estranged from his wife and daughter,
he was nonetheless accepting of his granddaughter’s arrival. When news came of her
parents’ and grandmother’s deaths, there had been no question but that Kate would
remain with him.

At thirteen, she was still very much a child but had begun to show the physical signs of
womanhood. And, while her grandfather had put the fear of God into the young soldiers
who might otherwise have had designs on her, he’d had no clue that the fort’s
commander, Colonel John Richards, had taken a disturbing shine to the girl. The first visit
had come one night after Richards had sent her grandfather on an overnight patrol. He’d
dropped by, he said, to check on her well-being.

That first time, she had resisted with all her strength. He had beaten her everywhere
except her face. He knew how to keep the bruises from showing. For years, he’d been
sharpening his skills on his faithful wife. But repeated beatings, repeated broken bones
had left the woman both emotionally and physically weak. She no longer fought him and
Richards was aroused by the fight. Kate had given it to him, scratching and clawing and
hitting back until his much larger size and greater strength had won out. He had raped her
then, her silence guaranteed by the threat that, if she spoke a word of it to anyone, he
would transfer her grandfather to a far-away post, somewhere she could not go. Then she
would truly be alone.

For over two years, the threat had kept her silent as he returned whenever her
grandfather was away from the fort overnight. He had returned to beat and rape and
threaten and she had endured. She had lived in a constant state of unrelenting terror but
she had survived.

The monsters in Fin’s nightmares were funnel-shaped. The monster in Kate’s nightmares
was John Richards. And now her nightmare followed her and her son across the
meadow. He had a gun. And she had to make herself think, gather her wits and think...
Protect Fin and THINK!!

But her mind would not cooperate. Fear wrapped itself around her like a constrictor,
squeezing tighter and tighter until she could barely breathe. She kept Fin in front of her,
kept herself between him and Richards. But beyond that, she could do little more than
follow his instruction to "keep walking".



At the gate that led out of the pasture, Richards gestured with his gun.

"Open it," he commanded, still smiling. He was truly surprised by his own reaction to
seeing her, to seeing the fear in her eyes at the sight of him. It thrilled him to know he
could still inspire such panic in her.

Opening the gate, Kate nudged Fin through, keeping her hand on it as Richards
approached. If she swung it hard enough against him, she might-

"Unh-unh-uh," he cautioned, wagging the gun back and forth like a parental finger. "Move
away."

Nostrils flaring, she did as he instructed.

"Keep moving," Richards told her again, continuing to use the gun to gesture, pointing
toward the distant woods. "That way."

Kate guided Fin ahead of her and kept walking, carefully stepping in the softest earth she
could find, in the patches of snow or muddy earth. Without conscious thought, she left a
trail. But there was no reason to think that anyone would follow… not in time. Not until it
was too late.

Think, she told her brain. THINK!!!

* * *

 

As they rode up in front of the house, Curry and Heyes were greeted by the sounds of
very unhappy babes. Tying their horses to the post by the porch, the two men looked at
each other with concern.

"You sure you want to go into that?" Heyes asked, eyeing the house suspiciously.

"No," Curry admitted. But then he considered that some of the squalling might have been
caused by his own broken promise and guilt got the better of him. Stealing himself, he
strode up the stairs and opened the front door.

No sooner had the Kid set a foot inside than Maggie, her face distraught, barreled toward
him with a screaming Daniel in her arms.

"Thank God you’re here!" she said.

Behind her, Abby held Cassie, also crying loudly, and screaming "MA-MA!! MA-MA!!!"
between hiccuping sobs.

"What’s going on?" the Kid asked, nearly having to scream himself simply to be heard
over the cacophony.

Behind him, Heyes asked. "What’s going on?"

The Kid threw him a look. "That’s what I asked!"

"What?" Heyes yelled.

"I said-" Curry looked Heavenward and then shook his head, turning back to Maggie.

"Kate’s gone!" she announced.



"Gone?" Curry repeated, not sure of his hearing. "What do you mean, she’s gone?" He
wasn’t sure which child to reach for but Cassie held out her arms to him so he went with
that one. Her sobs softened almost at once. Daniel, however, was not so easily mollified.

"She was going to take Fin riding but Daniel woke. I sent Emma to get her and they’re
gone," Maggie explained, placing Daniel against her shoulder and patting his back to no
avail.

"Where were they riding?" Heyes asked.

Cora hurried into the room with one of Cassie’s baby bottles. She handed it to Maggie
who again shifted Daniel and tried to get him to accept the bottle but he was having none
of it. He knew what he wanted and THIS was certainly not it!

"They’re not riding," Abby said. "Pearl’s still in her stall."

"Emma said Kate’s saddle and bridle are just lying by the stall but there’s no sign of Kate
or Fin," Cora said. "Quentin’s out looking for them with the girls."

Curry, worry etching its way over his face, kissed his daughter. "Cassie, I need you to
stay here with the ladies. You be a good girl for me."

She looked skeptical and resisted as he handed her back to Abby. As he and Heyes
moved through the house, the Kid heard her start to wail and felt horrible for leaving the
crying children with others but, even more than that, he felt scared.

Halfway to the barn the men saw Quentin, Emma and Molly hurriedly returning from
around the side of it. On spotting Curry and Heyes, the girls ran to meet them, Quentin
following on their heels.

"We can’t find them anywhere," Molly said breathlessly. "Did Ma tell you?"

Curry nodded.

"We looked in the pasture," Quentin told them. "No sign of ‘em. Pearl’s still in her stall.
Where would they have gone?"

A gust of wind blew across the yard and Heyes turned up the collar of his coat and put his
hand on the older man’s shoulder. "Go on back to the house," he urged. "It’s getting cold.
You all go get warmed up."

"We’ll help you," Emma argued. "We just don’t know where to look."

"If you’ll bring the horses around," Curry told her. "That’d be a help."

Emma and Molly trotted off toward the house leaving the men standing.

"Kate wouldn’t go off like that," Quentin said seriously. "She knew Daniel would be waking
up hungry. She was just going to ride Fin around the pasture for awhile."

"Cause I forgot," Curry admitted, his culpability weighing him down.

Quentin shook his head. "Just find them," he said.

As he walked toward the house, Heyes and Curry moved on toward the barn. Entering,
the first thing the Kid saw was the saddle, dropped carelessly on the ground next to
Pearl’s enclosure. The horse stood with her head raised, alert, watching them. Curry
moved closer, raising a hand unconsciously to stroke the horse’s neck as he stood over



the saddle and saw the bridle, also lying on the ground nearby.

"I don’t get it, Heyes," the Kid said softly. "Where would they go?"

"Kid?" Heyes squatted near the door they had just entered, staring at the ground. When
Curry didn’t respond, he spoke louder. "Kid, come here."

The boot print was familiar. Larger than the Kid’s and with a distinct crack in the left heel.
Curry’s eyes went cold.

"Heyes…"

"Yeah," Heyes nodded, standing up. He followed the prints as they led through the barn,
mingling here and there with fresh prints from two pairs of smaller feet, through the barn
to one of the back doors that led out into the pasture.

"Heyes…" The worry in the Kid’s voice was like a tide, swelling with every breath.

Heyes looked at his partner and nodded, feeling the same fear inching up his spine. "I’ll
get the horses," he said. "You start tracking."

Heyes hurried back through the barn, emerging on the other side just as Molly and Emma
approached leading the bay and chestnut.

As he took the reins from the girls, Heyes asked. "How long?"

Molly and her sister exchanged a look.

"Half hour. Maybe not that long?" Emma said uncertainly.

"Kate thought Daniel would sleep longer than he did," Molly added. "She said to come get
her if he woke before they got back." She paused and then added. "Fin was so upset that
Jed forgot about his riding lesson…"

Heyes nodded and started around the barn. "Do me a favor. Don’t mention that to the
Kid," he suggested

By the time Heyes caught up with Curry, the Kid had run through the pasture and out
through the gate, following the tracks.

"She left a clear trail," Curry said as they both mounted up.

"That’s our Kate," Heyes nodded, feeling a bit encouraged. Whoever this bastard was,
and whatever reason he had for targeting Kate, he clearly didn’t know who he was
tangling with.

Curry took the lead and kept his eye on the ground. Watching the determination on his
partner’s face, Heyes’ thoughts echoed through his head. The bastard doesn’t know who
he’s tangling with.

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 23

The trail was clear and easy to follow but the danger was uncertain. With Ruthie, he had
grabbed her, dragged her into the shelter of the brush and beaten her to death. But Kate
and Fin? Neither the Kid nor Heyes understood this target. Why would he take a mother
and son? And where would he take them? Why into the woods? On horseback, they
closed the gap, but when they entered the deeper woods, Curry pulled up, fearful that the
noise of the horses would send up an alert.

"We walk from here," he said.

* * *

He was going to kill them. As they walked, as Richards got further from the house and the
likelihood of discovery, he relaxed a bit and grew talkative. And the blinding fog in Kate’s
brain slowly began to lift. As her wits returned, so did the alarming realization. He wasn’t
going to beat her this time. He was going to kill them. He was going to kill them both.

"You can’t imagine my surprise upon seeing you," Richards said.

How far away was he, she wondered. Fifteen… twenty feet? He was heading them into
the woods that bordered the lake.

She had a knife in her boot. She remembered that unexpectedly as the chill wind shook
icy water droplets from a tall pine and they worked their way under the collar of her jacket.
She couldn’t reach the knife before he could shoot her. How long had they been walking?
Twenty-minutes? An hour? A lifetime?

"It was on the street yesterday. You were with him." The way Richards said "him" rang in
her ears. It was almost derisive, dismissive. Almost. Curry. He meant Jed. "At first I
thought my eyes were deceiving me but then I got a better look at you."

Richards’ feet crunched over snow-covered leaves and twigs. There was more snow
here. Even with the trees bare of leaves, their branches and the intermingled evergreens
created enough of a canopy to keep the forest floor partly shaded from the sun. Were the
trunks thick enough to hide Fin? To hide her? To buy her time to reach into her boot?

"And then he greeted you and," his voice showed his disapproval. "Tell me, Kathryn, how
did you wind up with such a ne’er do well? An outlaw, for God’s sake?" He laughed
bitterly. "Sheriff. Really."

Fin walked in an awkward posture, ahead of her but with his hand back over his shoulder
holding hers tightly. He didn’t understand what was happening but he knew she was
frightened and he mirrored her fear. She should comfort him, she knew, reassure him
somehow. But she couldn’t find her voice.

"He is tenacious," Richard was saying. "I’ll give him that. Curry. When he first introduced
himself as the sheriff…" He laughed again and Kate felt chilled to the bone. "Well, I didn’t
take it very seriously. I figured he must’ve bullied himself into the job. But…"

He’s not a bully, she thought. Jed Curry is not a bully. She wanted to say it aloud, to
defend her husband, defend Fin’s father. But her heart was racing and her mind flitted
from thought to thought, disjoint, unsettled. Jed Curry is not a bully. That thought bumped
into "RUN!!!" and that bounced off of "You’ll never outrun a bullet" and ran into "Protect
Fin". Focus, she told herself, feeling her teeth chattering and wondering absently if it was



due to cold or fear. This was not helping. Focus, she repeated to herself, digging the short
nails of one hand into her palm hard enough to feel pain, making herself pay attention to
the woods, the earthy scent of rich soil and leaves moldering underfoot, the shadows and
possible cover. Focus. THINK.

"…He actually fancies himself a lawman, I guess," Richards went on. "A Bannerman
detective or something, solving a great mystery! And that would’ve been fine… until I saw
you."

A mystery. Those words sparked something in her mind and suddenly it cleared. Abruptly,
she understood. He had not hunted her down, not tracked her over these years. He had
tripped over her. Kate stopped abruptly and turned around, holding Fin behind her.
Richards stopped, too, surprised by her move.

"It was you. You did it," she said hesitantly. "You killed Ruthie… beat those other
women."

He rolled his eyes and looked… embarrassed. "Killed her…" he sighed. "That sounds
so… malicious… deliberate. It was an accident," he told Kate patiently. "I had no idea
there was a rock under the snow and-"

"You smashed her head into it!" Kate challenged ferociously. Beyond him, in the depths
and layers of the trees, shadows moved. The wind was picking up. Branches cast arm-
like shadows that reached into the woods and the blue of the sky was growing paler.

Richards smirked at her. "Oh, really. A bit dramatic, Kathryn, even for you." He shrugged.
"We… tussled." He leered at her. "You know how much I enjoy a good tussle."

"Tussle?!" she growled, her eyes blazing. "You RAPED ME!! You raped Ruthie!! The
others, too, didn’t you?!"

He viewed her like a teacher with a stubborn pupil. "Kathryn…" he cajoled. "Is that what
you’ve told yourself? All these years…?"

Her eyes shot flames at him, daggers, arrows. But the more fury she showed, the more
his lecherous smile oozed across his face. Once more, he used the gun to wave her
onward.

"I’m afraid I wouldn’t be able to avoid you," he said almost sadly. "The good Mayor Taylor
invited me to dine at his home and… well, I suppose I could have made some excuse to
avoid that but… It’s a small town. Running into you would probably be inevitable."

Keep moving, she thought. Where? He gestured them onward but Kate was in the lead,
was determining the direction. Where? He would want them away from the house, far
enough away that no one would hear the gunshots and come to investigate. Turning back
around, she looked down at Fin’s angelic face. He was afraid but he trusted her
completely. Caressing his cheek, Kate noticed him shiver.

"Are you cold, sweetie?" she asked.

Silently, he bobbed his head. She quickly removed her jacket and helped him into it. As
she bent down to button it, she considered trying for the knife in her boot but knew she’d
never make it. Richards would shoot her before she could stand back up and aim. And
because Fin was old enough to identify him, he’d kill Fin, too. As she finished buttoning
the too large jacket around the little boy, Kate put her mouth by his ear.

"Walk a little further and then, when I squeeze your hand, tell me you’re too tired to walk,"



she instructed in a whisper. Then she kissed his cheek.

Fin’s eyes were full of unasked questions but he bobbed his head a couple of times
before they again started moving.

"He doesn’t suspect me at all, you know… your dear husband," Richards said, picking up
where he’d left off. "He’s busy talking to all the crewmen, interviewing them and hoping
someone will confess. I suppose he thinks they’ll tremble in submission before the great
Kid Curry," He smirked.

"Did you finally kill your wife, too?" Kate asked bitterly over her shoulder.

He didn’t laugh at that. "Lillian was frail," he said sternly. "Weak. Had been for years."

"Frail because you beat her," Kate argued. "They all knew it, you know. Everyone knew it.
For all of your talk about her falls and her clumsiness, everyone at that fort knew you beat
her."

He gritted his teeth and considered putting a bullet into her back right then but he wasn’t
familiar enough with the area. How close was the next farm? He thought if they went
deeply enough into the woods, no one would hear or the sound would echo enough that
no one would know from which direction the sound had come. They might think it a rifle
shot. A hunter, they would assume, had found dinner.

Fin was frightened. He didn’t understand who this strange man was but Mama was
scared of the man and Mama wasn’t easily scared. The man kept waving the gun around
and Papa said you shouldn’t hold a gun unless you were prepared to shoot it. Fin was
cold, too, but Mama’s coat helped. Plus, it smelled like her, faintly of roses, and that was
nice. It made him feel a little better. Then she squeezed his hand and he remembered
what she’d said.

"Mama," he said clearly. "I’m too tired to walk more." He stopped and looked up at her.
She smiled and winked at him.

Then she bent down to pick him up into her arms and he really did feel better.

"What are you doing?" Richards asked. "He can walk."

"He’s tired," Kate said emphatically. "His legs are a lot shorter than ours."

Richards started to argue but then thought better of it. He didn’t need a whining child to
deal with. "Fine," he said grudgingly. "Just get moving."

But carrying Fin gave her an excuse to slow down and stagger a bit. Kate wasn’t very big
herself and she carried Fin in front of her. He wrapped his arms around her neck and his
legs around her waist as he usually did when they played and she picked him up. And this
way, she could whisper in his ear without Richards being the wiser.

"I’m leading us toward the lake," she murmured to Fin. "There are big boulders there.
We’ll find a place to hide."

"Is he a bad man?" Fin asked, also whispering.

"He’s a very bad man, sweetie," she admitted. "And when I find us a boulder, I’m going to
set you down like we’re resting a minute. When I say ‘run’, I want you to run as fast as you
can for the boulder. I’ll be right behind you."



"And he can’t get us then, right?"

"When I get the knife out of my boot," she assured him. "He won’t be able to get anybody
ever again."

She heard a sound just then. The snap of a twig. Not Richards. It was further away and
she thought again of the shadows she’d seen behind them. Her heart began to beat
faster. There was no reason to hope... except that she knew him... knew them.

"Why didn’t they tell anyone about you?" she called back to Richards. "Those women at
the last camp site? You didn’t kill them. Why didn’t they say something?"

Richards thought he’d heard something, too, and he’d stopped for a moment to look back.
Nothing. Just a rabbit, maybe. A squirrel. Satisfied, he resumed his trailing of Kate and
the boy.

"Aw, Kathryn," he began jovially. "You, of all people, know what a well placed threat can
do. Tell anyone and I kill your friend. Tell anyone and I kill your son. Tell anyone and I
send your grandfather away." He was smug. "It’s amazing what people will do… or NOT
do, to protect someone or something they care about."

"How did you threaten your wife? What could you have said that would make her stay
with you all those years?" Kate wondered, not for the first time.

"Lillian…" he sniffed. "Lillian was a weak soul. She had no spirit. I was an officer and her
father thought us a good match. She didn’t argue."

"Even after you broke her bones?" Kate asked.

"I was trying to enliven her," he shrugged. "She was placid, dull. I could never seem to
provoke her spirit." His tone became biting as he added. "Not like you. You knew what I
would respond to… the fight… the challenge. You had spirit."

"Why kill Ruthie?" she asked. "Couldn’t you come up with a sufficient threat?"

He groaned with impatience. "I told you, that was an accident. She wanted to scream too
loudly. We were too close to the camp. The she scratched my… well, a delicate spot. I got
angry and… I didn’t know the rock was there and-"

Kate spun around, forgetting for a moment that it put Fin in front of her. "You left her there
to die!" she snarled at him. "You left her to freeze when you could have called for help!"

Richards sighed wearily. "Oh, for God’s sake, Kathryn, she was a whore!"

She glared at him, turning slightly so her body again protected Fin, hating what the boy
was hearing but powerless to stop herself. "He’ll kill you, you know."

"Who? Your husband?" Richards smiled. "He’s busy looking for this." He held up his left
foot, the one wearing the boot with the split in the heel. "He sees these prints and he’ll
add you and," he nodded toward Fin. "To his list of victims." He wrinkled his nose at her.
"But I believe these boots will find their way into the fire tonight. Too bad. I’ve had them
since the army." His smile moved her to shudder. "I think they’ve even met your lovely
ribs a time or two." Then he shrugged. "But, unlike most of the workmen on the line, I own
more than one pair of boots."

"He’ll kill you," she repeated with growing calm. Shadows moved, shifted. She altered her
position slightly, ensuring that Fin was faced away from Richards.



"Well, you see, that’s rather the problem with you being around," Richards admitted. "The
good sheriff hasn’t thought of me as a suspect on his own… probably never would. He
has a certain respect for my position of authority. But with you around… I don’t imagine
you want him to know about your past with me but still… He’s being quite resolute about
this matter. I suspect he’s attempting to prove himself to the town. And you might feel
compelled to drop a hint or two about me in his ear and… well, frankly, I’m a little bit
intimidated by your husband."

"You should be."

The voice was stone and steel and it came from behind Richards. He turned, his gun
coming up and searching for it’s target.

"DOWN, KATE!" Curry shouted.

She dropped to the ground instantly, twisting as she fell so she wouldn’t land on top of
Fin, then drawing him close, her back toward the weapons to protect him.

Richards saw Heyes first, then the Kid, both with their guns drawn. He tried to take aim
but the Kid was faster. Curry’s bullet shattered Richards’ right hand, the man’s gun firing
as his fingers convulsed and the weapon went flying. Overhead, a flock of birds took off
noisily from their roost as the shots echoed and Richards screamed in pain and fury,
dropping to his knees. He cradled his wounded hand with the other. Breathing hard, he
looked frantically around for his lost pistol as he heard Curry and Heyes approaching.

Spotting his weapon a few feet away in a cluster of crumpled leaves, Richards scrambled
toward it on his one good hand and his knees. He reached out with his left hand as a pair
of boots smaller than his own came into view beside him.

Curry made no move to stop Richards. He only cocked his gun and said, very slowly.
"Give me a reason."

Richards contorted around to look up at the Kid. Heyes was right being him. Gasping from
exertion and pain, Richards stared up into glacial eyes and understood how a man
became a legend. Sneering at the former outlaws, Richards held up his left hand in
surrender.

Heyes holstered his gun.

"I need a doctor," Richards demanded, wincing as Heyes yanked him, none too gently, to
his feet.

"Are you alight?" Curry called to Kate and Fin.

Twenty feet away, Kate sat up, holding tightly to Fin, and nodded.

Curry closed his eyes for a moment, allowing himself a sigh of relief. His gun remained in
his hand until Heyes had anchored Richard’s arms behind his back using the man’s own
belt.

"I need a bandage," Richards demanded.

Heyes leaned in close. "You’re lucky it was him that shot you," he said tightly. "If it was
me, you wouldn’t need a bandage or a doctor…" Richards looked confused until Heyes
added. "You’d need a coffin." He let that settle for a minute before adding. "But then, I’m
not a lawman."



Richards said nothing as Heyes fished in his own pocket for a relatively clean kerchief
and used it to fashion a temporary bandage for the captive’s hand.

With Richards under Heyes’ watch, the Kid moved to his wife and son, crouching down
next to them. As soon as he was close enough, Fin turned and wrapped his arms tightly
around Curry’s neck.

"I’m sorry I forgot your riding lesson," Curry told the boy, his voice cracking. Holding his
son, he held Kate’s eye for a moment, gratified when she managed to smile at him.

"Mama said you were porcupine," Fin said, sniffling and wiping a hand across his nose.

Confused, Curry looked to his wife for help.

"Preoccupied," she translated. "With your sheriff duties and protecting people."

"Ah," the Kid nodded, standing up with Fin in his arms. He extended a hand down to Kate
to help her up and noted she was holding her arm. The elbow of her shirt was torn and
bloody. "You’re hurt." He took off his jacket and wrapped it over her shoulders, then
turned her arm to see the wound.

"Just a scrape," she assured him. "I landed hard. How did you find us so fast?"

Satisfied that the injury wasn’t serious, he put one arm around her and pulled her close. "I
remembered the riding lesson and came home. Everyone was looking for you and then
we found your tracks." Curry looked toward Richards. "And his."

She drew away enough to see his face. "How much did you hear?" she asked, nodding
toward Richards.

"We heard," he said and kissed her forehead.

"He’s the one, Jed. From the fort," her breath was raspy as she fought for control of her
emotions.

He nodded. "I heard," he said softly.

"And Ruthie," she went on as though he hadn’t spoken. "He killed Ruthie, too."

Curry gripped her shoulder a little harder than necessary until she focused on his eyes. "I
know, Katie. I know."

Richards watched the two of them, their heads close, lips moving. He couldn’t hear a
word. "Whatever she’s saying," he yelled to Curry. "It’s lies! She’s lying to you!"

Curry appeared to pay no attention to the man. But Heyes, standing slightly behind him,
leaned closer.

"If I were you," Heyes snarled. "I’d shut up now."

Richards ignored the warning. "I never did anything she didn’t want," he yelled. "Whatever
she’s telling you, she’s lying!"

Curry set Fin down by Kate and touched his hand to the boy’s head gently, smiling at both
of them. Then he started to walk toward Richards. Kate caught him by the arm and shook
her head.

"Not you," she said, her voice finding its strength, her chin rising.



Watching her, seeing the determination in her eyes, Richards unconsciously took a step
back...into Heyes. He could go no further. He tried for a bravado he didn’t feel.

"You told him you were pure, didn’t you?" Richards sneered. "You told him you’d never
experienced a man before him." He watched her slow approach with increasing
uneasiness. "And now he knows, doesn’t he? He knows."

Curry watched his wife, torn between trying to stop her and letting her go. He met Heyes’
eyes and saw the same uncertainty there. Neither man moved.

"She wasn’t pure," Richards called out to the Kid. "She was with me before she ever
heard of you." He turned his attention back to Kate. "He’ll never look at you the same way
again," he told her with a satisfied smile.

Behind him, Heyes said quietly. "If you want to live until your trial, shut up now."

Richards forced a laugh. "Trial?! For what? You have no evidence that I did anything to
that girl. An imagined boot print? Ha!"

Kate stopped, bending over and pulling a slender blade from her boot. Richards’ eyes
widened but he kept going.

"We can make a deal," he said quickly, aiming his words at Curry but watching the way
the faint sunlight found the blade and sent a spear of light slicing through the woods. "You
let me go and I don’t tell everyone in your nice little town what a soiled little tramp your
wife was on your wedding night."

"Kate…" Curry said under his breath, watching the way her shoulders squared and her
head raised. He should probably stop her. He didn’t. Instead, he picked Fin back up into
his arms and held him close.

"I’ll leave town," Richards continued his one-sided bargaining. "I’ll resign from the Railroad
and go on my way… save you embarrassment… save me the expense of a lawyer."

Although her coloring suggested otherwise, Kate was only one quarter Apache. The other
three quarters were mostly Irish and Heyes wasn’t sure which was likely to have the more
frightening temper. Still, with a knife in her hand and her eyes wide and wild, Heyes felt a
sudden surge of sympathy for George Custer and his boys.

As she came close, Richards turned a shade paler, though it might have been from the
nasty hand wound and loss of blood. Again, he tried to back up and again found himself
blocked by Heyes.

"Just what do you intend to do?" Richards asked her, his timbre haughty and forced.

Up close, the knife was well honed, sharp as a razor, he guessed, the steel blade narrow,
the handle carved from bone. Heyes had watched her toy with it, practicing hitting a knot
in the wood on the barn wall over and over again. She was skilled with it and Richards’
eyes moved from the blade to the woman and back.

Finally, she stood before him, holding the knife low but pointed at him.

"What?" Richard said, with a strangled kind of laugh. "Will you slit my throat now? Keep
me from telling the town your secret? That you were NEVER innocent?"

Kate was five feet tall in her boots. Richards was well over six feet. But somehow she
seemed to be eye-to-eye with him. When she spoke, it was through teeth clenched as



hard as the Kid’s and in a voice as sharp as the blade in her hand.

"I will stand in the middle of Main Street town and scream it to the world before I will ever
let you threaten me again, you sorry son-of-a-bitch."

Curry winced. Fin, whose exhausted head had been on the Kid’s shoulder, raised it and
cocked an eyebrow at his father.

"Mama said a bad word," Fin told Curry softly.

"Uh-huh," Curry acknowledged. "But we’re just gonna let that one slide, son."

Kate inched the knife forward until it lightly touched the fabric covering Richards’ prized
jewels. Involuntarily, he flinched, looking down, his eyes fearful. He turned to Heyes for
help but the outlaw looked a little pale himself.

"Stop her," Richards ordered, near panic.

"You value this," Kate said softly, coldly, the tip of the blade denting the cloth. "You think it
gives you rights… power."

She glanced down, pressing the blade deeper as Richards drew a trembling breath. A
thread or two gave way.

"Stop her!!" Richards cried again, looking from Heyes to Curry and back. "For God’s sake-
"

"You raped me," she said with horrible softness. He would have preferred that she
scream.

Overhead, the birds that had flown off minutes before began a noisy return. Kate never
blinked.

"You raped me and you beat me until I thought I would rather die than let it continue but,"
she choked out a sad, hard laugh. "I couldn’t die! As much as it hurt, I couldn’t die!!"

The blade slit more threads, moving deeper. Richards quivered.

"How many others, Colonel?!" she asked. Tears came to her eyes, spilling down dirt-
smeared cheeks. She paid them no mind. "Your wife. The whore with the broken arm.
The one with the broken mind. Ruthie. How many more?! How many other women did
you beat and rape and break because you had THIS!"

The blade reached flesh and Richards wheezed, tears now coming to his own eyes. He
felt a hot, wet rush as his bladder betrayed him and sent a stream down his leg.

Kate smelled it, looked down at the stain spreading down his trousers. She moved the
point of the knife a fraction, feeling it pierce and looked up at him again.

"What’s wrong, Colonel? Are you… afraid?" she asked bitterly.

Ashamed of his display, embarrassed and mortified, Richards could no longer meet her
eyes. He looked away, down at the ground, his voice little more than a whimper.

"Stop. Please stop," he pleaded.

For a moment, she said nothing. She didn’t move. Then she leaned in closer. "That," she
said coldly. "Is what I begged of you when I was 13 years old. You. Never. Stopped."



Moving the blade a hair, she asked. "Why should I?"

A strong, gentle hand closed over hers.

"Because you’re better than him," Heyes reminded her quietly.

Kate looked first at the hand and then at its owner. It was always like looking in a mirror,
looking into Heyes’ eyes.

"He’s something slimy that crawled out from under a rock," Heyes told her softly. "And
you?" A slight grin appeared. "You’re a diamond sparkling in the sunlight. You’re better
than him."

A heartbeat later, Kate withdrew the knife and held it up. There was a tiny drop of blood
on the end. She wiped it on Richards shirt, turned and walked back to the Kid and Fin.

Richards exhaled mightily in relief as the mad woman walked away. He looked at his
groin. So did Heyes. There was a dot of what might have been red mixed in with the
pungent urine stain. Heyes clapped the man on the shoulder lightly.

"Aw, look," Heyes remarked with amusement. "It’s just a little prick."

* * * * * * * * * *



Chapter 24

 

It finally started to snow sometime around dinner, winter winning that day’s tug-of-war, the
snow wet and heavy, some of the flakes looking the size of hazelnuts. The table was
subdued again but not as much from sorrow as from fatigue and relief.

Richards’ hand had been treated by Quentin. After cleaning the wound and picking bits of
shattered bone out of it, the surgeon had stitched it up, bandaged it and declared with
some satisfaction that Richards would never use it to hit a woman again. After that, the
murderer had been taken to jail and a guard schedule made up.

Kate had spent the day tending to her children. Daniel had been quickly mollified upon
her return home and a frantic feeding. But neither Fin nor Cassie had left her side all day.
They had resisted the idea of naps and Kate had not pressed it. Her mind knew this
danger had passed but her heart needed her children within her sight.

By dinner, though, both children’s exhaustion was evident. Cassie, who normally liked to
feed herself, sat passively as Kate fed her, her drowsy head nodding so low on occasion
that, at one point, she wore a dab of mashed potatoes on her chin.

Sitting between his parents, Fin had also struggled to remain upright and eat, though his
hands could barely handle the weight of his spoon.

The conversation was pointedly not about the abduction or gunfire or knives or bad men.
They talked of normal things. They talked of Pearl needing new shoes and Curry needing
to soap some saddles and the upcoming ground-breaking for the new hotel. Will
announced that the Town Council had decided that, in light of recent circumstances, the
town should have two deputies, not just one, and Abby reminded everyone that the town
needed a newspaper.

"Town also needs a permanent doctor," Quentin chimed in with a wink to his wife.

"That it does," Heyes agreed, watching the good Doctor Monroe suspiciously. "You got
someone in mind?"

"Cora and I have been discussing it. You know, I’ve seen more patients here in Silver
Lake in a few months than I’ve seen all the last year in Canterbury." Quentin reached for a
refill on the potatoes.

Abby rolled her eyes. "I won’t even point out to you that you’re supposed to be retired."

"Thank you, m’dear," Quentin acknowledged cheerfully.

"Are you saying you’re staying here?" Heyes asked, a dimple appearing. Part of him, he
realized, had been dreading the spring and the Monroe’s planned return to New Mexico.

"Oh, do!!" Molly and Emma said in unison.

"Really!" Maggie concurred. "That would be wonderful! Not just for Silver Lake but for all of
us. You’re… you’re family!"

Cora laughed and patted her husband’s hand. "We feel the same. And I don’t think Abby
has any desire to return to New Mexico."



"That’s very perceptive of you, Mother," Abby said, dabbing delicately at the corner of her
mouth with her napkin. She cast a sly smile at Heyes. "But, actually, I am planning to
leave for awhile…"

Heyes dropped his fork. "Leave?"

"Leave?" Quentin echoed.

Then Abby’s smile broadened. "Well, not for good." She turned to Heyes. "And I’m hoping
you’ll come with me."

"With you where?" Curry asked between mouthfuls of chicken.

"New York," she replied.

The words came back to her from several mouths around the table followed by huge
question marks. "New York?"

Abby set her flatware on her plate and tented her hands above it. She addressed
everyone but her words were directed most pointedly at Heyes.

"I’ve mentioned that I think this town needs a newspaper," she began.

"Repeatedly," Heyes muttered under his breath.

Abby flinched. "Well, you must admit, the town is growing. And a news-"

"A newspaper is the best way to communicate with the growing population," Heyes
recited from memory. "We know."

Only mildly annoyed by his tone, Abby went on. "So I’ve made some inquiries. My
grandmother," she stole a quick look at her mother. Cora and her own mother were not
notably close. But Cora listened without comment. "Grandmother has a long time
friendship with the publisher of a newspaper in New York. It’s called the Times and it’s a
very prestigious paper."

She stopped as though that explained everything and found everyone watching her.
Waiting.

"I sent him a letter," she went on confidently. "I explained that Silver Lake is in need of a
newspaper and asked…"

"You asked him to set up a paper here?" Cora asked. Such a bold move from her formerly
timid daughter delighted her.

But Abby shook her head. "Not exactly." She hesitated and seemed to shrink a tiny bit. "I
asked if he would help… ME start a newspaper."

"You?" Heyes asked, grinning.

She took it wrong. "Yes, me! Why not me?!"

Heyes laughed, holding up his hands. "Whoa! No reason at all why not you! I think it’s a
great idea! You’re smart and well read and… hell, I think it’s a fine idea!"

"You do?" she asked uncertainly. Expecting some debate, some doubt, she moved her
eyes around the table and found everyone smiling at her, nodding their approval. "I mean,
I don’t really know much about it yet but Mr. Hanson… Grandmother’s friend, said that he



would welcome a chance to educate me about the business. I do have funds," she added
quickly, aiming this at her parents, lest they think she intended them to finance this
novelty. "And we certainly wouldn’t need anything as grand as the Times. But… well, I
would like to go back to New York and learn about it." She turned again to Heyes. "And
I’m hoping you will come with me."

Grinning madly, Curry shoved another piece of chicken into his mouth. "New York!
Hannibal Heyes in New York!! Imagine that!"

Heyes looked a little less certain. The idea of visiting a big city like New York had appeal.
However… "Meeting your grandmother, huh?" He looked at Cora and found her laughing
at him.

"Heyes, you just vanquished a murderer," she teased. "You’re not afraid of a little old lady,
are you? My mother is seventy-nine years old."

Abby had told him about her grandmother. Heyes thought handling a murderer might be
easier and safer than trying to charm a corseted and cantankerous little old lady. But then,
he hadn’t had any real good challenges to his charm for some time… And New York…

"Don’t think I could pass that up," he said, jumping as Abby threw her arms around his
neck and kissed him hard on the mouth right there at the table. Oh, wouldn’t her prim and
proper grandmother love a move like that! Blushing a bit, he looked across the table at his
partner. "Couldn’t let my fiancé go galavantin’ around the country without me, could I?"

Fin sagged against the Kid and looked sleepily at Heyes. "You are coming home, though,
aren’t you?" he asked, yawning.

"Absolutely, Fin," Heyes assured him. He turned to Abby and smiled first at her, then at
Fin. "We’re coming home."

* * *

 

Molly was reading to the family in the parlor when Kate excused herself, begging for
privacy to clean herself up in the kitchen. She’d returned home that morning muddy and
wretched and other than a quick change of clothes, she’d done little more for herself all
day, choosing to focus on the children. Curry offered to haul in the bathtub for her but she
knew he was fatigued as well. She just needed to wash up, she assured him. The sink
and some hot water would do fine.

Fin sprawled on the floor, barely awake, using Emma’s outstretched legs as his pillow.
Cassie was on Quentin’s lap, covered in a blanket, her thumb firmly in her mouth, her
eyes closed. And Daniel was cooing happily in Curry’s arms, his confidence in a nearby
food source restored.

As Daniel played with his fingers, Curry’s eyes drifted to the kitchen door time and again.
Finally, he got up and started to lay Daniel in his bassinet but Maggie, sitting next to him,
raised her arms.

"I’ll take him," she said with a smile that said she’d just been waiting for the opportunity.
"He thought I was torturing him this morning. I need to win back his trust."

Daniel didn’t protest. With the infant safely in her arms, the Kid started toward the kitchen
door.



On the stove, the kettle was steaming furiously. The snow continued and crystals of it
glistened on the window glass like tiny diamonds. Beyond, the barn and fences wore
another layer of white frosting in the distance.

Kate sat on the edge of Maggie’s usual chair at the far end of the table, her arms folded
on its surface, her face buried against them as she sobbed silently.

Curry watched her for a moment, his heart aching. Her tears left him undone. Always. He
had learned, in their short years together, that her crying was not a sign of fragility, that
her tears somehow cleansed her of fear, of grief, of pain. They helped her heal and, while
he doubted he would ever really understand it, he no longer felt threatened by them. He
did, however, still feel compelled to fix something.

He had taken his boots off earlier and padded in his stocking feet to the stove. Lifting the
kettle, he set it on a trivet on the counter. When he turned back around, she was watching
him, her face struggling unsuccessfully for composure.

Curry moved to her chair, swinging one leg over the back and squeezing himself into the
space behind her. It was a very tight fit, which he found enjoyable. His hands inched
around her waist, his fingers linking in front, and he pulled her against him, kissing the
back of her head.

He wanted to ask if she was alright but she clearly wasn’t. He wanted to tell her
everything would be fine but he couldn’t guarantee that, either. So he went with the one
thing of which he was absolutely certain.

"I love you, Katie Curry," he breathed into her ear.

The composure she’d been trying hard to recapture abruptly escaped her grip, her voice
breaking as she said. "He was going to kill Fin."

"I think he had the same thing in mind for you."

"I didn’t care about me," she told him.

He knew what she meant. He would have thrown himself in front of a train to protect his
children… and her. She felt the same. But hearing her words made something in his chest
hurt.

"I care about you," he assured her.

She sniffed back tears. "If you and Heyes hadn’t found us-"

"Shhhh," he urged, kissing her neck. "If Heyes and…" There was only a quick pause as
he did a silent pronoun check. "…I hadn’t found you, you would’ve figured a way to get
that knife in your hand and we would’ve found Richards pinned to a tree."

Hoping that was true, Kate leaned her head back against his shoulder, wiping at her tear-
stained cheeks. After a moment, she asked very softly. "Does it matter to you?"

Puzzled, he asked. "Does what matter to me?"

"What he said," she replied. "About me. About him being with me before you."

Curry tightened his arms around her. "It matters to me that he hurt you. It matters to me
that he left scars inside of you that I don’t think I can ever erase."

She was silent for a minute and then said. "But there were others, Jed. You know that."



He started to avoid the topic, to say that they had talked about that before, resolved it.
And they had, in a fashion. They both had pasts that included some less than honorable
acts. But the past was the past and they were different people now. Simple. Except it
wasn’t simple and he knew she needed more. He held her tight.

"Alright. The truth, huh?" At her nod, he went on. "It doesn’t bother me to know you were
with other men," he told her. "But the truth is, I don’t like to think about it much," he
admitted. "’When I think about it too much, I start to get pictures in my head. And THAT
bothers me some."

She twisted her head around to look into his eyes. There was nothing accusatory there,
nothing harsh. A little vulnerability, maybe. He smiled.

"I sort of figured it might be kind’a the same for you… thinking about me with other
women," he added carefully, watching her reaction.

After a beat, she scowled in mock shock. "You were with other women?!"

There was just a quick flash of panic before he realized she was teasing him. He pressed
his lips together to hide his grin. "One or two," he confessed.

Kate rolled her eyes and blew out a breath. "Dozen?" she asked dryly.

He raised his eyebrows. "Hey, if you really want to get into numbers here…"

Uttering a brief laugh, she shook her head. "No. No, I think we should leave the numbers
out of it." She laid her head back on his shoulder. "I just… If he says something…
Richards, I mean… it could… I’d hate for something I did to come back to hurt the
children… embarrass them."

A low chuckle rumbled from the Kid and she turned around again, frowning. "It’s not
funny, Jed."

He planted a quick kiss on her lips and then smiled. "Katie, our children have a
gunslinging outlaw for a father and a former lady of ill repute for a mother. I’m thinkin’ that
a certain amount of embarrassment is pretty much guaranteed. Seems to me the best
thing we can give them is a good sense of humor about the whole thing."

It took a minute but she finally granted him a reluctant, crooked smile. "You may be right.
We are a pair."

He laughed. "I think." He kissed her again, a little longer this time. "But how many other
kids have a father that can shoot two bullets at once and a mother who can shoot the
centers out of poker chips?"

"I can’t cook," she pointed out, sniffling again.

"Aw, hell, Kate. Most mothers can cook. Our children’s mother can pin a horsefly to the
barn wall with a knife!"

They both broke out in laughter that felt like a balm, a salve on frayed nerves and aged
fears. Then Curry grew more serious. "You know, it occurs to me that, if your life had
been different… well, it probably would’ve been much better for you but… if you hadn’t
been in that saloon out in Arizona that night… if you hadn’t run into Heyes… I might never
have met you. And the idea of my life without you in it is not something I can bring myself
to think about."



Her hand moved to his cheek. It was bristled with a day’s growth of whiskers. "There is no
way on Earth that my life would have been better without you."

She thought he was going to kiss her again but then his eyes narrowed and he grinned
slyly.

"Well, for purely selfish reasons, I’m glad things worked out as they did. And, frankly, I’d
feel mighty hypocritical finding fault with your… experience," he added.

She cocked her head and eyed him curiously.

His grin grew sheepish. "Katie, I don’t really want or need to know the details about how
you learned all you know but the fact is I’ve been benefitin’ from it for awhile now and, I
gotta tell you, I’m pretty damned grateful."

She had to laugh at that and she turned to kiss him when, suddenly, he pulled away and
eased out of the chair, moving over to get the kettle from the counter and take it to the
sink. He plugged the basin and poured in the still steaming water, then pumped in some
cold water to temper it.

She watched him curiously. "What are you doing?"

"You were going to get cleaned up," he reminded her. "And it occurs to me I owe you a
bathing."

"Excuse me?" she asked, wiping at her still damp face.

"A few weeks back, as I recall," he explained. "You gave me some help with a bath.
Washed my back…"

"Played with your soap," she added, getting up to join him.

His eyebrows danced upward. "That soap part was especially memorable," he admitted.
"And I figured I’d return the favor, seeing as how you’ve had yourself a pretty tough day."

"This isn’t exactly a tub bath," Kate pointed out, dipping a finger in the water to test the
temperature.

Next to the sink, she had set out a washing cloth and towels, along with one of her much
loved rose soaps, clean long johns and her robe. Curry dropped the wash cloth into the
water.

"Doesn’t matter," he pledged emphatically. "I’m here to help."

It would have been unseemly to dismiss such thoughtfulness. Kate managed to maintain
a sober expression as she began to unbutton her blouse. "That’s extremely generous of
you. There are people in the other room, you know," she reminded him.

"They’ll stay there," he promised. "They think you’re getting cleaned up."

"That was the plan."

She wriggled out of her blouse and Curry reached for the ties of her camisole but then
stopped, seeing the kerchief she’d wrapped around her arm as a dressing. She’d done it
herself, one-handed, and it wasn’t very secure. When the Kid gently untied it and revealed
the injury, it was worse than she’d let on.

"This is pretty nasty," he said.



"A scrape is all," she sniffed.

"Uh-huh," he replied. "We’ll have Quentin take a look."

"Not right now, though," she suggested.

"No," he agreed slowly. "Not right now."

The scent of roses filled the kitchen as he worked up a lather on the wash cloth and then
began to wash her upper half. His touch was gentle, sensual, starting with her face, her
neck, her shoulders. He was very gentle as he washed her scraped arm. It was no longer
bleeding but was still red and angry and he put a soft kiss there as she always did with
Fin’s and Cassie’s scrapes.

"That always works," he whispered.

Rather than move around her to wash her back, he moved closer and wrapped his arm
around her.

"You’re getting wet," Kate pointed out, noting the damp spots on his shirt.

"I don’t melt."

Then he rewet the wash cloth and renewed the lather, placing the cloth on her chest and
working it over her breasts. He was especially kind and attentive with her nipples,
knowing that his son had made them tender.

"You let me know if anything hurts, now," he cautioned, though it was obvious from her
expression that what she felt at the moment was definitely NOT pain. He worked the cloth
around each breast and smiled to himself as her breathing changed.

When he rinsed the wash cloth in the sink and then used it to rinse away the soap, he
glanced at her skirt. "I think that’s gonna have to come off now," he explained sweetly. "If
I’m going to do the job properly."

There was absolutely nothing "proper" about what he had in mind and they both knew it
but she was enjoying herself and, as he rinsed her back, she unbuttoned her skirt and let
it drop to the floor. Then she did the same with the petticoat, stepping out of them and
catching both garments with one foot to toss them out of the way. As he finished rinsing
her upper torso, he glanced down and found her naked except for her stockings and
garters.

"I believe I might need some help with the rest," she told him sweetly.

Curry swallowed hard and moved behind her, re-rinsing her back. That removal of her
stockings made his pulse quicken faster than anything. He wasn’t sure what it was, the
feel of the fine, silky fabric, the bare flesh beneath. He couldn’t explain it. But by the time
he moved back in front of her, his excitement was quite apparent.

"That looks painful," Kate observed, looking at his tightly stretched trousers.

"It’s fine," he lied, kneeling down uncomfortably. He unbuttoned the garter on her left leg.
As he began to roll down the stocking, she narrowed her eyes mischievously.

"Doesn’t look fine," she murmured. "It looks downright suffocating, poor thing." She lifted
her foot again as he pulled her stocking off and then she touched his crotch with her bare
toes as he shifted to the right leg.



"Kate," he nearly whimpered. "This is supposed to be for you, not me."

"IT is hard to ignore. Oh… poor choice of words. But IT looks very cramped in there."

"IT is cramped. But IT will survive fine, thank you."

She scowled. "IT might strangle itself or something. Never be the same again."

It was very hard to remain serious. Oh… poor choice of words. "This is for YOU."

"Then think of me," she teased. "If it gets any tighter in there, you’re going to split your
pants and who do you think is going to have to mend them?"

He had the garter off and was rolling the stocking down, trying not to smile, or wince. "I
suppose you have a point there."

"I expect you have a point THERE," she countered, "If you’d just let it come out and play."

He stood up and narrowed his eyes right back at her. "You’re not makin’ this easy."

"No," she grinned wickedly, reaching for the buttons on his pants. "I believe I’m making
THIS quite hard."

She unbuttoned him without waiting for permission. He was still covered by his long johns
but they had some give to them and she heard him let out a grateful sigh. "Better?" she
flirted.

"Uh-huh." He reached into the sink and retrieved the wash cloth, Her fingers tickled him
through the long johns. "Kate," he warned.

"Hmmmmmm?"

"Stop that." He playfully slapped her hand away and began washing her lower body,
working his way up one leg, then the other. First to her knees. Wash. Rinse. Then her
thighs. Wash. Rinse. At the top of her thighs, he tossed the wash cloth into the sink and
looked at her for a long, torturous moment.

"You’re not stopping, are you?" she asked anxiously.

But he was rolling up his sleeves, a leer spreading. "Oh, no," he assured her. He stuck his
hands into the water and then used them to work up a lather. "There’s just some things
that wash better by hand."

Her laugh was low and throaty and it dissolved into a feline purr as his fingers found
washable targets and began to play. Grabbing the sink to steady herself, Kate closed her
eyes as her breathing evolved into gasps. He liked watching her face, seeing her
expressions change as her pleasure deepened, strengthened. His fingers probed and
stroked and flicked until, finally, she crammed a couple of knuckles into her mouth and bit
down on it to keep from crying out in release. He felt her contract around his fingers,
quick, strong spasms as first she grimaced and then dissolved on legs made of jelly.
Curry caught an arm around her waist as she opened her eyes. It was a moment before
she was able to focus on him and then she leaned on him for support.

"Oh, my," she gasped.

He grinned. Reaching past her into the sink, the Kid retrieved the wash cloth and rinsed
the newly "washed" parts while she recovered. She continued to rest against him, though,
her hands first on his waist and then moving lower.



"Hey-"

"Now that I’m all clean," she said, maneuvering his pants and long johns to get at what
she wanted. "I’m a little chilly."

Her hand was around him and IT was enjoying the turn of events immensely.

"Are you?" he asked, the muscles in his lower abdomen clenching in eager anticipation.

"Uh-huh," she growled. "You did such a nice job of washing me, do you think you might
warm me up?"

From his point of view, she was pretty heated up as it was but far be it from him to let her
catch a chill. He reached around her and with a hand around each thigh, lifted her and felt
her legs wrap around him tightly as she guided him into her warmth. Nothing felt chilly
there.

For a moment, they stood still, gazing into one another’s eyes, the rest of the world
forgotten. It was only the two of them, alone, timelessly joined. Kate hooked one arm
around his neck and, with the other, she caressed his whiskered cheek.

"Do you have any idea how much I love you?" she asked, her voice low, heavy with want.

"If it’s even half as much as I love you," he replied, pressing his forehead to hers. "I figure
the past can’t hurt us. As long as you and me and those kids in there are together, we can
do anything."

He kissed her thoroughly, his tongue playing with hers, and then he began to move. They
both pretended not to hear an infant’s brief cry from the other room. The second cry was
longer and they both groaned in parental frustration.

"We can do anything," Kate said, looking down at where they were joined. "With the
possible exception of THIS."

He wilted as he watched her dress. But she pressed a kiss to his lips before she left and
whispered into his mouth.

"Remember where we left off."

After all, those three little Currys couldn’t stay awake all night.

 

* * * * * * * * * *



Epilogue

"There's a land that is fairer than day,
And by faith we can see it afar;
For the Father waits over the way
To prepare us a dwelling place there."

On the sixteen of April, Ruthie Armbruster, 18 years old at the time of her death, was laid
to rest in the Silver Lake Presbyterian Church cemetery. The day was warm, the sky clear
and blue, and the sun painted a blush on the cheeks of those who gathered. The new
grass in the cemetery and the meadow beyond was a verdant blanket that lent a sweet
fragrance to the air and those who were gathered raised their voices in poignant
harmonies.

"In the sweet by and by,
We shall meet on that beautiful shore;
In the sweet by and by,
We shall meet on that beautiful shore…"

Three days before the funeral, John Richards was found guilty of murder and kidnapping
following the first trial ever held in Silver Lake. The town had "borrowed" a prosecutor from
the neighboring town of Carson’s Creek. Richards had hired a Denver attorney. But the
testimony of the town’s sheriff, the town sheriff’s wife and the town sheriff’s long time
partner had been convincing and, even when the defense attorney pointed out that two of
those star witnesses had less that stellar reputations on the law-abiding side of things, the
prosecutor had pointed out that, not only had the men been awarded an amnesty by the
somewhat hard-nosed governor of Wyoming, but Silver Lake had seen fit to make one of
the men the first town sheriff. The jury took 17 minutes to return their guilty verdict.
Richards would be going to prison for the rest of his life.

May, Jimmy and the girls were surprised by the turnout at the cemetery. The sight of
Curry and Heyes was not unexpected. But the Mayor, his wife and daughters, Dr. Monroe
and his wife, their daughter Abby, Curry’s wife and their children, Mr. Bishop, from the
Railroad… they were a surprise. There were others, as well, Silver Lake citizens unknown
to May and the girls but caring enough to turn out and mourn alongside the women, share
their loss. The two newly appointed deputies, Kibby Barnes and John Curtis, were there,
as was the blacksmith, Jergins, with his wife and son. Harry, the saloon owner, attended
and stood next to Mr. Emerson, from the bank. Reverend Murdock delivered a fine eulogy
and then, with no small amount of persuasion from Kate Curry and Maggie Taylor, May,
Jimmy and the girls were finally convinced to come back to the Taylor house for the
inevitable eating.

Heyes and Abby were leaving on the eastbound stage in two days time. Abby had
attended the funeral with pencil and paper in hand, jotting notes to write an article. Mr.
Hanson, from the New York paper, had suggested she bring some samples of writing with
her for him to evaluate and critique. She had already written one article about the murder
and the investigation and capture of Richards and another about the trial. A final piece
about Ruthie being laid to rest seemed a good element of closure.

As the afternoon waned, Curry sprawled on the porch steps with his legs extended down
the stairs, leaning back on his elbows. He turned his face up to the sun like an offering,
soaking in the warmth. A colorful fringe of daffodils and irises ringed the house and, in the
yard in front of the Kid, children played. Charles Emerson’s seven-year old daughter and
Jergins’ ten-year old son were playing with Fin, the three of them spinning in circles with



their arms spread like wings and then collapsing onto the soft, thick grass and giggling as
dizziness kept the world spinning around them. Curry recalled feeling like that after a few
post-train robbery celebrations in a saloon. Cassie, still getting the hang of this walking
thing, tried to mimic the older children but spent most of her time landing on her well-
padded backside and then getting herself back up. Curry watched, unconscious of the
crooked grin he was wearing.

The funeral had been sad, painful. He regretted that he hadn’t been able to help Ruthie,
prevent her death. But at least he had captured her killer. There was some comfort in
that. And there was greater comfort in the warmth of the sun and the welcome arrival of
spring. Heyes sat nearby on the swing, rocking it lazily back and forth.

"You’re gonna miss me when I’m gone," Heyes pointed out.

"Probably," Curry admitted, not looking at him. "I miss headaches and stomachaches
when they’re gone, too… but in a good way."

"Who’s gonna watch your back?" Heyes countered. "You get in trouble when I’m not
around."

"Most of the trouble I’ve been in," Curry pointed out, grinning now for multiple reasons.
"You’ve been in right alongside me. And, as for watching my back, I’ve got two new
deputies to do that while you’re off gettin’ your head turned around in the big city."

On the hill by the old schoolhouse, Deputy John Curtis walked a careful distance from
Miss Molly Taylor. Curry, from where he sprawled, could keep a subtle eye on them, too.

"I think young Curtis is keeping an eye on Molly’s back," Heyes chuckled. "Not yours."

Curry groaned. "She won’t even be 16 for another couple of months."

"What’s he?" Heyes speculated. "Nineteen?"

"Twenty," Curry said. "Too old for her."

Heyes coughed a chuckle. "Let’s see… how much older than Kate are you?" He
pretended to count on his fingers.

"That’s different," Curry responded quickly. "Kate was a bit more…" he hedged, then he
grinned. "Worldly."

"Well," Heyes laughed. "If ol’ Curtis comes a’courtin’, Will’s gonna meet him at the door
with a .45 in his hand."

"Nope," the Kid said with confidence. "He’s gonna open the door with me… and a .45 in
MY hand.’ He leaned his head back and met Heyes’ eye upside down. "That’s scarier."
Returning his gaze to his children, Curry asked. "So what are you going to do when you
get back? Is Abby putting you to work on the paper?"

"Nope," Heyes said smugly. "Got me a plan."

Curry waited.

"Kid, what was the best paying job we ever had?"

Curry considered. Then he asked. "You mean the best work we ever had that we got paid
for or the job that paid us the most?"



"Best one we got paid for," Heyes clarified. The ones that had paid them the most were
illegal.

Curry thought about it for a few seconds. "Managing that hotel casino in Colorado City last
year was pretty good," he said.

"Yep," Heyes agreed. "Like that saloon we ran down in Wickenburg that time. Remember
that?"

"Just like that," Curry agreed. Then, sardonically, he added. "Except for that getting
beaten up and run out of town part."

"You’re missing my point."

"I usually do," Curry admitted.

"Well, I figure managing a saloon and gambling hall is right up my alley," Heyes continued
cheerfully.

That got his partner’s attention. Curry sat up and turned around. "You’re opening a
saloon?"

"Naw," Heyes said. "We’ve got one. Harry’s. I’m just improving it."

Curry eyed him skeptically.

"Look," Heyes explained. "You know that space next to Harry’s that’s been empty? Well, I
talked Harry into taking that over and expanding the business."

"I thought Harry liked taking it easy," the Kid reminded him.

"He does," Heyes agreed. "That’s where I come in. I took Harry down to the saloon tent at
the Railroad camp so he could get an idea of the kind of business he’s missing. He was
pretty impressed. So I suggested he expand, put in more poker tables, maybe a roulette
wheel… Maybe some music, too. A piano, maybe. Something to liven the place up. And
we’ll stay open a lot later than nine o’clock."

"Harry likes working until nine o’clock," Curry mentioned.

"And he can," Heyes’ enthusiasm was apparent. "Harry wants to tend bar and go to bed
early. That’s fine. He does that and we hire another bartender for after he leaves and I
manage the whole thing."

"Harry likes this idea?"

His grin contagious, Heyes nodded. "He likes it a lot. He makes more money, he can rent
out the rooms above the joint and he doesn’t have to work any more. What’s not to like?"

"And you get a job," the Kid pointed out the additional item of interest.

"I get a job that I like!" Heyes amended.

Curry re-sprawled as Fin dizzied himself onto the ground and laid flat out, laughing up at
the blue sky. Cassie crawled over to her brother and mimicked his position. It was, Curry
decided, turning into a real fine spring.

"You know what else, Kid?" Heyes asked, swinging happily.



Almost afraid to ask, Curry took the plunge. "What, Heyes?"

"It’s almost respectable." With confidence building, he added. "Abby’s grandmother’s
gonna love me."

 

* * The End * *

Please drop by the archive and comment to let the author know if you enjoyed their work!
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